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 Therapist effects, or the differential performance of psychotherapists with respect to 
client outcome, have long been a noted phenomenon in the psychotherapy literature, but are 
under-studied (Baldwin & Imel, 2013). Contributors to therapist effects, specifically discrete 
therapist characteristics such as demographic and personality variables, have been studied for 
their relation to differential outcomes, but no conclusive associations have emerged (Cooper, 
2008). The present dissertation involved the investigation of therapist effects within the context 
of an outpatient psychotherapy clinic where graduate students in clinical psychology are trained 
in psychotherapy. In a first study, the clinical outcomes of clients who were treated by therapists 
who practiced two or more of cognitive behavioural therapy, emotion-focused therapy, brief 
psychodynamic psychotherapy, and integrative psychotherapy were examined for differential 
effectiveness of therapists. In a second study, a sample of the same graduate students responded 
to a questionnaire inquiring about their perspectives on training experiences. Current and former 
psychotherapy trainees were asked a series of questions about what experiences were helpful, 
influential, or hindering, among others, to their development. A mixed-methods approach was 
taken to address these questions. Finally, in a third study, the preceding two investigations were 
combined to identify relationships between training experiences, as reported by trainees, and 
psychotherapy performance. Meaningful therapist effects were found regarding both magnitude 
of change (i.e., raw pre-post symptomatology differences) and efficiency of change (i.e., 
modeled symptom reduction per therapy session). Multiple structures of themes were identified 
when therapists reflected on their helpful training experiences, including the importance of 
feeling supported by supervisors while being encouraged to develop a unique therapist identity, 




experiences of critical supervisory environments as well as supervisor rigidity as especially 
hindering. Therapists who had the largest positive associations with client improvement placed 
high value on didactic training experiences related to doing and being, including engaging in role 
plays and receiving video supervision. Therapists who were associated with less client 
improvement compared to their peers placed higher value on didactic experiences that generally 
provided opportunities for the accumulation of concrete knowledge, including reading about case 
examples and receiving consultation-based supervision, while placing less emphasis on training 
experiences that involved ambiguity and nuance. This third study is the first to relate therapist 
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 To date, psychotherapy research has largely focused on the treatment being provided 
rather than the individual providing the treatment (Baldwin & Imel, 2013). Much attention has 
been given to the comparison of therapeutic orientations and the differential effectiveness offered 
by those orientations. The tendency to focus on the treatment as opposed to the treater has hinged 
on a critical assumption: the assumption of equal competence (Brown, Lambert, Jones, & 
Minami, 2005). However, this assumption has often been violated in even tightly controlled 
clinical trials as therapists have consistently been found to perform differentially when 
examining client outcomes (Elkin, 1999; Huppert et al., 2001; Lambert & Ogles, 2004; 
Wampold, 2001). As such, understanding variability between therapists is an interesting and 
critical area of psychotherapy research.  
 To better understand differential therapist effectiveness, one avenue of inquiry is to 
examine clinical training experiences. Psychotherapy training presents a crucial moment of 
development for the fledgling therapist and offers a series of formative experiences that 
contribute to shaping and influencing the psychotherapist (Orlinsky et al., 1999; Ronnestad & 
Skovholt, 2003). The training of effective psychotherapists is likewise a matter of public health 
concern in light of the number of lives therapists can tangibly impact over the course of their 
careers (Callahan & Watkins, 2018). In addition to investigating training experiences with 
respect to their relationship to client outcome, doing so can elucidate the subjective experience of 
the psychotherapy trainee, providing insight into the first-person account of what factors are 
deemed to be especially influential, and what the notable impacts are on personal and 
professional development (Pascual-Leone, Wolfe, & O’Connor, 2012; Pascual-Leone, 




 The principal investigator of the present line of inquiry sought to contribute new insights 
to the therapist effects and therapist training literature by studying graduate students training at 
an outpatient psychotherapy clinic. Therapist performance, therapist training experiences, and 
their relationship were examined using archival and original data. The current project involved 
both testing hypotheses related to differential therapist performance and pursued exploratory 
questions regarding the subjective experience of psychotherapy trainees and those training 
experiences’ relationship to therapy performance. Results of the present inquiry are of interest to 
those who design and facilitate clinical training programs, clinical supervisors, as well as 
students who are currently, or will be, undergoing psychotherapy training, as they offer 
important insights into the clinical performance and self-reported training experiences of 
psychotherapists which may in turn help support evidence-based training decisions. 
Effects of the Individual Psychotherapist on Client Outcome 
Psychotherapists differ in outcome 
 Early evidence. A number of studies have been completed to examine the contribution of 
the individual therapist to the outcome of psychotherapy. Examining early evidence of the 
importance of the individual therapist offers insight into the nascent development of this body of 
literature. The seminal studies reviewed herein represent a formative phase of this line of inquiry, 
in which attempts were made to understand the roots of differential outcomes in clients. These 
studies are illustrative of the initial evidence collected that has spurred a dynamic and evolving 
area of research. In a now classic study examining comparative therapist performance, the adult 
status of adolescent boys experiencing anxiety, isolation, and feelings of unreality were 
examined (Ricks, 1974). While boys, the participants were seen at a clinic by two 




that those adolescents who presented more severe pathology at the time of treatment varied 
dramatically in their mental health status as adults. Although the cases were judged to be of 
equal severity when assigned to the two therapists, a total of 27% of supershrink’s cases were 
diagnosed with schizophrenia as adults, while 84% of pseudoshrink’s cases would go on to 
receive that diagnosis. The therapists were compared on how they treated their clients and 
several differences emerged: it was noted that supershrink devoted more of his time to the more 
severe cases while pseudoshrink did the opposite, supershrink took a strengths-based approach 
whereby he made use of external resources, facilitated day-to-day problem-solving, and 
developed client autonomy whereas pseudoshrink engaged in an immediate and deep 
examination of client psychology. This study represents an early and dramatic example of 
evidence illustrating the importance of the role of the individual therapist in later client outcome 
(Ricks, 1974). Another early study, foundational to the literature, saw researchers examine the 
impact of individual therapists on the outcomes of people who participated in group therapy 
(Yalom & Lieberman, 1971). Of note was the fact that some therapists had members in their 
group deteriorate meaningfully. The leadership style of those therapists whose group members 
deteriorated was reported by both group participants and researcher-observers. It was found that 
leaders producing iatrogenic effects maintained an aggressive and invasive style whereby they 
challenged and confronted group members, insisted on premature self-disclosure, and pushed for 
immediate emotional expression (Yalom & Lieberman, 1971). These two early studies on 
therapist effects are foundational to the field in that they established preliminary findings that 
psychotherapists do indeed differ in the clinical outcomes they are associated with.  
 Recent findings. Following from the above studies, researchers have investigated the 




that research will be reviewed here. In a recent meta-analysis of the therapist effects literature, 
the authors outline the magnitude of the impact of the individual therapist on client outcome, 
thus justifying the necessity of a research program that seeks to illuminate such findings 
(Baldwin & Imel, 2013). Baldwin and Imel (2013) reported that a total of 5% of outcome 
variance could be attributed to the individual therapist. The authors go on to detail that, while 
this seems like a relatively small figure, it is in fact substantial. First, the authors outline that 
“this effect is similar in size to some of the best predictors of therapy outcome, such as the 
therapeutic alliance” (p. 291). Further, most meta-analyses comparing active psychotherapy 
treatment with wait-list controls have post-test effect sizes at or below d = 1.0 (Lambert & 
Bergin, 1994; Wampold, 2001), which the authors estimate translates to approximately 20% of 
variance in outcome. This means that psychotherapy and all of its constituent constructs – 
common factors, specific techniques, adherence, etc. – are responsible for only 20% of the 
variance. In this context, 5% of the variance is notable. The authors suggest that the impact of 
5% variance is most appreciable when considered over the entire career of a therapist. To 
illustrate this point, they use results from Okiishi, Lambert, Nielsen, and Ogles (2003) who 
examined therapist effects on client outcome in a university counselling centre. Therapists in this 
study worked from a variety of orientations including Cognitive Behavioural/Behavioural (41%), 
Humanistic/Existential (33%), and Psychodynamic/Interpersonal (25%). Researchers portioned 
their total sample into the top and bottom 10% of therapists. The top 10% of therapists from that 
study had deterioration rates of 5% of clients, while the bottom 10% saw 11% of their clients 
deteriorate. Consider if, in a single year, the top 10% collectively saw 100 clients and the bottom 
10% also saw 100 clients. This would mean that 6 more clients seen by the least effective 




clients (Baldwin & Imel, 2013). Clearly, while the effects between individual therapists appear 
small initially, over the course of a therapist’s entire career, the effects do have substantial public 
health implications. This example is illustrative of the importance of this line of inquiry, as 
Baldwin and Imel (2013) demonstrate that the magnitude of therapist effects is substantial when 
compared with other contributors to outcome, and clinically meaningful over the course of a 
practicing clinician’s career.  
 Indeed, the therapist effects literature is often most enlightening when viewing 
comparisons in performance at the extremes. Most relevant to the current study are the findings 
from a project in which researchers examined differential outcome in an outpatient 
psychotherapy training clinic. The authors reported that one therapist accounted for 20% of 
clients who were deemed to have a successful outcome across the entire sample studied (N = 21 
therapists) while another therapist’s entire caseload, with the exception of one client, was 
categorized as having deteriorated or achieved no reliable change (Callahan & Hynan, 2005). In 
the same Okiishi et al. (2003) study cited above, which was completed at a university 
counselling centre, the top three ranked therapists promoted an average symptom reduction per 
session of -7.97, -5.51, -5.19 as measured by the OQ-45 (Lambert et al., 1996), respectively. 
Alternately, the bottom three ranked therapists (of N = 56 participants) saw both low symptom 
reduction, -0.13, and minor symptom exacerbation, 0.05, 0.68. These are large differences 
between top- and bottom-ranked therapists. In a similar study conducted by Okiishi and 
colleagues (2006), similar findings were reported in which large effectiveness discrepancies were 
present across 76 counsellors in an outpatient counselling centre. Again, when considered over 
the course of the careers of those therapists the results are particularly enlightening. Further, the 




sessions with their clients when compared to top-ranked therapists. This was interpreted as 
indicating both inefficiency in the therapeutic work as well as the possible development of client 
dependency by lower-ranked therapists. Likewise, it was reported by the authors of a study 
examining the outcomes of the clients of highly effective therapists versus those of other 
therapists, that highly effective therapists’ clients improved at a rate three times higher than those 
of other therapists (Brown, Lambert, Jones, & Minami, 2005).   
In a study conducted by Huppert and colleagues (2001), 14 highly trained and 
experienced therapists treated individuals suffering from panic disorder in a randomized control 
trial using variations of CBT (e.g., CBT only, CBT plus placebo, CBT plus Imipramine) for 
panic disorder where adherence to treatment and competency were externally rated. Researchers 
separated therapists into rankings-strata where therapists were deemed “above-average” 
“average” and “below-average.” The data reported by the authors suggests that, here too, 
therapists at the extremes contributed to a large amount of the variance as two therapists 
appeared to be especially effective in promoting successful client outcomes, and two therapists 
saw consistently poorer outcomes with their clients. The results are not only notable due to the 
fact that four therapists were demonstrably stronger or weaker in the clinical outcomes their 
clients reported, but also because this variability occurred within the context of a highly 
manualized therapy. These results suggest that even when following a pre-determined course of 
treatment, in which all therapists received high competency and adherence ratings, differential 
effectiveness between therapists still emerged.  
 The question of the stability of therapist effects has also been addressed in at least two 
studies (Brown et al., 2005; Wampold & Brown, 2005). Brown et al. (2005) studied baseline data 




from archival data sets of treatments for anxiety and depression in a managed behavioural health 
care organization; therapeutic orientations of the therapists involved were not explicitly reported, 
though the authors characterized treatment as “empirically supported.” Following the 
establishment of the baseline, they divided their sample into two groups: highly effective 
therapists and all other therapists. The former group was established by using an average 
residualized change score of 2.8 or greater in therapists’ caseloads as a cut-off. Once the 
therapists had been established as highly effective (25% of therapists in the sample) or other (the 
remaining 75% of therapists), the researchers examined the outcomes of those therapists’ clients 
over the following 18 months to determine if therapist group membership could predict client 
outcome. During this cross-validation phase of the study the differences between groups (i.e., the 
extent to which therapists characterized as “highly effective” in the baseline phase of the study 
outperformed therapists characterized as “other” during that period) did reduce to an extent, 
which was attributed by authors to regression to the mean, but a noticeable difference still 
remained. Specifically, those deemed “highly effective” outperformed “other” therapists by a 
reported 2.8 residualized change points during the cross-validation period of the study. In a 
similar study by Wampold and Brown (2005), where client data were used from the same 
managed behavioural health care organization treatment archive, caseloads of individual 
therapists were divided in half chronologically. The first half made up the “predictor sample” 
while the second half constituted the “criterion sample.” Therapists were then divided into 
quartiles based on the outcomes of the clients in their predictor samples. These outcomes were 
compared with the second half of the therapists’ caseloads, their criterion samples. The quartiles 
were remarkably consistent, as perhaps most notably therapists in the uppermost quartile showed 




therapists in the lowest quartile (Wampold & Brown, 2005). Results from these two studies 
indicate that differential effectiveness among therapists is consistent, a finding that further 
suggests that some therapists simply perform better than others.   
 Therapist effects have also been examined within the context of client presenting 
problem, as researchers have tested to see if some therapists perform better or worse depending 
on the psychopathology of the client. Nissen-Lie and colleagues (2016) studied the consistency 
of therapist effectiveness across problem domains to determine if “therapist effectiveness is a 
global factor, or does it depend on the type of patient difficulty?” (p. 367). The researchers 
conducted two discrete studies using two large sets of data from a student counselling centre in 
the United States and primary care units and psychiatry specialty clinics in Sweden. Therapists in 
the American counselling centre were predominantly described as practicing integrative 
psychotherapy while counsellors in Sweden were reported to have practiced CBT and 
psychodynamic psychotherapy evenly. The various treatment settings participating in the study 
used different outcome measures, each of which consisted of multiple subscales to assess various 
aspects of client functioning. Results indicated that therapists were effective across client 
symptom domain (as opposed to only being effective in relieving one type of problem). This 
study suggests that therapist effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, is a global trait and not one 
restricted to certain varieties of client presentation type. The results are all the more compelling 
considering they were consistent across two different samples with unique therapists, clients, 
treatment settings, and in two separate cultural contexts (Nissen-Lie et al., 2016). 
 In addition to demonstrating that therapist effects are substantial, stable, and global, 
researchers contributing to the literature in the therapist effects domain have further reported the 




methodologies. Therapist effects have been established in large data sets from naturalistic 
settings where differences between therapists have been noted to be larger than those seen in 
random clinical trials (Crits-Cristoph et al., 1991; Kim, Lutz, Leon, Martinovich, Lyons, & 
Stiles, 2007; Okiishi et al., 2006). Therapist effects have likewise been noted for a wide range of 
clinical problems, including depression (Kuyken, 2004), social phobia (Lincoln, Rief, Hahlweg, 
Frank, & von Witzelben, 2003), post-traumatic stress disorder (Taylor et al., 2003), and 
trichotillomania (van Minnen, Hoogduin, Keijsers, Hellenbran, & Hendricks, 2003), among 
others.  
Additionally, although therapist effects have been noted to be larger when studied in 
naturalistic settings, various authors have reported meaningful between-therapist differences in 
controlled randomized clinical trials, including therapists working with male veterans with 
substance use concerns, where therapist effects persisted at 7-month follow up (Luborsky, 
McLellan, Woody, O’Brien, & Auerbach, 1985). In this study a third of therapists practiced 
supportive-expressive psychotherapy, a third practiced Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, and a 
third practiced “drug-counselling” (Luborsky et al., 1985). Likewise, a study where 80 therapists 
treated 1726 alcohol-dependent clients across three treatment types (Twelve Step Facilitation, 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, and Motivational Enhancement Therapy) saw client outcomes 
only modestly affected by the treatment condition in which they were seen, but within treatments 
therapist effects were consistently seen in client outcomes both at the end of therapy and after a 
4-15 month follow up (Project MATCH Research Group, 1998). Finally, researchers studying 
data from the National Institute of Mental Health Treatment of Depression Collaborative 
Research Program reported significant differences in therapist efficacy irrespective of the 




Imipramine plus clinical management, and pill placebo plus clinical management), or the site 
where the client was treated (Blatt, Sanislow, Zuroff, & Pilkonis, 1996). Therapist effects are 
demonstrably pervasive throughout the literature and are global, stable, and enduring. That the 
phenomenon has firmly been established gives rise to new questions about what might make 
some therapists more or less effective than others.    
Psychotherapist variables investigated for their relation to outcome 
 Naturally, in conjunction with the breadth of findings indicating differential effectiveness 
between therapists, researchers have sought to identify particular therapist characteristics that 
may predict therapist effectiveness. Interestingly, much of the literature in this area is marked by 
the lack of conclusive findings, as discrete variables of the therapist that are related to client 
outcome have seldom been identified. A variety of therapist characteristics have been studied in 
this context, including inferred traits (e.g., personality characteristics), observable traits (e.g., 
age, ethnicity, gender), observable states (e.g., training; Baldwin & Imel, 2013). In this section, 
the findings of studies attempting to establish relationships between therapist qualities and client 
outcome will be reviewed.  
Regarding inferred traits, healthy therapist psychological functioning and well-being have 
been identified as having a small effect on clients’ outcome, as authors of a meta-analysis of nine 
studies reported an effect size of d = 0.24 (Beutler et al., 2004). Regarding therapist personality 
characteristics, little evidence has been found in support of a relationship between specific traits 
and client outcome, as an early study examining such a correlation failed to account for a 
relationship between a wide swath of therapist personality characteristics and client improvement 
or deterioration (Antonuccio, Lewinsohn, & Steinmetz, 1982). Likewise, no clear evidence exists 




promote better clinical outcomes (Beutler et al., 2004). There is also scant evidence to indicate 
that therapists’ beliefs or values are  related to client outcome (Beutler et al., 2004). Interestingly, 
though, is that when clients and therapists have convergent values, therapists rate clients as 
having improved more than clients rate their own improvement (Martinez, 1991). In contrast to 
the studies that have reported no relationships between inferred characteristics and outcome, 
some have indeed found associations. Researchers of one study examing characteristics of 
trainee psychotherapists reported that less effective therapists tended to value “comfort” (i.e., 
prosperity attainment) and living an active and stimulating life while more effective therapists 
placed a higher emphasis on intellecutalism (i.e., being reflective and intelligent) (Lafferty, 
Beutler, & Crago, 1989). The former finding was theorized to reflect the prioritization of self-
invovlement as opposed to altruism by less effective therapists, while the latter was proposed to 
signify a potentially nonreflective, noninqusitive approach to therapy taken by those trainees. 
Another group of researchers examined a number of characteristics in relation to client outcome 
among sample of therapists and reported that those who scored higher on a measure of 
facilitative interpersonal skills tended to be associated with more favourable client outcomes 
(Anderson, Ogles, Patterson, Lambert, & Vermeersch, 2009). Researchers underscored that this 
finding indicates it was likely therapists’ ability to handle interpersonally challenging encounters 
with clients that produced differential effectiveness. Lastly, researchers of a more recent study 
examining relationships between trainee therapist personality characteristics and client outcome 
reported that trainee neuroticism significantly predicited client change with emotional 
intelligence serving as a moderating variable. The authors explained that this finding may reflect 
a self-scrutinizing therapist’s ability to reflect upon and regulate difficult emotions which 




 A variety of observable therapist charcteristics have likewise been studied for their 
relationship to client outcome. Therapist gender has been studied extensively, with one review of 
ten studies indicating no significant difference between male and female therapists with respect 
to client dropout (Beutler et al., 2004). In specific studies where gender differences have been 
noted, they have typically been in favour of female therapists (Beutler, Blatt, Alimohamed, Levy, 
& Angtuaco, 2006). Female therapists have been noted to hold more positive attitudes toward 
their clients (Bowers & Bieschke, 2005), while clients of female therapists have reported being 
more satisfied with therapy than clients of male therapists (Jones, Krupnik, & Kerig, 1987). 
Lastly, gender match does not seem to influence therapy outcome as clients of same-gender 
therapists did not improve to a greater extent than clients of opposite-gender therapists (Beutler 
et al., 2006).   
In general, therapist sexual orientation has not been found to be associated with 
differential effectiveness; however, match between therapist and client sexual orientation has 
been reported to contribute to outcome as lesbian, gay, and bisexual clients show better outcomes 
when working with a therapist of a like sexual orientation (King, Semylen, Killaspy, Nazareth, & 
Osborn 2007; Sue & Lam, 2002). Compounding these findings is the fact that lesbian, gay, and 
bisexual clients have found heterosexual male therapists to be the least helpful (Jones, Botsko, & 
Gorman, 2003; Liddle, 1996), perhaps owing to the fact that therapists in this demographic 
report holding less positive attitudes towards lesbian and gay clients than do female therapists 
(Bowers & Bieschke, 2005).      
Similar to sexual orientation, the literature indicates that there is little evidence to suggest 
that therapist ethnicity is related to client outcome (Beutler et al., 2004). However, as seen above, 




therapy (Farismadan, Draghi-Lorenz, & Ellis, 2007) and does contribute to lower dropout rates 
(Rosenshack, Fontana, & Cottrol, 1995). African American and other minority clients prefer 
therapists from a similar ethnic background, experience greater rapport with those therapists, and 
are more satisfied with the therapy. Likewise, therapists of an ethnicity similar to their clients’ 
report that they have a better understanding of their clients’ concerns (Murphy, Faulkner, & 
Behrens, 2004; Zane, Hall, Sue, Young, & Nunez, 2004). Evidence for better outcome when 
ethnic matching between client and therapist occurs is strongest when the clients’ reported 
concern is depression (Castonguay & Beutler, 2006). However, the effects of ethnic matching 
have been quite small when studied in meta-analyses, and it remains unclear across how many 
ethnic groups client-therapist matching effects appear (Beutler et al., 2004).  
The third domain of therapist characteristics that has been investigated with respect to 
client outcome include observable states, or professional characteristics of the therapist, 
including training and professional status. In one comprehensive meta-analysis, more training 
experience was associated with better client outcome (Stein & Lambert, 1995) which is a rather 
intuitive finding as training has been shown to positively impact the development of therapists’ 
skill set (Lambert & Ogles, 1997). In addition to better clinical outcome, more therapy training 
was associated with lower client dropout and greater client satisfaction (Stein & Lambert, 1995). 
Conversely, some researchers have reported longitudinal findings suggesting that training and 
effectiveness may be inversely related (Erekson, Janis, Bailey, Cattani, & Pederson, 2017). 
However, training is a difficult variable to isolate, as it is often confounded with therapist 
experience and therapist age, making it difficult to know for certain that training specifically is 




 In studies comparing the effectiveness of professional therapists to that of 
paraprofessionals (e.g., clergy, nurses, minimally trained volunteers) the results have indicated 
that there is relatively little difference between groups (Cooper, 2008). These results include 
findings that those individuals partaking in Alcoholics Anonymous and other paraprofessional-
facilitated therapy groups see outcomes similar to those treated by fully trained mental health 
professionals (Project MATCH Research Group, 1997). One early meta-analysis comparing the 
effectiveness of paraprofessionals versus that of mental health professionals found an effect close 
to zero (Berman & Norton, 1985). Further, authors of a more recent meta-analysis reported a 
very small, insignificant effect in favour of paraprofessionals in the treatment of depression and 
anxiety, though the authors were hesitant to make a formal conclusion about professional versus 
paraprofessional comparisons due to methodological constraints (e.g., insufficient number of 
studies included in the review; den Boer, Wiersma, Russo, & van den Bosch, 2005). 
Professionals trained in mental health have, however, been shown to promote better outcomes 
than medical professionals who may treat a client with mental health concerns (Balestrieri, 
Williams, & Wilkinson, 1988).  
  As evidenced by the outlined literature, a discrete set of specific characteristics or 
qualities of the therapist has not emerged as being especially influential in the promotion of 
positive client outcomes. The fact that a particular variable, or group of variables, has not been 
identified as being especially impactful suggests that the question of the effectiveness of the 
individual therapist goes beyond easily identifiable traits and characteristics. As Lambert (1989) 
has argued, “the therapist is more than the sum of the dimension (and interaction of dimensions) 
that is usually studied in traditional process and outcome research” (p. 471). Some researchers 




intricate factors that might be related to the individual therapist’s effectiveness (Jennings & 
Skovholt, 1999). Jenings and Skovholt (1999) used snowball sampling to identify a group of 
therapists in a large metropolitan area who were unanimously recognized by their peers as 
exceptional. In conducting interviews with these therapists, 10 major themes emerged that were 
common throughout most therapists’ responses to questions seeking illumination regarding how 
they approach and perceive psychotherapy. The results suggested that the 10 peer-nominated 
master therapists 1) were voracious learners, and continued education throughout their careers, 2) 
drew heavily on their accumulated experiences, 3) valued cognitive complexity and ambiguity, 
4) were emotionally receptive, 5) were mentally healthy and mature and attended to their own 
emotional well-being, 6) were aware of how their emotional health impacts their work, 7) had 
strong relationship skills, 8) believed in the working alliance, and 9) were experts in using their 
excellent relation skills in therapy. Others have speculated that research findings revealing 
differential effectiveness among therapists during their training (e.g., Lafferty et al., 1989; 
Anderson et al., 2009; Rieck & Callahan, 2013) is evidence of innate differences between 
therapists indicative of fundamentally stronger pre-existing characteristics that some bring into 
their clinical work (Callahan & Watkins, 2018b). This line of research presents an interesting 
alternative to the above in that it focuses on a more elaborated and nuanced set of qualities, as 
opposed to single characteristics. However, empirical evidence highlighting qualities that are 
conclusively related to improved client outcome is still lacking.  
Effects of the Individual Psychotherapist on the Therapeutic Relationship 
The therapeutic relationship has continually been identified as an extremely important 
ingredient in the change process of psychotherapy (Baldwin & Imel, 2013; Cooper, 2008; 




therapeutic alliance and improved client outcome (Horvath & Bedi, 2002; Horvath, Del Re, 
Fluckiger, & Symonds, 2011; Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000). Regarding variance in client 
outcome, 7.8% has been attributed to the therapeutic alliance, indicating therapists’ skills in 
establishing a strong alliance is important (Baldwin & Imel, 2013). As such, several studies have 
been conducted to determine if therapists are differentially effective at promoting strong 
therapeutic relationships, a line of inquiry thought to be fruitful in clarifying the outlined 
findings regarding differential effectiveness (Baldwin, Wampold, & Imel, 2007; Crits-Christoph 
et al., 2009; Zuroff, Kelly, Leybman, Blatt, & Wampold, 2010). 
Psychotherapists differ in strength of the therapeutic alliance they offer 
  As psychotherapists have proven to be differentially effective regarding client outcome, 
so too have differences been established regarding their capacity to form strong therapeutic 
alliances. Baldwin and colleagues (2007) implemented analyses to determine the differential 
effectiveness of therapists in establishing a strong working alliance using client data from the 
OQ-45 as well as the Working Alliance Inventory in a university student counselling centre. 
Baldwin and colleagues reported that there was indeed therapist variability in the working 
alliance that was related to outcome, stating: “therapists whose patients, on average, rated their 
alliance high, also had better outcomes than therapists whose patients, on average, rated their 
alliance low” (2007, p. 846). In a study completed by Zuroff and colleagues (2010) that 
examined differential therapist alliance effectiveness within a clinical sample of patients 
suffering from unipolar depression three main findings emerged. First, between-therapist 
variability in patients’ perceptions of empathy, positive regard, and therapist congruence – 
termed Rogerian conditions – was related to overall clinical improvement. Second, between-




reduced vulnerability to depression, third, patients who experienced a higher level of the 
Rogerian conditions had better clinical outcomes than the average patient seen by the same 
therapist. Thus, the findings indicated that differential clinical outcome could be explained by 
variability in the working alliance between therapists, and the specific qualities that promote a 
healthy therapeutic alliance as perceived by the client. A third study, in which researchers sought 
to compare alliance ratings between two therapy conditions (motivational enhancement therapy 
vs. counselling as usual) for an outpatient substance abuse population saw interesting results 
emerge (Crits-Christoph et al., 2009). The authors reported that there were no significant 
differences in alliance rating between therapeutic conditions, but between-therapist differences 
did emerge within each condition. Further, the strength of the alliance, as reported by the client, 
was associated with a reduction in days of primary substance use (i.e., the substance abused by 
the client most frequently) during a post-therapy follow up period. The results of this study 
illustrate yet again the importance of the client’s perception of the individual therapist, rather 
than the treatment being provided, in influencing outcome in this case the client’s receptiveness 
to the individual therapist’s ability to establish a strong working alliance.   
 Similar to the attempts made by researchers to identify qualities of therapists that can be 
associated with outcome, therapist personal and professional characteristics have been 
investigated for their potential association with the strength or weakness of the working alliance. 
In one study, researchers identified that there was no relationship between the client’s perception 
of the quality of the working alliance and the therapist’s experience, training, skills, and progress 
as a therapist (Hersoug, Hoglend, Monsen, & Havik, 2001). Likewise, authors of the same study 
reported that there was no evident relationship between the similarities in personal characteristics 




 Therapists’ perspectives have also been investigated with respect to the relationship 
between the various personal qualities they possess and the quality of the working alliance. 
Researchers have indicated that therapists who reported negative experiences in early parental 
relationships perceived worse therapeutic alliances at the third session, however, client and 
observer ratings did not align with such poor ratings of the alliance (Hilliard, Henry, & Strupp, 
2000). Therapists’ self-reported qualities in private interpersonal relationships have likewise 
been implicated in influencing the quality of the professional working alliance (Hersoug et al., 
2009). Therapists who considered themselves cold, detached, disconnected, distant, and 
indifferent in their private relationships have understandably been rated as predicting both poor 
client- and therapist-rated working alliance (Hersoug et al., 2009). Finally, several studies have 
been conducted to determine the relationship between therapist attachment style and the working 
alliance. Dinger Strack, Sachsse, and Schauenburg (2009) reported that therapists displaying a 
higher attachment preoccupation in general – they tended to be insecure about the strength of the 
relationship and so cling to and become dependent upon attachment figures – predicted poorer 
weekly client-rated working alliance ratings. Another group of researchers examining attachment 
style’s impact on working alliance ratings reported that after 12 weeks of therapy, client-rated 
working alliance was especially strong for therapists with secure attachment styles who worked 
with clients with more severe psychopathology (Schauenburg et al., 2010). A lack of clarity 
remains regarding therapist qualities that promote stronger or weaker working alliances, much 
like qualities that may promote better or worse therapeutic outcomes. The case may be the same 
in this domain, that the relationship cannot be distilled to discrete qualities, but is facilitated by a 




The therapeutic alliance early in therapy 
 The therapeutic alliance is recognized as influential to client outcome; as such, 
researchers have investigated the importance of the early establishment of the working alliance 
to psychotherapy outcome. As a strong therapeutic alliance promotes good therapeutic outcome, 
the reverse is also true in that a poor alliance is affiliated with clients’ premature termination of 
treatment (Constantino, Castonguay, & Schut, 2002). Luborsky (2000) conceptualized the 
alliance as being composed of two parts that work at different points: Type 1 alliance (early in 
treatment) and Type 2 alliance (later in treatment). The establishment of Type 1 alliance requires 
the therapist to be helpful, supportive, and effective in instilling an aspect of hope within the 
client for therapeutic change. Constantino and colleagues (2002) write that should the client not 
engage in the early therapy process or develop a bond with the therapist, he or she is less likely 
to continue with therapy. McWilliams (1999) too has outlined the importance of the initial 
therapeutic encounter. McWilliams described the first session as an opportunity for the clinician 
to work to reduce the client’s anxiety about therapy while simultaneously allowing the client to 
speak openly in order to learn about him or her. McWilliams posits that, by the conclusion of the 
first session, the therapist should be able to demonstrate that they have listened to the client, have 
an understanding of his or her suffering, have assessed the client’s reaction to how the therapist 
has understood presenting concerns, instilled a sense of hope, covered logistical aspects of 
therapy, and solicited feedback, questions, and concerns from the client about the therapeutic 
course and process. 
 Researchers conducting empirical studies have reported that the initial session of 
psychotherapy is crucial in establishing the therapeutic alliance (Sexton, Littauer, Sexton, & 




following dimensions: emotion (from warm to disapproving), therapist listening quality (from 
focused to not focused), therapist tension (from comfortable to anxious), and therapist verbal 
content (primarily emotional, mixed cognitive/emotion, cognitive, silence). Such ratings were 
examined in relation to client ratings of alliance on the Working Alliance Inventory. There were 
14 therapists included in the study, nine of whom described themselves as eclectic, with five 
describing themselves as working from a psychodynamic orientation; therapy was provided at an 
outpatient clinic. First session alliance accounted for more than 20% of the variance in second 
session alliance ratings. Particularly, therapists who demonstrated a mix of cognitive and 
emotional speech content, who conveyed warmth, and who were seen as more actively listening 
had a better overall connection with their clients per external raters and client ratings of alliance 
(Sexton et al., 2005).  
 Other researchers examined the quality of client-reported alliance at the third session of 
therapy and explored those ratings in relation to therapist-reported psychotherapy characteristics 
(Nissen-Lie, Monsen, & Ronnestad, 2010). The authors reported that 17% of client-reported 
variability in early alliance (i.e., by the third session) was attributable to therapist. Therapists 
who reported high professional self-doubt (e.g., self-doubt about one’s efficacy in treating 
clients) were associated with stronger early working alliance ratings, while therapists reporting 
high negative personal reaction (e.g., hostility and empathic deficiencies towards clients) were 
associated with lower ratings (Nissen-Lie at al., 2010). The finding that therapists’ self-doubt 
positively predicted alliance quality was explained by authors “as a reflection of sensitivity on 
the part of the therapist that allows him or her to engage in healthy self-critical evaluation” which 
was ultimately experienced as humility and respect by clients (Nissen-Lie et al., 2010, p. 640).  




alliance, Hilsenroth and Cormer (2007) reported that the initial session presents an opportunity 
for the therapist to facilitate empathic and collaborative aspects of therapy in which they develop 
treatment goals with the client. They write that therapists who successfully implement techniques 
to convey a sense of warmth, understanding, trust, and appreciation are more likely to facilitate a 
stronger alliance with clients compared to those who do not display those characteristics. The 
authors contend that the effects of alliance establishment at this phase of treatment persist 
throughout the course of therapy (Hilsenroth & Cormer, 2007).  
Early Development of the Psychotherapist  
Trajectories of psychotherapist professional development 
 The matter of how therapists develop, grow, mature, and acquire skills over the course of 
their careers has interested researchers for some time. The question of therapist development is 
especially compelling when considered within the context of the research reviewed above: the 
body of literature indicating that individual therapists are associated with significantly different 
clinical outcomes and establish working relationships of differential strength. The body of 
literature that sheds light on therapist development may be one fruitful source of evidence to 
elucidate how differential development experiences may form more or less effective 
psychotherapists. Various groups of researchers have been involved in tracking the evolution of 
the psychotherapist by studying career-span trajectories and applying descriptive phases to the 
stages of therapist development that have emerged (Ronnestad & Skovholt, 2003) and to cycles 
of development (Ronnestad & Skovholt, 2013). Theories and models of development and 
therapist trajectories will be reviewed herein, followed by empirical research that has provided 




Ronnestad and Skovholt (2003) have described a model of development involving six 
discrete stages that span the therapist’s career – only the early stages of development, likely to be 
representative of those participating in the current study, will be described herein. The initial 
phase of therapist development is that of the Lay Helper, marked by experiences of providing 
informal help to those in their lives, with a generally unrefined and solution-focused approach. 
The lay helper’s helping style involves strong emotional support, quick identification of the 
problem, and advice and solutions offered based on personal experience. The lay helper risks 
over-identification and over-involvement with the other as they may vacillate between empathy 
(i.e., the ability to recognize, share in, and understand another’s emotion) and sympathy (i.e., an 
attitude of concern or care about another’s plight/distress), being driven by a compelling desire 
to officially solve the other’s problem. Second is the Beginning Student phase where the 
fledgling therapist becomes aware of the inappropriateness of the methods of the lay helper, yet 
feels uncomfortable implementing the breadth of information to which they are introduced. The 
beginning student is often wracked by doubt that he or she is capable of offering meaningful 
therapeutic assistance and is all too aware of the gap between theory and his or her ability to put 
it into practice. At this stage, the beginning student is susceptible to reactivity from both positive 
or negative feedback from clients and supervisors. The crux of this stage is reported to be the 
decision made by the beginning student to either navigate challenges and impediments with 
openness – leading to more favourable development – or with closed, anxiety-reducing strategies 
– leading to stagnation. Next comes the Advanced Student who is in the latter part of their 
training. The authors describe this phase as one of basic clinical competence, but marked by the 
desire of the advanced student to function beyond their capacity, holding themselves to the 




student is keen to not make mistakes, and their work may be marked by a lack of spontaneity, 
risks, and may be altogether humourless. In this stage, the advanced student often moves from 
focusing solely on external models to guide their work to a more internal process wherein they 
reflect upon the positive and negative impacts of their own personality on the therapeutic 
process, and invest greater effort in explicitly deploying aspects of the therapeutic relationship in 
interventions such as transference and countertransference, client resistance and defensiveness 
(Ronnestad & Skovholt, 2003).  
 In a later elaboration of trajectories of therapist development, Ronnestad and Skovholt 
(2013) identified paths that psychotherapists take that lead to either development or stagnation, 
rather than defining a stage model. Instead of assuming that most counsellors pass through the 
same stages upon accumulating a certain level of experience, this model acknowledges that 
growth and development are only possible when therapists successfully navigate challenges. As 
such, the authors indicate that experiences with difficulties or challenges – which they define as 
not only occupying the professional sphere (e.g., a frustrating lack of progress with a client, a 
combative clinical supervisor), but also the personal (e.g., conflict in personal relationships) – 
are inevitable and it is the manner in which such challenges are negotiated that predicts growth 
versus stagnation. The authors describe all challenges as eventually leading to closure – the point 
at which the challenge is no longer being navigated or grappled with – but outline differing 
qualities of closure that promote growth versus stagnation. In the first trajectory – the positive 
development cycle – a challenge is met with reflection. Conceptually mediating reflection and 
the attainment of positive development is functional closure, or a decision-making process that 
allows the therapist to a) promote constructive therapy processes, b) promote a good final 




professionals. A second trajectory, and one of two leading to professional stagnation, is 
exhaustion, or the continued experience of being overburdened and overworked, which prevents 
the therapist from engaging in the reflective activity necessary to positively develop. Mediating a 
challenging experience and exhaustion is inadequate closure, or the therapist’s inability to 
organize client-related information to make it meaningful and assist them in taking productive 
therapeutic action. It involves becoming lost in details and an inability to synthesize, integrate, 
and distinguish between essential and nonessential clinical information. The third and final 
trajectory, and the second leading to professional stagnation is disengagement, or an emotional 
detachment from clients resulting in cold and disconnected encounters. Providing the link 
between a challenging experience and disengagement is premature closure, or when a therapist 
does not possess the competence to navigate the challenge with which they have been presented 
such that they defensively conclude the challenge without adequate resolution. Such defenses 
may include misattribution, distortion, or dysfunctional reduction or oversimplification when 
challenges are encountered (e.g., the therapist blames a dropout on the client’s lack of motivation 
when in fact it may more so have been due to a lack of therapist empathy).  
 The two outlined models described by Ronnestead and Skovholt (2003; 2013) offer 
interesting descriptions of divergent paths that novice and career therapists alike may take. These 
models raise questions about how psychotherapists themselves experience development, and 
what types of specific experiences or challenges are formative in promoting growth versus 
stagnation. Below, research relevant to therapist perspectives on early development is reviewed.                
Psychotherapist perspectives on their own early development  
 Various research projects have centered on understanding, from the psychotherapist’s 




questions as understanding what psychotherapists see as especially influential in their own 
development has implications for training. Additionally, first-hand input from those undergoing 
said development serves to inform models and theories of psychotherapist growth, such as those 
outlined in the previous section. When psychotherapists are asked to identify the most influential 
pathway of professional identity and skill development, the answer has unanimously been direct 
experience with clients (Carlsson & Schubert, 2009; Orlinsky, Botermans, & Ronnestad, 2001; 
Rachelson & Clance, 1980; Schofield & Roedel, 2012). The same answer has appeared cross-
culturally as well, as 250 mental health practitioners in India were queried regarding important 
positive influences in their development and ranked working directly with clients as most 
important (Kumaria, Bhola, & Orlinsky, 2018). Indeed, the process of experiential learning 
through client contact has been closely associated with growth. Authors of a review identified 
three themes as specific avenues through which first-hand work with clients has influenced 
therapist’s development: a) experiencing intimacy and high emotional arousal with clients as 
therapists witness profound change, b) being challenged by clients (e.g., being forced to go 
beyond what the therapist already knew to learn or develop a new intervention or way of 
relating), and c) allowing for less rigid therapeutic boundaries in order to develop more flexible 
ways of working with clients (Kottler & Hunter, 2010). Likewise, qualitative studies of 
development and narrative accounts also have elucidated the ways in which experiences with 
clients have aided therapists’ growth with respect to therapeutic skills, therapeutic relationships, 
coping strategies, resolution of ethical dilemmas, and ways to be an effective therapist 
(Casement, 2013; Hatcher et al., 2012). 
Formal clinical supervision is likewise a source of influence in therapist development that 




al., 1999, 2001; Orlinsky & Ronnestad, 2005). The effects of clinical supervision have been 
detailed as offering both positive and negative influences in the psychotherapist’s early 
development, as felt support in supervision has been associated with trainees’ satisfaction with 
development, while felt criticism in supervision has been related to trainees’ increased likelihood 
to use avoidant coping (Messina et al., 2017). The provision of effective psychotherapy 
supervision has been associated with a number of desirable outcomes among trainees, including 
improving knowledge and sensitivity regarding multicultural client issues, skill acquisition, 
trainee self-awareness, treatment knowledge, and self-efficacy among others (Beutler & Kendall, 
1995; Goodyear & Guzzardo, 2000; Holloway, 2012; Holloway & Neufeldt, 1995; Inman & 
Ladany, 2008; Ladany & Inman, 2011). The importance of supervision has been underscored by 
research that has established preliminary evidence of supervisors’ impact on client outcomes 
(Callahan & Watkins, 2018d). Supervisors have been shown to exert a significant and moderate 
effect on the outcome of the clients treated by their trainee supervisees, with 16% of outcome 
variance attributable to supervisors in one study (Callahan, Almstrom, Swift, Borja, & Heath, 
2009). Similar findings were replicated in a follow-up study wherein supervisors were again 
demonstrated to exert a moderate effect on their supervisees’ clients’ outcomes (Wrape, 
Callahan, Ruggero, & Watkins, 2015). 
Further, for many trainees, supervision is fraught with the high stress associated with 
evaluation, especially when trainees feel that the definition of expertise and supervisor 
expectations are unclear (Skovholt & Ronnestad, 2003). Additionally, supervisors often fill the 
essential role of mentor for novice therapists who require experts in the field to be available, 
supportive, and helpful (Skovholt & Ronenstad, 2003). Further, just as positive and negative 




helpful or difficult mentor. When a novice therapist feels disillusioned by negative mentorship 
experiences, including absenteeism, criticism, and confusion, it can lead to circumstances 
difficult to cope with – experiences colloquially referred to as “orphan distress,” and “novice 
neglect” (Skovholt & Ronnestad, 2003). 
A third major source of influence that has consistently been cited in the literature is that 
of receiving personal therapy, which has been acknowledged by therapists as an important source 
of both personal and professional growth (Norcross, 2005; Norcross, Strausser-Kirtland, & 
Missar, 1988). This finding not only has emerged within the context of novice therapist 
development, but also across the career span. A survey of 800 psychologists found that 84% had 
received therapy, and of that portion, 85% reported that their experience in therapy was very or 
exceptionally helpful (thus representing 71% of the total sample; Pope & Tabachnick, 1994). In a 
study of psychologists who had undergone a training program in which personal therapy was 
mandated, most felt that personal therapy should remain an obligatory part of the curriculum 
(Rizq & Target, 2008). The authors of the study indicated that participants most valued therapy 
as a means to establish a genuine, often emotionally intense relationship, with their therapist 
which subsequently allowed them to relate more authentically with themselves and their clients 
(Rizq & Target, 2008). Another group of researchers conducting interviews of experienced 
therapists who had undergone psychotherapy revealed two themes related directly to professional 
practice (Wiseman & Shefler, 2001). The first theme, Impacts of personal therapy on the 
professional self: Identity, highlights how therapists modeled themselves after the qualities of 
their own therapists that they admired, how therapists became more secure in their professional 
sense of self, and how it aided them in improving self-knowledge that later could be used as a 




development, Impacts of personal therapy on one’s being in the session: Process, highlights the 
increased empathic capacity and attunement therapists noticed, as well as a feeling of being free 
and authentic with clients in session (Wiseman & Shefler, 2001). Therapist development has 
often been cited as a winding and nonlinear experience, but the following triad of experiences: 
client contact, supervision, and personal therapy have emerged in the literature as being 
especially influential in the eyes of psychotherapists. While development occurs across the 
career span of the therapist, investigating the specific occurrences in the crucible of training is 
another potentially profitable avenue for understanding what types of experiences promote 
growth or stagnation, and ultimately more or less effective therapists.           
The Formal Training of Psychotherapists  
 The training of psychotherapists has been framed as a systems-level intervention with 
immense public health impact given the number of lives psychologists will impact over the 
course of their careers, as such their training is a crucial area of research (Callahan & Watkins, 
2018). Adding to this imperative is evidence that psychologists’ level of competence accelerates 
rapidly through their doctoral training and tends to plateau following graduation (Price, Callahan, 
& Cox, 2017; Tracey, Wampold, Lichtenberg, & Goodyear, 2014). The need for effective 
training is all the more important seeing as how typical trajectories of development of 
competence tend to conclude with doctoral training. Thus, the implication is that if therapists are 
incompetent, or only marginally competent at the conclusion of their doctoral training, they will 
remain that way for the course of their careers. Despite the demonstrable importance that training 
programs hold, reviewers have argued that decisions regarding their design and implementation 
have too often been made with tribalistic priorities in mind as opposed to best practices as 




undertaken which demonstrate that evidence-based training decisions can have tangible impacts 
on modifying unrealistic client expectations of therapy (Swift & Callahan, 2008) to buffer 
against premature termination (Swift & Callahan, 2011). Others have highlighted the need to 
modify training improve client engagement in the initial stages of treatment (Connor & Callahan, 
2015) and to devote more intentional training to therapists’ ability to develop a strong working 
alliance with clients (Goldman, Hilsenroth, Gold, Owen, & Levy, 2018; Muran, Safran, Eubanks, 
& Gorman, 2018). Calls for intentional, evidence-based training decisions are becoming more 
prevalent as treatment-as-usual models that were developed absent strong empirical grounding 
fail to hold up to empirical scrutiny (Callahan & Watkins, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c).  
Trainees’ perspectives on their own training 
 The interests of the current study revolve around the perspectives of those receiving the 
training. Trainees at differing levels of experience have been queried with respect to the changes 
and development they have noticed in themselves as a result of undergoing early psychotherapy 
training (Pascual-Leone et al., 2012; Pascual-Leone et al., 2013; Pascual-Leone & Andreescu, 
2012). In a study of undergraduate students who took an introductory course in psychotherapy 
with a basic practical skills component, researchers identified three broad areas of professional 
development from students’ written narratives. These themes included applied achievement in 
skills development, an experience of the self in the role of the care provider, and particular 
challenges in skills acquisition on the path to becoming a more effective therapist (Pascual-
Leone et al., 2012). Graduate student therapists early in their training have likewise been asked 
to report on notable areas of professional growth upon receiving formal training in 
psychotherapy (Pascual-Leone et al., 2013). The same three themes were identified in this 




the client, and another that involved graduate students’ increased awareness of specific goals 
they wished to attain that would represent improvement. So too did undergraduate and graduate 
students who received therapy training report difficulties. The types of difficulties reported by 
both undergraduates and graduates included difficulty with finding and keeping focus during 
session and feeling reticent or ineffective, while only graduates reported difficulties with 
struggling with the flow of conversation and feeling one’s personal style is at odds with the 
therapist’s role (Pascual-Leone et al., 2013).  
Researchers who have used interviews to gain insight into the experience of trainees 
learning family psychotherapy have reported both difficult and growth-promoting experiences 
(Nel, 2006). Trainees described being both overwhelmed – outlining uncertainty, anxiety, and 
confusion – and “de-skilled” – lacking confidence in their competence and feeling unsure of how 
to proceed in therapeutic encounters. As trainees progressed in their program they did endorse an 
experience of “re-skilling” and individuation in which they began to experience competence in 
their developing skills and began to view supervisors more as equals than as experts.      
 Interestingly, two of the three qualitative studies cited above also highlighted how 
students grow personally and as individuals, in addition to skills or professional advancements 
they may have made, when training in psychotherapy (Pascual-Leone et al., 2012, 2013). Both 
undergraduate and graduate students indicated that self-development was a significant part of 
their psychotherapy training, with two second order themes emerging: personal growth and 
relating to others. Personal growth as a theme encompassed students endorsing that they 
experienced enhanced self-understanding and self-improvement as well as a heightened sense of 
emotional sensitivity and expression. Relating to others included trainees’ sense of an improved 




weaknesses, and applying empathic listening in everyday life. The results of these studies are 
important in that they demonstrate how trainee therapists experience growth and challenges as 
professionals, but also illustrate how undergoing experiential training in this domain impacts 
functioning and relating in the personal lives of trainees.   
 Trainees have reported that, over the course of training, they have perceived themselves 
to be more competent, with increased learning opportunities (e.g., acquiring knowledge, 
implementing learned knowledge, external evaluation, client contact) cited as a significant 
contributor to this trend (Bennett-Levy & Beedie, 2007). In tracking how their training has 
impacted development, trainee psychotherapists in one study rated themselves across four 
dimensions: basic relational skills, constructive coping, technical expertise, and difficulties in 
practice (Dennhang & Ybrandt, 2013). Trends among the trainee therapists indicated that, over 
time, trainees progressed in positive directions as they perceived that they came to enhance their 
abilities and capacities for skills, expertise, and coping, while they reported diminishing 
encounters with difficulties in practice.  
 Trainees’ experience of psychotherapy supervision is likewise an important area of the 
training experiences research. Just as the relationship between client and therapist has been 
established as a crucial ingredient in psychotherapy, so too has the alliance between supervisor 
and supervisee within clinical supervision (Watkins, 2014). A positive supervisory alliance is 
associated with supervisee satisfaction with supervision (Ladany, Ellis, & Friedlander, 1999), 
good client outcomes (Patton & Kivlighan, 1997), and a sense of self-efficacy for the trainee 
(Morrison & Lent, 2018). However, it has been established that negative interactions between 
supervisor and supervisee can have detrimental impacts on the supervisory alliance (Ramos-




encounters were an area emphasized by trainees. In one such study, trainees described especially 
detrimental supervision interactions as involving the perception that supervisors dismissed their 
thoughts and feelings (Gray, Ladany, Walker, & Ancis, 2001). Trainees endorsed that the 
counterproductive event negatively impacted their work with clients and largely went unnoticed 
by supervisors. Beyond the consequences cited in this study, researchers have listed a host of 
deleterious outcomes for supervisees associated with a ruptured or nonexistent supervisory 
alliance, including exhaustion, burnout, and stress for the supervisee, and more frequent negative 
supervision events (Watkins, 2014).   
 Of late, more research has been highlighted that examines important issues experienced 
by students of cultural minority status within multicultural supervision (e.g., Patallo, 2019; 
Blasini-Mendez, 2019; Pearlstein & Soyster, 2019; Jendrusina & Martinez, 2019). Students from 
underrepresented demographics have reported experiencing multiculturally unresponsive 
supervision, including events such as cultural insensitivity towards the supervisee or a client 
(Kleintjes & Swartz, 1996) and questioning the supervisee’s clinical abilities (Fukuyama, 1994). 
Such events have been established as leading to a ruptured supervisory relationship (Buckard et 
al. 2006). Conversely, when multicultural competence on the part of the supervisor is 
successfully integrated into supervision provision, students report favourable outcomes including 
enhanced self-efficacy (Constantine, 2001) and an improved ability to engage in discussions of 
one’s background (Ancis & Ladany, 2001). Evidently, the experience of supervision is a critical 
part of training and multicultural considerations within the supervisory relationship continue to 
be an important focus of research.  
 The literature highlighting how psychotherapist trainees view their training experiences, 




continues to develop. Research remains necessary that investigates how psychotherapists 
experience training during their time as students, as well as to understand how certain types of 
training experiences may ultimately influence the differential effectiveness of psychotherapists.     
Current Inquiry 
Rationale 
The present research project aimed to address questions regarding an often-neglected 
variable in psychotherapy research: the individual therapist. In the current project, it was the 
psychotherapist trainee whose performance and experiences were examined. The questions 
posed by the component studies contribute to the area of literature that seeks to examine the 
impact of an individual therapist and the training experiences of individual therapists. This line 
of inquiry is of interest and importance, as past studies have shown the individual 
psychotherapist to be a meaningful and influential contributor to client outcome (Baldwin & 
Imel, 2013).  
 The principal investigator sought to identify trainee psychotherapists who perform 
consistently well, as measured by the health outcome of their clients, in treatments conducted 
across orientation and over time. Archival data from an outpatient psychotherapy clinic, where 
psychotherapists are graduate students in training, was examined to determine if, regardless of 
orientation practiced or year in program, some trainees were consistently associated with good 
client outcome. In this study, specific hypotheses were tested relevant to therapists’ ability to 
produce efficient and significant clinical change in clients. In addition to examining whether 
individual therapists could be identified who facilitate consistently good client outcome, working 




promoted strong therapeutic relationships, a variable associated with beneficial clinical outcomes 
(Norcross, 2011).  
Secondly, current and former psychotherapy trainees enrolled in a clinical psychology 
program were contacted to provide reports on what they would describe as meaningful training 
experiences. Trainees were asked to speak to their experiences as students learning 
psychotherapy to identify what they saw as helpful or hindering experiences within the context 
of their training. In this study, both quantitative and qualitative methods were used, and a 
discovery-oriented focus was taken whereby a grounded theory approach was applied to open-
ended responses to generate meaning from trainee-reported experiences, which were then 
compared with responses to quantitative items.  
Thirdly, the results of the first two studies were combined in an effort to investigate 
evidence-based training practices. In this part of the project, potential relationships between 
specific types of training experiences and therapist performance were explored. By attempting to 
establish relationships between clinical performance and training experiences the principal 
investigator sought to identify specific areas of training that might consistently be associated 
with highly effective therapists, thus inviting the opportunity to explore how these experiences 
might be facilitated as core components of training.  
 The results of these studies are of interest to a variety of stakeholders involved in 
psychotherapy training. Directors of clinical training, who dictate the structure and practices of 
psychotherapy training programs, will be interested in the types of experiences that students cite 
as particularly helpful or hindering in the process of learning psychotherapy. Likewise, clinical 
supervisors may be interested to know about the same experiences, particularly what types of 




development who perform consistently well may provide the opportunity to understand 
characteristics of those therapists such as what specific training experiences they cite as 
instrumental in facilitating such performance. Finally, there may also be broader implications 





Study 1: Therapist Effects 
Hypotheses  
Hypothesis 1: Variance in client outcome will remain unaccounted for beyond therapeutic 
orientation and therapist experience.  
 After effects for the therapeutic orientation a client was treated with and the amount of 
psychotherapy experience their therapist had (as measured by how many psychotherapy courses 
that therapist has taken) are accounted for, a significant amount of variance will remain in client 
outcomes over the course of therapy. Remaining variance, if significant, will be tentatively 
attributed to differential effectiveness of therapists and performance indices will be examined. 
Hypothesis 1a: Therapists can be ranked based on the rate of improvement of their clients. 
 Therapists can be meaningfully rank-ordered based on how much their clients improved 
per session. The efficiency of improvement statistic for each therapist will function as a measure 
of the rate of change that therapists are associated with.  
Hypothesis 1b: Therapists can be ranked based on the magnitude of client improvement. 
 Therapists can meaningfully be rank-ordered by how much their clients’ final outcome 
measure scores improved from baseline scores. This metric will address the magnitude of 
improvement for each therapists’ caseload. 
Hypothesis 2: Variance in the early working alliance will remain unaccounted for beyond 
therapeutic orientation and therapist experience.  
 After effects for the therapeutic orientation a client was treated with and the amount of 
psychotherapy experience their therapist had (as measured by how many psychotherapy courses 
that therapist has taken) are accounted for, a significant amount of variance will remain in client 




variance, if significant, will be tentatively attributed to differential effectiveness of therapists at 
establishing an early working alliance. 
Hypothesis 2a: Therapists can be meaningfully ranked on client perception of the working 
alliance early in therapy. 
 Therapists can be meaningfully ranked on the working alliance scores reported by their 
clients early in therapy. Therapists can be ranked based on the average working alliance score 
reported by their clients after the first three sessions of therapy. 
Study 1: Methods 
Setting 
The current study involved the analysis of archival data collected from the Psychological 
Services and Research Centre (PSRC), an on-campus psychological training clinic and research 
centre where time-limited group and individual therapy is provided to University of Windsor 
students. The PSRC cites its three main goals as a) the provision of professional training for 
clinical psychology graduate students, b) the provision of psychological services to University of 
Windsor students and members of the surrounding Windsor community, and c) to facilitate 
research conducted by psychology department students and faculty (Psychological Services and 
Research Centre, 2017). Referrals to the PSRC are typically made from the University’s Student 
Counselling Centre, which acts as a crisis intervention centre and offers limited treatment. In 
addition, some individuals from the surrounding community also receive services at the PSRC. 
Services for both psychological assessment and psychotherapy are offered, although only data 





 Participants in this study were clinical psychology graduate student therapists who had 
provided psychotherapy through the PSRC as part of their clinical training (the therapists whose 
performance was analyzed), as well as University of Windsor students who had received 
psychotherapy through the PSRC (the clients in the study whose outcomes were analyzed). 
Archival data from six academic years (2012 through 2018) were included for analysis in the 
present study. This time frame included all available data collected in the archive at the time of 
analyses.  
Clients  
 In light of the fact that the PSRC is first and foremost a training clinic, case assignment is 
not arbitrary (i.e., not randomized). Generally, novice therapists enrolled in their first therapy 
course (which is most frequently Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) are provided with more 
straightforward clinical cases, namely anxiety or depression, without the presence of suicidality 
or personality pathology. As therapists progress in their training and gain more clinical 
experience – and subsequently enroll in courses in which the psychotherapy orientations 
Emotion-Focused Therapy, Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy, and Integrative Psychotherapy 
are taught – the types of cases they are assigned increase in complexity and severity. Clients 
presenting with comorbid disorders, trauma, suicidality, and personality pathology are provided 
services by the most advanced therapists at the treatment centre. While treatment approach and 
the complexity of clients are separate constructs, in this naturalistic data set these variables are 
dependent on one another because of how cases were triaged. As such, in the current study they 
represent a compound variable, where a therapist’s orientation simultaneously carries a 




complexity are functionally related in the current data set as clients who are referred to courses 
populated by therapists early in their training (such as cognitive behavioural therapy) who are 
deemed “too complex” by supervisors of that course are then referred to courses populated by 
more experienced therapists who are enrolled in emotion focused therapy or brief 
psychodynamic psychotherapy. This process is once again iterated should supervisors of those 
courses deem the client “too complex” in which case the client is assigned to a more senior 
therapist enrolled in integrative psychotherapy. 
Generally, clients are seeking long-term therapy, are believed to have the capacity to 
form relationships, are not experiencing psychosis, and their suicidality (if present) is of no more 
than moderate concern or intensity. Acquiring clients’ consent to participate in research using the 
measures associated with this study is incorporated into the PSRC’s standard consent form for 
the receipt of psychotherapy. If clients do not wish for the data that is associated with their 
psychotherapy to be used in research projects they are provided, at the outset of therapy, with the 
opportunity to “opt-out” of participation. Likewise, should clients initially consent to having 
their data included in potential studies, they are free to opt-out at a later date (Psychological 
Services and Research Centre, 2017). Only clients who have provided their consent to have their 
data included in PSRC-associated research projects had their data analyzed in the present study. 
An initial total of N = 218 clients were identified for analyses. 
Therapists 
Graduate student therapists who had taken at least two psychotherapy courses through the 
PSRC, while completing either master’s or doctorate degrees, had their clients’ data included in 




included to allow for sufficient caseload size in analyses. A total of N = 35 therapists met this 
inclusion criterion.  
Treatment Approaches 
Graduate students in the University of Windsor’s clinical psychology program have the 
opportunity to take a variety of psychotherapy courses and each of these are represented in the 
PSRC data set to varying degrees. These approaches are: Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy, 
Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy, Emotion-Focused Therapy, and Integrative Psychotherapy. 
Graduate students in the present study varied in clinical experience from 1-4 years of training. 
While there is variation, the treatment approach being used in a given course is not entirely 
independent from the number of years of clinical experience. Students typically use Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy in the first year of their psychotherapy training, while Emotion-Focused 
Therapy or Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy are usually (but not always) used by students in 
their second or third year of training. Finally, students using integrative approaches are 
necessarily in their fourth or higher year of training. Experience with providing psychotherapy 
will likewise vary based on students’ clinical experiences outside of the PSRC (i.e., clinical 
practicum placements).  
Measures   
Outcome measure: OQ-45 
 The sole outcome measure used by the PSRC, and thus the primary outcome measure to 
be used in this study, is the Outcome Questionnaire 45.2 (OQ-45; Lambert et al., 1996). This is a 
45-item questionnaire designed for repeated measurement of client mental health functioning 
throughout the course of therapy and at termination (see Appendix A). The OQ-45 evaluates 




on the Symptomatic Distress scale, 11 items measure interpersonal functioning on the 
Interpersonal Relationships scale, and nine items measure functioning in school, the workplace, 
and leisure activities on the Social Role scale. Internal consistency among participants (N=202) 
in the current study using Cronbach’s α was as follows: Symptomatic Distress = 0.92, 
Interpersonal Relationships = 0.80, Social Role = 0.68, OQ Total = 0.93. 
 Among a sample of undergraduate students (N=157), test-retest reliability for the OQ 
was: Symptomatic Distress = 0.78, Interpersonal Relationships = 0.80, Social Role = 0.82, OQ 
Total = 0.84 (Lambert et al., 1996). Concurrent validity was assessed by calculating Pearson 
product-moment correlations between total OQ and subscale scores and the following measures: 
Symptom Checklist 90, Beck Depression Inventory, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Inventory of 
Interpersonal Problems, the Social Adjustment Scale (Lambert et al., 1996). Moderate to high 
validity coefficients (0.60 – 0.88) were seen between total OQ scores and all criterion measures. 
To test the OQ’s ability to detect change in response to improved patient functioning following 
psychotherapeutic intervention, a subset of the sample, students undergoing treatment in a 
university outpatient clinic (N=40), were administered the measure again after undergoing at 
least seven therapy sessions. A pre- post-therapy comparison of means within the sample 
revealed that the OQ detected statistically significant improvement across total score and scores 
on the three subscales (Lambert et al., 1996). The OQ-45’s sensitivity to change, an essential 
component of any measure attempting to capture client improvement or deterioration, has been 
investigated by Vermeersch, Lambert, and Burlingame (2000). The researchers reported that 
most items on the OQ-45 met the following criteria for change: “(a) Patient change on an item 
occurred in the theoretically proposed direction…and (b) the slope estimates obtained for an item 




et al., 2000, p. 245). In a follow up study Vermeersch et al. (2004) reported that using the same 
criteria, the OQ total score, all three subscales, and 34 of 45 items were sensitive to change. 
These researchers used a clinical sample of 5,553 students who received treatment from various 
counseling centers across the United States, comparing them with 248 university students who 
received no treatment (Vermeersch et al., 2004). 
 Complementing the OQ-45 measure itself is a software program, the OQ-Analyst, that 
allows clients to complete the questionnaire electronically, resulting in a variety of outputs. One 
of these is that the client is assigned a Most Recent Score that is his/her total score for the current 
OQ-45 completion. The client’s most recent completion of the OQ-45 is compared to his/her 
baseline score (at intake) to provide a brief summary report whereby a qualitative Change From 
Intake classification is assigned (e.g., “Reliable Improvement,” or “No Change,” or “Reliable 
Worsening”). Cut off scores associated with these designations were implemented by Lambert 
and colleagues (2004) based on OQ-45 normative data and formulas developed by Truax and 
Jacobson (1991). Clients whose baseline score increases or decreases by at least 14 points are 
said to have experienced “reliable change.” This degree of change exceeds measurement error 
based on the OQ-45’s reliability.  
Working Alliance Inventory – Short Form Revised (WAI-SR) 
 The client’s appraisal of the working alliance is assessed at the end of each session when 
they complete the WAI-SR (Hatcher & Gillaspy, 2006). It is a 12-item inventory with three 
subscales (Goal, Task, Bond) containing four items each corresponding to Bordin’s (1979) 
conceptualization of the working alliance. Bordin’s (1979) model of the working alliance posits 
that the therapeutic working alliance is a collaborative relationship central to the treatment 




the patient’s endorsement that the tasks of therapy will adequately address the problems that 
motivate him or her to seek services, and c) the quality of the interpersonal relationship between 
client and therapist (Bond). The psychometric properties of the WAI-SR have been assessed and 
reported: the measure’s construct validity has been shown as it correlates well with other 
measures of the therapeutic relationship, including the California Psychotherapy Alliance Scale 
(r = 0.80) and the Helping Alliance Questionnaire (r = 0.74) (Hatcher & Gillaspy, 2006). 
Furthermore, it has been reported that higher scores on the WAI-SR are associated with better 
treatment outcomes (Falkenstrom, Granstrom, & Holmqvist, 2013; Ferreira et al., 2013). In the 
current study, the WAI-SR’s internal consistency (as measured by Cronbach’s α) was as follows: 
0.93 (Task subscale), 0.93 (Bond subscale), 0.77 (Goals subscale), and 0.95 overall. See 
Appendix B for the WAI-SR. 
Procedure 
Data organization and deidentification 
 Organization of data. First, hard copies of class lists for the data collection period were 
examined to identify therapists who had taken more than one therapy course during that time. 
Therapists who met that criterion were added to the data set for the current study. They were then 
matched with the outcome data for each of the clients to whom they provided psychotherapy 
during their training at the PSRC. During this process, the therapeutic orientation that the 
graduate student therapist was practicing for each client was identified and coded into the data 
set as was the temporal order of each therapy course in which they were enrolled.     
 De-identifying data. Both client and therapist identity were protected, and data 
management avoided possible conflicts of interest at the level of student therapist, the researcher, 




reason, there were two layers of data de-identification. The first was at the level of the principal 
researcher, the second involved an external third-party collaborator, who is familiar with this 
kind of data but had no direct stake in therapist or client identity. The collaborator for this task 
has adjunct professor status at the University of Windsor and is a recognized expert in 
psychotherapy research. He lives and works in Switzerland and has no meaningful contact or 
involvement with therapists at the PSRC. 
In the first level of de-identification, (step 1.1) any information that could be used to 
identify clients (e.g., name, date of birth, student number, etc.) was removed. (Step 1.2) Clients 
were then assigned a unique identifying number (distinct from their Medical Record Number at 
the PSRC) so that their outcome data could be matched with their therapist. As a backup, a key 
of client identifying numbers corresponding to their PSRC-assigned medical record number has 
been kept in the custody of the Emotion Change Lab. (Step 1.3) Therapists also had their names 
removed from the dataset and replaced with a unique identifier. The therapeutic orientation that 
therapists practiced with each of their clients were likewise removed and replaced with unique 
identifying codes. Lastly, the academic year in which a therapist took a given course was 
removed and replaced with a number indicating its sequence in each therapist’s graduate career 
(e.g., first course taken, second, third, etc.) A key of therapist identifiers that correspond to client 
identifying numbers, as well as a key of therapist identifiers corresponding to therapist identity 
have been kept in the custody of the Emotion Change Lab as backup. A key of deidentified 
therapeutic orientation codes likewise was saved. 
In the second level of de-identification, de-identified and encrypted data were sent to the 
external collaborating researcher (at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland) who then provided 




data. This second phase of de-identification was to ensure that the identities of therapists, either 
as individuals or as members within a discernible cohort, were not accessible to researchers 
involved in the present project, who have relationships as colleagues and cohorts to the graduate 
student therapists whose performance is being analyzed. Only once the data set was returned 
with doubly de-identified client, therapist, and orientation were analyses commenced. To 
summarize, before data was analyzed in any way, should one want to identify either individual 
therapists, their clients, or even what orientation was practiced, it would require the ordered 
application of two separate re-coding keys, one stored at the University of Windsor and the other 
stored independently at the University of Lausanne (Switzerland).   
 Data protection and storage. Electronic data was encrypted using Veracrypt and stored 
on the principal investigator’s computer. Backup data storage in the form of USB flash drives 
have been kept in locked storage containers in the University of Windsor’s Emotion Change Lab.  
Results: Study 1 
Data Preparation for Analyses 
After the data, which had been de-identified a second time, were returned from the 
collaborating researcher, procedures were undertaken to prepare them for analyses. First, clients 
in the data set who did not complete enough sessions to be included in analyses were identified. 
This included clients who only had one measurement point (i.e., only a baseline measure, or 
session 1 measure) and therefore whose data could not be examined for questions pertaining to 
change. The basis for determining what number of sessions would serve as the threshold for 
inclusion in the study was done by examining precedents set by prior researchers who examined 
similar questions which revealed inclusion criteria of 2-3 sessions (Okiishi et al., 2003; Okiishi et 




n = 16 such clients who did not meet this threshold were identified and removed from the data 
set. This removal resulted in a total of N = 202 clients divided among N = 35 therapists. This 
number of client outcomes (M = 5.8) that eventually contributed to a therapist’s ranking in this 
study is comparable to the average number of clients used in other studies that have investigated 
therapist effects. The median therapist caseloads used in prior studies have been 3.2 (Luborsky et 
al., 1997), 4.5 (Blatt et al., 1996), 4.6 (Miller & Taylor, 1980), 5 (Najavits & Strupp, 1994) and 
6.9 (Luborsky et al., 1986). 
Next, the extent of missing data for both OQ-45 and WAI scores were analyzed. No total 
OQ-45 scores were missing for any single session of psychotherapy. This indicated that, once 
treatment began, no OQ-45 session scores were absent from the data set. However, the inclusion 
of a baseline score for clients was unreliable, meaning that many clients in the data set did not 
have an OQ-45 score that was completed at the time of referral (i.e., when initial paperwork to 
commence therapy was being completed). In light of the irregular inclusion of baselines scores, 
all such scores were removed prior to analyses, and data analysis commenced with all clients 
beginning with their OQ-45 score for the first treatment session. Another reason for removing all 
such scores – in addition to standardizing the starting point of analyses – is that any change in 
symptom levels from a baseline score to a session one score could not have been attributed to the 
therapist and so would have resulted in misleading findings. Once all baseline (i.e., prior to 
treatment commencing) scores were removed, no missing data for total OQ-45 scores was 
present. In investigating missing WAI data, five clients were identified as having contributed no 
WAI data at all and so were removed from analyses resulting in a total of N = 197 client 
participants. Among the first three sessions of psychotherapy (i.e., the sessions serving as the 




significant χ2 (6) = 4.73, p = .578, indicating that the data were missing completely at random. 
This supported the use of imputation as an appropriate method of handling the missing data 
(Schafer & Graham, 2002). Expectation maximization was used to replace missing values 
(Tabachnik & Fidell, 2007). 
Approach to Data Analysis 
 The data analytic methods used in the current study were modeled after those 
implemented by Okiishi et al. (2006) and Okiishi et al. (2003). Those studies have several 
commonalities with the present one in that the same sole outcome measure was used (the OQ-
45), data were collected in a naturalistic setting and were not the product of a tightly controlled 
efficacy design. Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) was deemed to be the most appropriate 
initial approach to data analysis. The structure of the data in this study necessitated an HLM 
approach because the data are nested at multiple levels of aggregation. First, the OQ-45 scores 
for each client across therapy sessions are not independent within each client (i.e., repeated 
assessments are nested within each client). Additionally, because each therapist can have 
multiple clients the client level data is not independent with respect to therapist. As a result, this 
study has repeated therapy sessions nested within client, and multiple clients nested within 
therapist. The use of traditional ordinary least squares (OLS) approaches requires an aggregation 
of scores at lower levels (e.g., average OQ-45 score across all sessions for each client) which 
meaningfully reduces the precision of the analysis. OLS approaches can likewise produce biased 
estimates resulting from the violation of the assumption of independence. Finally, the HLM 
technique has been shown to hold several advantages over other multivariate repeated measures 
methods (Bryk & Raudenbusch, 1992; Singer, 1998). A benefit of HLM is that it 




data, thereby making it more efficient at accounting for variance among variables at different 
levels than other existing analyses” (Woltman, Feldstain, MacKay, & Rocchi, 2012, p. 53). HLM 
is ideally suited to nested data as it identifies the relationship between predictor and outcome 
variables by taking multi-level regression relationships into account.  
 The HLMs conducted in this study – for which a thorough description is outlined below – 
included therapeutic orientation, as well as the course sequence of the therapist providing 
treatment (i.e., if it was the therapist’s first, second, or third therapy course, thus approximating a 
therapist’s experience) as predictor variables at the client level. The results of these analyses  
indicate whether these two predictor variables account for variance in the relationship between 
client outcome and time. In addition, the relationship between these client-level variables and 
outcomes over time can also vary between therapists and needed to be accounted for at the third 
level of the HLM model. If these two client-level predictor variables (i.e., treatment orientation 
and therapist course sequence) could not completely account for variance in client outcomes, it 
would suggest that a variable or variables not included in the model were meaningfully 
contributing to observed differences in client outcome over time. Should variance remain 
unaccounted for beyond therapeutic orientation and course sequence, then such would indicate 
that individual therapists may be contributing to residual variance in client outcome. As such, the 
planned approach to data analysis was to examine various indices of performance differences 
between individual therapists should therapist experience and orientation not completely account 
for variance in client outcome. This is a data analytic approach similar to that used by Okiishi et 





HLM assumptions were tested using guidelines set out by Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) 
with elaboration from Woltman and colleagues (2012). First, the presence of outliers was 
examined among all total OQ-45 scores across all sessions using single-construct outlier 
identification techniques (Aguinis, Gottfredson, & Joo, 2013). A histogram and a box plot were 
first examined using guidelines for identification suggested by Hoaglin and Iglewicz (1987). The 
plots did not reveal the presence of clear outlying observations. Median absolute deviation, a 
method noted as superior to mean deviation, was used as a means of quantitatively detecting 
outliers (Haoglin & Iglewicz, 1987; Leys, Ley, Klein, Bernard, & Licata, 2013). Nine 
observations were identified as outliers using the criteria of ±3SD from the absolute median. 
These observations were removed from the data set. Outliers were then investigated for the first 
three sessions of WAI data using histograms and box plots, followed by median absolute 
deviation (Haoglin & Iglewicz, 1987; Leys et al., 2013). This resulted in the removal of one 
outlier using ±3SD from the absolute median as the criterion. 
After assessing the data for outliers, the assumption of linearity was evaluated for the two 
dependent variables by separately plotting OQ-45 and WAI scores across session. Client scores 
on the OQ-45 and WAI were each visually examined using scatterplots which indicated that both 
sets of observations had linear trends. Next, the assumption of normally distributed residuals 
with a mean of 0 at all levels of the model was analysed. Histograms of OQ-45 residuals across 
the three levels of the model were examined which revealed approximately normally distributed 
residuals. Likewise, the means of residuals at each level of the OQ-45 model were near 0 
(0.00003, -0.00002, and 0, respectively). WAI data for the first three sessions were likewise 




levels were 0. The assumption of homoscedasticity was tested by creating a scatter plot of level 
one residuals versus predicted values for both the OQ-45 and WAI models. Both scatter plots 
appeared as clouds, with an even concentration of scores around the centre; as such, 
homoscedasticity was assumed. Lastly, the assumption of independence of residuals and 
predictors within and across levels was assessed by examining bivariate correlations between 
predictors and residuals within and across levels for both OQ-45 and WAI models. No 
significant correlations were present for either model, thus independence of predictors and 
residuals were assumed.  
Data Analyses 
Descriptive Statistics of Therapist Performance 
 As outlined, after relevant exclusions, a total of N = 202 clients divided among N = 35 
therapists were included in analyses of client outcome. Therapists saw an average of M = 5.8 
clients each (Mdn = 5; range = 3 – 11). The cumulative average for average number of sessions 
across therapists’ caseloads was M = 13.7 (Mdn = 13.5; range = 7.2 – 17.8). An initial analysis 
of magnitude of change across therapist caseload (i.e., difference between first and last session 
OQ-45 score averaged over caseload) showed an average magnitude of M = 16.68 OQ-45 points 
(SD = 9.52; Mdn = 16.75; range = -3.6 – 40.6). Average Working Alliance Inventory scores over 
the first three sessions across therapist caseloads were M = 67.5 (SD = 5.05; Mdn = 69; range = 
56.50 – 78.78). While they speak to some variation in therapist performance, these descriptive 
statistics do not yet show if variance remains unaccounted for after examining orientation and 
course sequence effects, and if therapists can be meaningfully ranked. Those question are 




Hierarchical Linear Model 
 The level one model for these analyses was specified as: 
Yjk = πojk + π1jk(Session) + eijk 
Where, Yijk is a vector of OQ-45 scores for each session (i), client (j) and therapist (k). π 0jk is a 
scalar estimate of the average baseline OQ-45 score for client j across therapist k.  π 1jk is a scalar 
estimate of the average rate of change in OQ-45 score for client j across therapist k. Session is a 
vector of values indication therapy session from 1-n sessions. eijk is a vector of residual OQ-45 
scores for session (i), client (j), and therapist (k).   
This level one equation can then be decomposed into a set of fixed and random effects at the 
client level of aggregation.  The level two equations are: 
π0jk = β00j + β01j*(Course_Sequenceij) + r0ij 
    π1jk = β10j + β11j*(Course_Sequenceij) + β12j*(Emotion-Focused Therapyij) + β13j*(Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapyij) + β14j*(Integrative Psychotherapyij) + r1ij 
 
Where, β 00j is a scalar therapist-biased estimate of the average baseline OQ-45 score corrected 
for non-independence. β 01j is a scalar estimate of the average variability in baseline OQ-45 score 
associated with the type of therapy employed. r0ij is a scalar estimate of random variance in the 
baseline OQ-45 score that is unaccounted for.  Similarly, β10j is a scalar therapist-biased estimate 
of the average rate of change in OQ-45 scores across sessions within client, nested within 
therapist. β 11j is a scalar estimate of the variability in rate of change of OQ-45 score associated 
with the type of therapy employed, and r1ij is scalar estimate of random variance in OQ-45 
change across sessions that is unaccounted for.   
Finally, because client level data are nested within therapist, the level 2 equations can be 
further decomposed at level 3 into:  
β00j = γ000 + u00j 




    β10j = γ100 + u10j 
    β11j = γ110 
    β12j = γ120 
    β13j = γ130 
    β14j = γ140 
 
Where, γ 000 is a scalar unbiased estimate of the average baseline OQ-45 score across client, and 
independent of therapist. u00j is a scalar estimate of random variance in the baseline OQ-45 score 
between therapists across clients.  γ010 is the unbiased scalar estimate of the association of 
therapy type with baseline OQ-45 scores. u10j is a scalar estimate of the random variance in the 
effect of therapy type on the baseline OQ-45 score between therapists. γ100 is the unbiased 
estimate of the rate of change in OQ-45 scores across session within client between therapist. γ110 
is the unbiased scalar estimate of the effect of therapy type on the rate of change in OQ-45 score 
between therapists.   
 The final mixed model that was tested appeared as such: 
OQ_TOTALtij = γ000 + γ010*Course_Sequenceij + γ100*Sessiontij + γ110*Sessiontij*Course_Sequenc
eij 
    + γ120*Sessiontij*EFTij + γ130*Sessiontij*CBTij + γ140*Sessiontij*Integrativeij 
    + r0ij  + r1ij *Sessiontij+ u00j  + u10j *Sessiontij + etij 
 
 Hierarchical Linear Models Results. 
OQ-45 model. The Hierarchical Linear Modeling 8.0 software package was used to carry 
out HLM analyses. HLM was used to statistically analyze a data structure in which each client’s 
OQ-45 total (outcome variable) for each session (level 1) was nested within their therapist’s 
course sequence (i.e., first, second, or third therapy course taken) and the therapeutic orientation 
that their therapist was being taught at the time of treatment (level 2) which were then nested 
within therapist (level 3). Therapeutic orientation (level 2) was coded in this model such that 
each orientation was a separate predictor of variance in the intercept and slope. Note that while it 




the third, this was necessary as therapy type is a function of each client, not each therapist (i.e., 
only two clients in a therapist’s caseload were seen using CBT, while another two may have 
been seen using EFT, and three may have been seen using Integrative), and so it was included at 
the second level. See Table 1 for the complete results of this model. 
HLM inherently includes the correlations between the intercept and slope, so that the 
parameter estimates are unbiased estimates. Stated another way, HLM controls for the initial 
OQ-45 level across clients in order to prevent lesser or worse client-reported symptomatology 
from influencing findings (i.e., each client’s starting point is taken into account). This model 
estimated the overall intercept, representing first-session client-reported OQ-45 symptoms 
(which can be interpreted as an estimate of pre-treatment self-reported distress), to be 79.15 (p < 
.01; see Table 1).  
Table 1 
Three-level HLM for OQ-45 with Therapeutic Orientation and Course Sequence as Predictors 
Fixed Effects  Coefficient se t-ratio p-value 
Average initial OQ-45 score, γ000  79.15 4.21 18.75 <0.01 
Effects for Brief Psychodynamic 
Psychotherapy/1st course sequence, γ100 
 
-1.30 0.36 -3.58 <0.01 
Effects for Emotion-Focused 
Therapy, γ120 
 
0.02 0.32 0.07 >0.50 
Effects for Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy, γ130 
 
-0.62 0.32 -1.91 0.05 
Effects for Integrative 
Psychotherapy, γ140 
 
-0.73 0.36 -1.98 <0.05 
Effects for Course Sequence, γ110  0.28 0.17 1.61 >0.10 
      
Random Effect 
 Variance 
Component     df χ2 p-value 
Residual variance, u10 
 
0.15 34 47.81 0.05 
Note: γ100  represents the intercept of the model and all subsequent fixed effects should be 
 interpreted relative to it. The significant u10 value indicates residual variance remains 





Results of this model indicate that, at the third level of the model (u10), residual variance 
remains unaccounted for (p = 0.05), suggesting that course sequence and therapeutic orientation 
alone do not exhaustively account for variability in the association between client outcome over 
time. Regarding findings at the level of course sequence and therapeutic orientation1, results 
indicate that clients who were treated using Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy in a therapists’ 
first course sequence (γ100 = -1.30) improved at a significant level (p < .01). As Brief 
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy at the first course sequence functioned as the intercept in this 
model, results of remaining orientations and course sequences are to be interpreted relative to 
this intercept. Clients who were treated using Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (γ130 = -0.62, p = 
0.05) and Integrative Psychotherapy (γ140 = -0.73, p < .05) showed significant improvement 
relative to those clients treated with Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy. Course sequence (γ110 
= 0.28, p > .10) was not a significant predictor of variability in client improvement beyond the 
first sequence, nor was Emotion-Focused Therapy (γ120 = 0.02, p > .93) relative to those clients 
treated with Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy.  
Working alliance model. A second HLM was carried out to assess the same relationships 
for working alliance. The same model as the above OQ-45 therapist effects model was 
conducted, with WAI data used in place of OQ-45 data as the outcome variable. As such, each 
client’s WAI total (outcome variable) for the first three sessions of therapy (level 1) was nested 
within their therapist’s course sequence and the therapeutic orientation that their therapist was 
being taught at the time of treatment (level 2) which were then nested within therapist (level 3). 
See Table 2 for full results of this model.  
 
1 This model was originally run with orientation double deidentified. After significant results were revealed, the 
third-party collaborator was contacted to indicate which codes in the data set corresponded with which orientation 
codes from step 1 of deidentification, thus allowing the principal investigator to reverse identify therapeutic 





Three-level HLM for WAI with Therapeutic Orientation and Course Sequence as Predictors 
Fixed Effects  Coefficient se t-ratio p-value 
Average initial WAI score, γ000  63.84 2.43 26.21 <0.01 
Effects for Brief Psychodynamic 
Psychotherapy/1st course sequence, γ100 
 
0.98 1.52 0.64 >0.50 
Effects for Emotion-Focused 
Therapy, γ120 
 
2.08 1.19 1.74 >0.08 
Effects for Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy, γ130 
 
2.17 1.05 2.06 <0.05 
Effects for Integrative 
Psychotherapy, γ140 
 
2.92 1.30 2.24 <0.05 
Effects for Course Sequence, γ110  -0.71 0.61 -1.61 >0.20 
      
Random Effect 
 Variance 
Component df χ2 p-value 
Residual variance u10 
 
0.01 34 27.71 >0.50 
Note: γ100  represents the intercept of the model and all subsequent fixed effects should be 
 interpreted relative to it. The u10 value indicates there is not a significant amount of unaccounted 
 for residual variance.  
 
The results of this model indicated that there was not a significant amount of variance 
(u10; p > .50) left unaccounted for beyond course sequence and therapeutic orientation 
predictors. This model estimated the overall intercept, representing first-session client-reported 
quality of working alliance to be 63.84 (p < .01). This model indicates that course sequence was 
not a significant predictor of the quality of working alliance over the first three sessions (γ110 = -
.71, p > .20), nor were orientations Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy (γ100 = .98, p > .52) and 
Emotion-Focused Therapy (γ120 = 2.08, p > .08). Clients treated using the orientations Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (γ130 = 2.17, p < .05), and Integrative Psychotherapy (γ140 = 2.92, p < .05) 
reported significant increases in the quality of the working alliance over the first three sessions 
relative to those treated by Brief Psychodynamic Psychotherapy. As an exploratory measure, a 




exclusively the first three used in the current model). This inclusive model likewise indicated 
that there was not a significant amount of residual variance left unaccounted for beyond course 
sequence and therapeutic orientation (p > .50). As significant WAI variance did not remain 
unaccounted for beyond course sequence and therapeutic orientation, no subsequent indices of 
therapist performance on this measure would be completed.  
Therapist Performance Across Change Indices 
The OQ-45 HLM suggested that variance remained unaccounted for beyond course 
sequence and therapeutic orientation, an assumption of this study is that such variance is in part 
due to variability in skill between individual therapists. As such, two separate change indices 
were calculated to reveal the nature of differences between the outcome in clients across 
therapists’ caseloads. The intention of doing so was to determine if differences in therapist 
performance exist at the extremes of symptom improvement or deterioration. Examining 
performance on an individual therapist-by-therapist basis was predicted to reveal a nuanced 
complement of results. The following sections detail efforts to examine and integrate differential 
therapist performance across measures of client change. An amalgamation of these findings can 





Therapist Composite Rankings with Magnitude and Slope Rankings 




Average OQ   









1 17.80 3 5 84.60 40.60 1 -2.13 2 
1 14.13 3 8 85.13 33.13 2 -2.37 1 
3 15.71 3 7 85.71 31.00 3 -1.82 3 
4 16.17 2 6 90.00 28.17 4 -1.60 7 
5 12.11 3 9 80.78 23.11 9 -1.72 4 
6 12.75 3 8 81.63 21.75 11 -1.72 4 
7 16.57 3 7 73.14 25.57 5 -1.42 12 
7 12.33 2 3 86.00 24.00 7 -1.55 10 
9 11.44 3 9 91.00 22.11 10 -1.59 8 
10 11.80 2 5 73.60 19.40 14 -1.70 6 
11 14.75 3 4 92.75 24.50 6 -1.29 15 
12 14.50 2 4 94.75 20.50 12 -1.40 13 
13 17.67 2 3 82.33 23.67 8 -1.11 19 
14 11.00 2 3 84.67 15.33 21 -1.47 11 
14 12.50 2 4 90.50 16.75 18 -1.36 14 
16 10.50 2 4 94.50 13.50 24 -1.58 9 
17 13.86 3 7 89.14 17.86 16 -1.16 18 
18 16.20 3 5 88.20 20.00 13 -0.99 23 
19 7.20 2 5 94.00 14.80 23 -1.29 15 
20 12.63 3 8 90.00 17.38 17 -1.05 22 
20 13.50 2 4 87.00 18.00 15 -0.97 24 
22 13.22 3 9 83.78 15.89 20 -1.09 21 
23 13.25 2 4 86.25 11.25 26 -1.23 17 
24 16.40 3 5 91.60 16.40 19 -0.82 28 
24 14.25 2 4 84.50 9.25 27 -1.10 20 
26 15.60 3 5 82.40 12.80 25 -0.88 26 
27 14.75 2 4 87.25 15.00 22 -0.56 31 
27 10.27 3 11 81.00 8.18 29 -0.97 24 
29 12.22 3 9 81.67 6.00 31 -0.84 27 
30 16.67 3 6 73.00 7.00 30 -0.64 30 
31 10.50 3 8 91.00 -0.04 34 -0.74 29 
31 14.67 3 6 86.17 8.50 28 -0.45 35 
33 16.00 2 4 81.75 5.00 32 -0.47 33 
34 11.80 2 5 64.40 -3.60 35 -0.51 32 
34 13.50 2 4 83.00 1.25 33 -0.46 34 
Note. Composite rankings are a therapist’s average Magnitude and Slope ranking. All scores are derived 





Magnitude of client change  
One method of more closely examining therapist performance that was undertaken 
involved calculating scores for magnitude of client change. In doing so, each client in each 
therapist’s caseload had their first session’s OQ-45 score subtracted by their last to generate an 
index of pre- to post-therapy client-reported change. Magnitude scores for each client were then 
averaged for each therapist’s caseload. Columns six and seven of Table 3 illustrate the findings 
from these calculations; scores were calculated in a way that a higher score indicates a greater 
magnitude of change across caseload, while a lower score indicates a lower magnitude of 
change.  
Magnitude and clinical significance. OQ-45 developers have identified a variety of 
indices that provide information to clinicians about the extent to which client change is clinically 
significant (Lambert et al., 2015). First, with formulas used from Jacobson and Truax (2001), 
Lambert and colleagues (2004) analyzed normative and clinical data to develop the Reliable 
Change Index. Clients whose OQ-45 scores change in a positive or negative direction by 14 
points are said to have reported “reliable change” as it exceeds measurement error based on the 
reliability of the OQ-45. A second criterion for establishing clinically meaningful change is 
movement from a score on the OQ-45 characteristic of a dysfunctional population to a score 
typical of a functional one. OQ-45 developers have estimated this cut-off to be 64. When a 
client’s score falls at – or below – 63 it is concluded that their functioning is more consistent 
with a nonclinical population. These two indices are explored with respect to the results at hand 
in the two sections below. First, reliable change and movement from clinical to nonclinical 
functioning are examined at the level of caseload averages, and then again at the level of 




Clinical significance at the level of cumulative caseload change. A visual depiction of 
reliable change achieved at the level of caseload is contained in Figure 1. As highlighted in 
Figure 1, the cumulative caseloads of 23 of 35 therapists achieved reliable change (as measured 
by the 14-point OQ-45 reliable change index). Thus, a demonstrable clinically meaningful 
difference exists among magnitude rankings as only 65% of the caseloads of the therapists in the 
sample cumulatively achieved change viewed as reliable.  
Figure 2 demonstrates the extent to which caseloads cumulatively achieved movement 
below the OQ-45 clinical cut-off score of 64. Although there are inherent limits in using the 
successful attainment of an average caseload end-of-therapy score as a measure of therapist 
performance – such will naturally be influenced by the severity of the caseload average first 
session score (i.e., its distance from the cut-off) – it nonetheless provides an interesting index of 
differential therapist performance. As illustrated in Figure 2, virtually all first session average 
caseload scores fell above the clinical cut-off. Ten of the 14 highest ranked therapists saw final-
session caseload OQ-45 scores below the clinical cut-off of 64 points. No therapist beyond the 
14th ranked therapist saw their caseload’s average final session OQ-45 score fall below the 





Average Magnitude of Change Score Ranked Across Therapists with Lines Indicating OQ-45 Reliable Change Index (a change of 14 OQ-45 points). 
 
Note. Average magnitude of change by therapist caseload. Each red line represents a 14-point OQ-45 reliable change index, or the point at which the 
client’s change in symptomatology is deemed to be unlikely due to error and have important practical value regarding the clinical significance of 


































Figure 2  
Magnitude Scores Expressed as Average First/Last session OQ Scores Ranked by Therapist with Clinical Cut-off Score.  
 
Note.  Higher scores on the OQ-45 indicate more clinical distress. First session scores represent a therapist’s caseload’s average OQ-45 score at the 
first session of therapy, while last session scores represent the average of each therapist’s caseload’s final session of therapy. The intersecting red line 























Clinical significance at the level of individual clients. Following the investigation of 
clinical significance using average magnitude scores from therapists’ caseloads, the proportion of 
individual clients within each caseload who achieved clinically meaningful change was 
examined. Table 4 shows percentages of each therapists’ caseload that achieved reliable positive 
change (a decrease of at least 14 OQ-45 points) and reliable negative change (an increase of at 
least 14 OQ-45 points). Another feature of the OQ-45 is explored in Table 4: end of therapy 
status. OQ-45 software indicates, at the final session, four designations for the outcome of the 
course of therapy with a client. Clients whose OQ-45 score at the final session of therapy has 
decreased by at least 14 points and who move from above to below the clinical cut-off are 
designated as “Recovered.” Those who improve by 14 OQ-45 points but do not move from 
above to below the clinical cut-off are designated as “Improved.” Those who do not lose or gain 
more than 14 OQ-45 points are designated as “No Change.” Lastly, clients whose final score is 
14 or more points higher than their original score are designated as “Deteriorated.” Validity of 
the OQ-45’s reliable change and clinical significance cut-off scores has been supported by 
authors of several studies (Lunnen & Ogles, 1998; Beckstead et al., 2003; Bauer, Lambert, & 
Nielsen, 2004). Table 4 reports the proportions of clients in each therapists’ caseload who are 
designated within these four categories. Total proportions of the various outcome statuses for 
clients across all therapists at the clinic were as follows: 26.2% (n = 53) recovered, 27.7% (n = 





Proportion of Clients Achieving Reliable Change and Various Outcome Statuses Across Ranks 
Note: Positive reliable change is marked by an OQ-45 decrease of 14 points; Negative reliable change is 
marked by an OQ-45 increase of 14 points; Recovery is marked by a decrease of 14 OQ-45 points and 
movement from above to below the clinical cut-off (64); Improvement is marked by an OQ-45 decrease 
of 14 points; No Change is marked by a gain or loss of fewer than 14 OQ-45 points; Deterioration is 









%Recovered %Improved %No Change %Deteriorated 
1 100 - 80 20 - - 
1 87 - 50 37 13 - 
3 71 - 57 14 29 - 
4 100 - 66 33 - - 
5 56 - 12 44 44 - 
6 75 - 25 50 25 - 
7 72 - 44 28 28 - 
7 66 - 66 - 33 - 
9 78 - 22 56 22 - 
10 60 - 40 20 40 - 
11 25 - 25 - 75 - 
12 75 - - 75 25 - 
13 66 - 33 33 33 - 
14 33 - - 33 66 - 
14 75 25 50 25 - 25 
16 50 - - 50 50 - 
17 57 - 14 43 43 - 
18 60 - - 60 40 - 
19 40 - - 40 60 - 
20 50 - 38 12 50 - 
20 50 - - 50 50 - 
22 55 - 33 22 45 - 
23 50 25 25 25 25 25 
24 60 20 20 40 20 20 
24 50 - - 50 50 - 
26 60 - - 60 40 - 
27 50 - 25 25 50 - 
27 18 - 9 9 82 - 
29 33 11 22 11 55 11 
30 50 16 33 16 33 16 
31 12 25 12 - 63 25 
31 33 33 33 - 33 33 
33 50 25 25 25 25 25 
34 - 20 - - 80 20 




Efficiency of client change  
As another method of determining differential therapist performance, the slope for each 
therapist’s caseload was calculated. To do so, each client’s slope, or rate of change, across 
sessions was determined using Linear Modeling Package 4, a multi-level modeling package in R-
3.6.1 for Windows. Slope presents an interesting alternative to magnitude as it includes all 
sessions of therapy and is a statistical model of change over the entire course of therapy (as 
opposed to two data points producing a global change score). After each client’s change was 
modeled, their individual slope statistics – an estimate of how many OQ-45 points each client 
lost or gained per session – were grouped by therapist caseload and then averaged for each 
therapist. Therapists are ranked by their caseload slope – or how much estimated impact they had 
per session across their caseload – in columns eight and nine of Table 3. Statistics are presented 
such that a lower number equates to a greater rate of change whereas a higher number indicates 
slower progress. 
Composite rankings  
In order to create an overall index of individual therapist effectiveness, magnitude and 
slope rankings were then combined. Therapists’ ranking on magnitude of change, and efficiency 
of change were averaged to generate composite rankings. Column one of Table 3 presents the 
results of this amalgamated ranking method.  
Associations between rankings methods and other variables of interest were then 
examined. The reason for examining the relationship between therapist rankings and other 
variables was to rule out or assess the degree to which rankings could have been an artifact of 
some other variable. It was deemed necessary to rule out the possibility that therapist rankings 




confounding variables. This was done in order to increase confidence in the proposition that the 
therapist rankings were due to real differences between therapists and not confounds. 
Additionally, change indices were correlated with one another to determine their 





Descriptives and Correlations for Ranking Variables and Other Variables of Interest 

























16.69 9.53 -         
Slope Score -1.20 .48 -.80** -        
Magnitude 
Rank 
- - - .80** -       
Slope Rank - - -.80** - .80** -      
Composite 
Rank 
- - -.94** .95** .94** .95** -     
Average # of 
Sessions 
13.66 2.37 .34* .10 -.34* .09 -.12 -    
# of Courses 
taken 
2.54 .51 .19 -.05 -.19 -.07 -.11 .18 -   
# of Clients 5.77 2.11 .04 -.11 -.04 -.12 -.07 -.19 .77** -  
Average 1st 
Session OQ-45  
85.06 6.62 .17 -.10 -.17 -.12 -.14 -.10 -.11 -.22 - 






First, magnitude scores and slope scores were correlated, producing a Spearman’s Rho 
correlation of r = -.80 (p < .001) indicating a strong negative correlation. This means that as the 
magnitude of change for a therapists’ caseload increased (i.e., their clients reported more raw 
change from first to last session), the slope of change became steeper (i.e., their clients 
experienced change at a faster rate). This is expected because it stands to reason that those who 
report more dramatic change (i.e., symptom reduction) over the course of therapy are likely to 
change at a quicker pace than those reporting less change. Next, magnitude ranks and slope ranks 
were correlated, resulting in a Spearman’s Rho correlation of r = .80 (p < .001) indicating a 
strong positive correlation. A simple linear regression was then calculated to predict slope score 
based on magnitude score. A significant regression equation was found (F(1, 33)=72.96, p < 
.001) with an 𝑅2 = .69. This means that about 69% of the variation in slope scores can be 
explained by the relationship to magnitude scores. See Figure 3 for a graphical representation of 
this regression model. 
Figure 3 
Linear Regression Model for Therapist Caseload Magnitude and Slope Scores. 
 
Note. This figure suggests that about 69% of the variation in slope scores (i.e., speed of recovery) can be 





Relationships between other relevant variables included in Table 3 and change scores 
were then examined, once again to help rule out that therapist rankings might be an artifact of 
factors related to data collection in the naturalistic setting. A correlation between caseload size 
and composite ranking was calculated (r = -.07, p = .67) which determined that there is no 
meaningful relationship between a therapist’s overall rank and the number of clients they treated. 
Likewise, composite rank and number of courses taken were correlated (r = -.11, p = .51) to 
illustrate no existing relationship between therapist performance and courses taken. The 
correlation between overall ranking and the average first session OQ-45 score for each 
therapist’s caseload (r = -.14, p = .44) indicated no significant relationship between ranking and 
initial client symptom severity. Finally, the relationship between overall composite ranking and 
the average number of therapy sessions in a therapist’s caseload was examined (r = -.12, p = .50) 
indicating no meaningful correlation between therapist ranking and the number of sessions that 
they provided to their clients. These findings show that variables such as caseload size (i.e., 
number of clients a given therapist was treating), number of therapy courses taken, average 
caseload initial OQ-45 score (i.e., average presenting symptomatology severity for a therapist’s 
caseload), and number of sessions in a therapist’s caseload seem not to have any direct bearing 
on the ranking of a given therapist.  
Discussion: Study 1 
 The purpose of this study was to determine if differential therapist performance was 
present among a sample of trainee psychotherapists at an outpatient clinic. To do so, various 
indices of client change were measured among a student population receiving psychotherapy 
from University of Windsor graduate-level trainee therapists. The following sections will 




Summary of Conclusions 
Diverse symptomatology change indices reveal important therapist differences 
 Measures of therapist effectiveness, including magnitude and efficiency of client change, 
revealed impressive differences across the caseloads of the 35 therapists included in this study. 
 Magnitude of change. Magnitude was calculated as a broad change score, specifically as 
average symptom difference between the first and last session of therapy. This is a measure 
conceptualized as raw client change as it includes a picture of how the client functions at two 
time points – the beginning and termination of psychotherapy. This is an important expression of 
change because it is a self-report by the client about their functioning at the beginning and 
conclusion of therapy. As has been noted in previous studies of therapist effects (Baldwin & 
Imel, 2013), the most pronounced differences in therapist performance often appear at the 
extremes. The current study was no different as an impressive 44.2 OQ-45 points separated the 
highest- and lowest-ranked therapists on this measure. That is a difference of the eradication of 
11 discrete mental health symptoms (i.e., each OQ-45 item is scaled from 0-4) across entire 
caseloads. Beyond differences at the extremes, other demarcations of change built into the OQ-
45 revealed meaningful differences between therapists. As reviewed in Figures 1 and 2, only a 
percentage of therapists were associated with caseloads that achieved a reliable positive change 
(65%) or had an average caseload termination score that fell below the clinical cut-off of 64 OQ-
45 points (28%). Further, when therapist caseloads were examined to determine the proportions 
of clients who achieved various end-of-therapy statuses (Table 4), differential performance 
continued to be evident. There is a clear trend as composite rankings lower of fewer clients 
achieving successful outcomes (e.g., recovered or improved) and more clients ending therapy 




Efficiency of change. Therapists were likewise ranked on a proxy measure of therapeutic 
efficiency. Slope, or efficiency, was calculated to estimate the discrete number of OQ-45 points 
therapists’ caseloads changed per session. This measure is complementary to the above 
magnitude one as it necessitated the inclusion of all sessions. It is likewise a statistical model of 
change that took into account the week-to-week vacillation of client symptom change. As 
illustrated in Table 3, therapists could be ranked on this measure and a wide range of scores were 
present.  
The most demonstrable differences among therapist performance in this domain are again 
apparent at the extremes. The therapist ranked first had an efficiency of change score (-2.37) that 
is over fivefold that of the 35th ranked therapist (-.45). Consider the contrast among these two 
scores over the course of a therapy. The average number of sessions across all caseloads was 
13.66. All things being equal, it can be predicted that in that time, on average, the therapist 
ranked first on this index would produce a symptom decrease of 32.37 OQ-45 points while the 
35th ranked therapist would produce a change of 6.15 OQ-45 points. That is a difference of the 
eradication of approximately eight symptoms by the former therapist, versus one and a half by 
the latter.  
Beyond the most salient difference in the slope rankings (between the 1st and 35th ranked 
therapists) a general trend of decreasing efficiency is noted, top to bottom, of the rankings. When 
averaged, the top 10 ranked therapists in the sample have an average slope of -1.77 OQ-45 points 
per session while the bottom-10 ranked therapists’ cumulative average slope is -.69. Over the 
13.66 session average, the average slope of the top-10 ranked therapists would produce a change 
of -24.18 OQ-45 points, while the same course of by the average slope produced by bottom-10 




impact, it is evident that differential therapist performance was present when efficiency of client 
change is the metric employed.     
 These indices could be combined to generate composite rankings. The above two 
ranking methods were then combined to determine if therapists who performed well on one 
change index likewise were strong on the other. After combining and listing combined rankings, 
various correlations were calculated to determine the strength of the relationships. Correlations 
between magnitude and slope scores and then magnitude and slope rankings revealed significant 
strong to moderately strong correlations, respectively, indicating that the two indices do share 
variability. The strong negative correlation between magnitude score and slope score indicated 
that as a therapist’s caseload’s magnitude of change score increased (this was reported as a 
positive number) their caseload’s slope score decreased (this was reported as a negative number). 
The moderately strong positive correlation between ranking methods indicated that as a 
therapist’s ranking on one change metric increased, so did their ranking on the other. Finally, a 
linear regression model revealed that a significant portion in slope variance can be accounted for 
by magnitude variance. Together, these relationships suggest that there was uniformity in 
therapist performance across ranking methods, lending credence to the validity of composite 
ranking as a good overall ranking method of individual therapist performance.  
 These findings are made stronger by the fact that other variables that were investigated 
for their relationships with performance rankings tended to be weak and nonsignificant. 
Variables that were investigated for their potentially confounding relationship with performance 
that were rendered nonsignificant included: caseload size, number of therapy courses taken (a 
proxy measure of therapist experience), average first session OQ-45 score (client symptom 




nonsignificant correlations is such that it supports the merits of the established rankings. The fact 
that no ancillary variables that may otherwise influence therapist ranking were found to be 
significantly correlated with them suggests that the performance of the individual therapist is a 
real and meaningful contributor to differential reductions in measured client symptomatology.  
Ancillary findings of interest from the present study  
 In completing the analyses required to examine the hypotheses of interest for the present 
study, opportunities arose to examine other compelling aspects of the available data. Although 
such analyses were not core components of the study, the findings offer interesting insights into 
the graduate training clinic that warrant reporting.  
 Clients served at this clinic generally improved. End of therapy OQ-45 outcome status 
classifications indicated that the majority of clients treated at this clinic achieved successful 
outcomes as n = 106 of N = 202 were categorized as either “improved” or “recovered.” Further, 
HLM analyses revealed that across orientation and over therapy sequence clients improved on 
average. This is a finding of interest because it illustrates that on average – of those whose data 
were included in the sample for the current study – symptom reduction was achieved. While this 
may appear to be an insubstantial finding – we might automatically assume that clients coming 
to a psychotherapy outpatient clinic will benefit from participating in such – it would appear that 
having a majority of clients improve is more the exception than the rule at the graduate level.  
Previous research investigating the impact of supervision on doctoral-level supervisees 
has revealed that supervision leads to considerable trainee-reported learning (Bernard & 
Goodyear, 2019; Hill & Knox, 2013), but results in little (Owen, Wampold, Kopta, Rousmaniere, 
& Miller, 2016) or no (Erekson, Janis, Bailey, Cattani, & Pedersen, 2017; Hill et al., 2015) 




reported that in “many doctoral training clinics…modal outcomes are reported to be reflective of 
no reliable change” (p. 246). Taken together, these findings indicate that despite student reports 
of learning and development, a trend exists whereby such growth often does not translate to 
clinical work in the form of desirable client outcome. However, such does not appear to be the 
case at the training clinic of interest where data were collected for the current study.  
Various possible explanations exist to account for this finding – that regardless of 
orientation or therapist experience, clients who were serviced at this clinic reported symptom 
reductions on average. Meaningful contributors to this finding may include high quality 
supervision, effective didactic training, and high-quality student clinicians who perhaps self-
selected to a graduate program notable for strong clinical/applied outcomes. Another notable 
contributor embedded in training may be the consistent use of progress monitoring (weekly OQ-
45 and WAI ratings) itself. A sizable and growing base of research supports the efficacy of using 
idiographic session-by-session progress monitoring data for enhancing client outcomes 
(Lambert, Whipple, & Kleinstäuber, 2018). As such, it may be the case that the regular use of 
such instruments at the examined clinic indirectly offers a meaningful contribution to desired 
client outcome. In all likelihood, it is the combination of these outlined factors (i.e., progress 
monitoring, clinically inclined students, effective didactics, high quality supervision) whose 
synthesis creates a training environment that facilitate favourable client outcomes. It should be 
noted, though, that while a majority of clients at the clinic did achieve successful outcomes, 
many still saw no change (n = 82) and some (n = 11) deteriorated, indicating that there continues 





Various factors exist that are inherent to the nature of the design of the study that limit 
the inferences that can be made from the results. First and foremost, clients were not randomly 
assigned to their therapist and thus the possibility exists that differences between therapists were 
caused by factors not investigated. As outlined, client assignments were based on the course the 
therapist was taking at the time, but also on other factors such as compatibility of schedules 
between therapist and client, and therapist interest. Without random assignment, some therapists 
are likely to be matched with a certain number of “easy” or “difficult” cases, or cases that may 
otherwise be unbalanced in some unknown way. Furthermore, based on the procedures in this 
naturalistic setting there is very strong reason to believe that therapists in the present study did 
not have equivalent caseloads, and that the complexity of caseload assignments were 
systematically related to higher levels of therapist training.  
 A second limitation is the size of the caseloads that were used to examine therapist 
effectiveness. In comparison to other studies examining similar questions (e.g., Okiishi et al., 
2006) the size of the caseloads used in the current study are quite small. This is simply a product 
of the available data, as trainee therapists were generally only given one to two clients per 
therapy course since the emphasis was on supervisee learning and not service delivery to a large 
population in need. As such, accumulated caseloads over two to three therapy courses do not 
amount to similar sizes that might be seen in other naturalistic settings where service delivery is 
the clinic’s primary mission. Small caseload sizes may lend themselves to being unduly 
influenced by individual clients with irregular outcomes, who could either inflate or deflate a 




differences existed with larger caseloads, as the extant trends would then be grounded across 
more individuals who underwent therapy and thus a larger body of the therapist’s work. 
 Therapist effectiveness was measured in multiple ways based on data from a well 
established and robust measure of psychotherapy progress. Even so, “how good a therapist is in 
working with clients” represents a complex variable that is not exhaustively captured by the 
included indices and measure. Using a greater breadth of assessment methods to analyze client 
change may have produced more nuanced results, and possibly attenuated differences among 
therapists (Hill & Lambert, 2004). Additional sources of context to aid in understanding the 
changes reported on the OQ-45 by clients may have provided a clearer picture of the reasoning 
behind improving or deteriorating symptomatology. For example, client narrative data, 
information about the trajectory of therapy including interventions used by the therapist, case 
conceptualization, and supervisory input, may all have elucidated the results reported in this 
study. Despite the limitations inherent in using limited symptomatology measures, there is some 
evidence to suggest the utility and generality of using a single measure (Lueck, 2004; Beckstead 
et al., 2003). Finally, the OQ-45 itself may have limitations in terms of its ability to capture the 
nuanced changes of psychotherapy. As the OQ-45 targets the extent to which discrete mental 
health symptoms are present, it may not sufficiently highlight a client’s change in constructs 
relevant to meaning making therapies such as Emotion-Focused Therapy or Brief 
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy. Particularly, central constructs of these therapies, including 
depth of experiencing, insight, self-understanding, and emotional transformation (McWilliams, 
2011; Elliott, Watson, Greenberg, & Goldman, 2003) may not necessarily translate to tangible 





Despite the outlined limitations, it would appear that the therapists sampled in the current 
study differ in real ways. This would suggest that findings that exist in the psychotherapy 
literature – that therapist effects exist and are pronounced at the extremes – are also found in the 
earliest stages of training, as has been reported in other studies (Beutler, & Crago, 1989; 
Callahan & Hynan, 2005). That therapists were found to perform differently in meaningful ways 
– magnitude and efficiency of symptom change – raises questions about the nature and causes of 
the differences in performance. That such differences exist so early in the career of therapists 
suggests that they may be related to factors inherent to therapist personality and natural, pre-
training ability, as has been previously speculated. Therapists in the sample were largely subject 
to the same curricula and supervisors throughout their training, and so with all else being equal, 
such would indicate that differences – especially those found at the most extreme ends of the 
spectrum – may be related to factors beyond the scope of training.  
 If it is indeed the case that fundamental differences exist between therapists that lead to 
differential client outcomes – some markedly less promising than others – then a corollary of 
such would be that it may then become necessary to identify those therapists who appear to serve 
clients who reliably do not benefit from therapy, or even worsen over their time of service 
reception. Identifying these therapists would be important to 1) intervene in any ongoing clinical 
concerns with existing clients who may be at risk for iatrogenic effects, and 2) generate 
remediation plans for students who may consistently be associated with clients who have poor 
outcomes. A third and more serious intervention relevant to identifying such therapists involves 
the gatekeeping aspect of supervision – that one role of clinical supervisors, and thus clinical 




profession from entering it. Although such a measure seems quite severe, it is one of the crucial 
components of ethical supervision incorporated to protect the public interest. Implementing these 
measures would be important on several fronts, as allowing students who are consistently 
affiliated with clients who do not benefit from psychotherapy to continue to participate in such 
without intervention raises ethical concerns. Additionally, as the program has accepted the 
student under the premise that they will be trained to effectively work as a clinical psychologist, 
including provision of psychotherapy, it is thus the program’s responsibility to the student that 
they take reasonable measures to equip them to do so.   
An important question posed by these findings, and to the above proposals, is to what 
extent should the results of this study be incorporated into psychotherapy supervision on a more 
regular basis? Stated another way – should progress monitoring measures used at this clinic be a 
more central component of student evaluation and training? It would seem that identifying 
trainees affiliated with poor clinical outcomes is important to commence remediation measures, 
but how to do so in a practical and sensitive manner is a complicated matter. To most effectively 
incorporate progress-monitoring measures into student feedback would require that supervisors 
more closely attend to client session-by-session OQ-45 and WAI ratings. Additionally, there may 
need to be increased communication between supervisors of different therapy courses and/or 
supervisors and directors of clinical training. For example, if a student has served clients with 
poor outcomes in their first therapy course it may then be incumbent upon that course’s 
supervisor to communicate with either the director of clinical training, or the student’s next 
therapy supervisor as to their concerns. Essentially, one practical recommendation that might be 
taken away from this study is that there be more continuity throughout a student’s therapy 




order to provide tailored and focused feedback to students who are associated with less than ideal 
clinical outcomes. It is crucial that this be done in a sensitive manner that is respectful towards 
the student. The crucible of graduate training is an already demanding and stressful environment 
and receiving critical feedback about one’s underperformance may be especially upsetting to 
some students. However difficult such feedback may be to receive, doing so would ultimately be 
in the best interest of students (and clients) as it would feasibly enhance their development as 
well as fortify their work with future therapy clients.  
Alternatively, aside from identifying students who appear to be struggling with 
psychotherapy provision, these findings also highlight the importance of identifying students 
who appear to be enjoying significant therapeutic success. Identifying students who may be 
doing especially well in terms of promoting promising clinical outcomes in therapy courses 
would be important on several fronts. First, it invites opportunities to identify what these students 
are doing differently – either in their preparation, their actual work with clients, or other aspects 
of their approach – that might be teachable and thus transferable to other students. Second, it 
would be important to communicate these findings back to such students as they may be unaware 
that they are making important contributions to clinical effectiveness. Such feedback may be 
influential in career-making decisions for these students, as they may wish to spend their time in 
a domain of psychology in which they are effective and can make substantial contributions. 
Finally, a third reason for identifying highly effective student therapists may be is that it may be 
helpful for these students to act as peer supervisors in other therapy courses. Allowing these 
students to work with junior trainees may facilitate important teaching and transfer of skills that 
would a) directly benefit the students receiving such supervision, and b) prepare the peer 




highlighting student therapeutic effectiveness and incorporating it into feedback is important not 
just for struggling students, but also those who facilitate notably superior clinical outcomes. 
Future Directions  
Various adaptations and additional methods could be implemented to clarify, fortify, and 
build upon the findings in the current study. First, as stated, the findings of the current study 
could be reported with more confidence had the student therapists sampled seen more clients. 
Finding ways to expand the caseloads of students in order to be more certain about inferences for 
therapeutic effectiveness is one direction future researchers could take. However, this is a 
somewhat difficult change to implement as the clinic where the data were collected focuses on 
teaching primarily as its mission, and research secondarily. As such, encouraging supervisors to 
allow students to take on larger caseloads for the purpose of effectiveness research may prove a 
difficult idea to sell. A second methodological adjustment that would increase confidence in 
findings is the randomization of clients to therapists. However, again due to practical 
considerations this is an unlikely development. 
 Another direction that could be taken to clarify findings is to incorporate more sources of 
data in an effort to contextualize the findings. As few indices of change were used to evaluate 
symptom reduction, expanding the sources of information used to assess performance on these 
constructs would seem a logical next step. Most notably, only client self-report questionnaires 
were analyzed to determine therapist performance. One interesting additional source of 
information could come from therapists themselves. Therapist assessment on client functioning 
and working alliance are two sources of quantitative input that might be sought. Also, therapist 
narratives of the course of therapy, the clinical decisions they made, and their assessment of the 




clinical outcomes were encouraging or disappointing. The same types of narratives could be 
sought by clients. Gaining insight into a client’s experience of therapy beyond symptom and 
working alliance ratings would represent an evolution of our understanding of why some clients 
improved while others did not. For example, should a client keep a journal of their experience of 
therapy sessions as well as factors in their lives outside of the therapy hour that they report 
impact their functioning, it may reveal that improvement or deterioration were largely beyond 
the therapist’s control. It is estimated that 40% of the clinical outcome is determined by factors 
in a client’s life beyond therapy (Miller, Duncan, & Hubble, 1997); as such, developing insight 
into situations and scenarios that dictate client variations in symptomatology may contextualize 
poor and desirable clinical outcomes.  
A third source of information that could be folded into analyses is that of supervisor 
input. A supervisor’s expertise and objectivity regarding the course, process, and challenges of 
therapy with a particular client would be influential in adding another layer of awareness into the 
happenings of therapy. A supervisor would be able to identify factors regarding psychotherapy 
provision that a client and trainee would not. This additional information may provide a deeper, 
better developed understanding as to why certain clients fared better or worse in their work with 
specific therapists. Diversifying data sources to provide nuance and context to the findings would 
aid in clarifying and enhancing conclusions that can be made and is an interesting future 
direction to consider taking in subsequent iterations of this research. 
 A final future direction for this research involves implementing the above 
recommendations regarding student feedback and remediation based on poor client outcomes 
and then measuring the impact of doing so. The purpose of the suggestion to identify and 




to ideally aid in enhancing their ability to effectively provide therapy. As such, it then becomes 
necessary to continue to evaluate if intervention at this level is proving effective. Using the 
findings in the current study to identify, intervene, and then evaluate students would be a 
practical application of this research and a natural extension of it. Another method in which the 
current research could be more regularly folded into psychotherapy supervision and then 
measured for its effectiveness may be for supervisors to routinely evaluate client progress – in 
the form of client-reported symptom relief – with their supervisees. The purpose of such would 
be to understand if a more regular review and assessment of client functioning could be 





Study 2: Therapist Experiences of Training 
 Study 2 considers the personal training experience of therapists who have undergone and 
are in the process of undergoing psychotherapy training. The aim of Study 2 was to explore what 
aspects of their training therapists perceive as influential, helpful, and hindering to their 
development as psychotherapists.  
Study 2: Methods 
Participants 
Participant recruitment 
 Class lists of psychotherapy courses that have been offered through the PSRC since the 
beginning of the archival data collection (2012 – 2019) were used to identify potential 
participants. Current and former graduate students who have been trained at the PSRC during the 
time of data collection were contacted via e-mail and invited to participate in the study (see 
Appendix C). Data collection took place throughout the spring of 2019. The e-mail contained a 
link to the questionnaire, which was provided by the questionnaire-hosting service Qualtrics. 
Prior to participating in the study, potential respondents were provided with the rationale that, as 
part of a doctoral dissertation project, former and current students who have trained through the 
PSRC were being contacted to provide perspectives on their training. Participants were asked to 
provide their informed consent before responding to the questionnaire (Appendix D). Upon 
completing the questionnaire participants were offered a reward for their participation in the 
study.  
Demographics 
A total of 97 e-mail invitations were sent to current and former University of Windsor 




2012 to 2019. A total of 63 current and former therapists responded to the invitation, with two 
contributing no usable data, and two who only partially completed the measure, leaving a total of 
N = 61 participants who were included in portions of analyses. The most common gender was 
female, which was identified by 82% of participants (n = 50)2. Participants ranged in age from 23 
to 42 years with a mean age of 28.8 years (SD = 3.46). Regarding year in training or professional 
status, 67% of participants were therapists undergoing doctoral training (n = 41), 16% were 
licensed psychologists (n = 10), 9% were PhD graduates undergoing professional licensing (n = 
6), 3% were therapists in the MA program (n = 2), and 3% were licensed psychologists in 
supervised practice (n = 2).  
Regarding the number of therapy courses participants had completed at the PSRC, 37% 
completed three (n = 23), 31% completed two (n = 19), 27% completed one (n = 17), and 3% 
were in the process of completing their first (n = 2). The therapy course most frequently taken by 
respondents was cognitive behavioural therapy, with 98% currently taking or having completed 
it (n = 60), 31% had taken integrative/experiential psychotherapy (n = 19), 27% had taken 
emotion-focused therapy (n = 17), 24% had taken child and adolescent psychotherapy (n = 15), 
and 22% had taken brief psychodynamic psychotherapy (n = 14).  
Measures 
 In order to address the relevant research questions, the principal investigator sought to 
develop a questionnaire package that would offer an opportunity for current and former trainees 
to share their perspectives on training experiences at the PSRC. As no such measure existed at 
the time of the study, a process was undertaken to develop an original one. To do so, various 
 
2 Because the total population of therapist from which this study has sampled is both limited and may be easily 
identifiable within the department of Psychology (University of Windsor), reporting specific demographics will be 
limited to age and most endorsed gender. The rationale is that more specific segmenting (e.g., by ethnicity and 




stakeholders associated with PSRC training were contacted to provide input on what types of 
questions they would be most interested in having posed to therapists. In conjunction with this 
approach, the principal investigator – with input and collaboration from fellow lab members – 
reviewed the literature to determine if extant measures of psychotherapist development and 
experiences of providing psychological services would meet the needs of the current study. The 
following sections first detail the stakeholder approach taken to developing the questionnaire 
package and then review the component measures that were included. 
Questionnaire package development: A stakeholder informed approach 
 To ensure that the data collected on perceived training experiences addressed the 
perspective of various stakeholders the selection of measures and the development of additional 
questions to be included in the study was informed by a preliminary query of University of 
Windsor faculty members who, at the time of outreach, were clinical supervisors of 
psychotherapy courses. Current and past University of Windsor graduate students who were 
receiving, or who had received, training at the PSRC were likewise queried. The rationale for 
doing this was based on (a) the understanding that trainers and trainees are both stakeholders and 
they may have distinct perspectives on what might be most relevant or of interest regarding 
training experiences; (b) to offset the fact that the principal researcher himself has an embedded 
perspective as a psychotherapist trainee; and (c) the fact that while findings may eventually 
suggest broader implications for training elsewhere, the PSRC is a specific and individual 
training center where this study was conducted and stands to benefit directly from the results of 
this inquiry.  
In Step 1), through an initial e-mail correspondence, stakeholders were contacted and the 




and influential training experiences at the PSRC). Stakeholders were asked to provide their input 
regarding this central research question and what they thought was important to know about 
student training experiences at the PSRC. Stakeholders were likewise invited to offer input 
regarding what else they may be interested to know about student training experiences and 
psychotherapy provision (aside from the central research question) as the present study offered 
an opportunity to query a large group of current and former trainees that is not regularly 
presented. Six psychotherapy supervisors and the director of clinical training were asked to 
consider what type of information they would like to know about the experiences of the students 
they have trained and what types of questions they would like to ask students who have been 
supervised by them. Likewise, ten current and five former students were queried to respond to 
similar questions related to what they are curious to know about the experiences of other students 
in the program. Students were asked to report what they wonder about the training experiences of 
their peers and what they believed was important to include in a questionnaire about PSRC 
training experiences. Input was provided by four graduate students, one graduate, four faculty 
members, and the director of clinical training.  
In Step 2), after receiving input from stakeholders, the principal investigator incorporated 
their feedback and began to generate items intended to survey trainees about their PSRC training 
experiences. This process was completed in conjunction with members of Pascual-Leone’s 
Emotion Change Lab who assisted with item development and provided input regarding the 
inclusion of extant measures relevant to psychotherapist development and practice. This process 
resulted in the completion of a questionnaire that included: 51 individual Likert-scale items 
developed to query specifically about the value therapists placed on various PSRC training 




the Trainee Current Practice Report (TCPR), and the Questionnaire on Stress Reactions in 
Helping Professions.  
In Step 3), this questionnaire package was sent back to all stakeholders who were initially 
contacted (ten current students; five graduates; six current and former psychotherapy supervisors, 
the director of clinical training). Stakeholders who had replied to the original inquiry were then 
asked to review the proposed questionnaire package and share if they believed the package 
accurately represented their original input regarding what they believed was important to collect, 
and if anything should be added or subtracted from the package. Stakeholders who had not 
initially provided input in the original inquiry were still invited to provide their general thoughts 
on the package and provide any input regarding adjustments they thought necessary. Feedback at 
this second stage was provided by four graduate students, three graduates, and four 
psychotherapy supervisors, and the director of clinical training. At this point, the general 
consensus among stakeholders was that the package was too long. Additionally, several trainees 
expressed hesitation at their willingness to complete certain items from a measure focused on 
burnout and work stress, the Questionnaire on Stress Reactions in Helping Professions (e.g., 
about the consumption of substances as a means of coping with work stress).  
In Step 4), stakeholder feedback was again shared with a team of fellow lab members 
who collaboratively provided suggestion on how stakeholders’ thoughts and opinions could be 
incorporated into the questionnaire package. After incorporating lab member and stakeholder 
input, the final questionnaire package was assembled which included: 47 Likert-scale items 
gauging the value therapists placed on various PSRC training experiences, 10 open-field 





In the fifth and final step 5), the fully developed questionnaire package was assembled 
and uploaded to the Qualtrics survey-hosting website where participants would eventually 
complete it. Three lab members participated in a pilot test, completing the online survey to 
ensure that it was set up correctly and that no errors or technological difficulties would interrupt 
questionnaire completion. After receiving feedback from these lab members, minor adjustments 
were made to the interface of the online survey before potential respondents were invited to 
participate. The complete questionnaire package can be found in Appendix E. 
Demographics. Demographic items were included at the outset of the measure to gain 
information relevant to student and professional status and other variables (e.g., number of 
therapy courses competed, current therapy involvement, etc.). 
Original items developed specifically for PSRC training experiences. Originally 
developed items were included as the core of the measure to explicitly address the research 
question at hand. This involved the inclusion of 47 Likert-style items asking therapists endorse to 
what extent they deemed various training experiences to be influential to their development as 
psychotherapists. Categories of training (e.g., didactics, practice and role play, work with clients, 
supervision) were listed with multiple items within each category. These items were included 
with the intention of elucidating which discrete training experiences are most valued by 
therapists. In addition to the 47 Likert items, 10 open-ended questions were included that 
provided therapist the opportunity to elaborate on various perspectives of their training. The 
inclusion of these questions was intended to gain a greater depth of understanding into what 
therapists perceived as the helpful and hindering aspects of training. The 47 Likert-style 
questions and 10 open-ended questions yielding qualitative data represent the core components 




from those portions of the questionnaire package were ultimately analysed in the current study. 
The below components of the questionnaire package were included based on feedback from 
PSRC stakeholders regarding other areas of interest for therapist’s perspectives on training. The 
inclusion of these measures represents future opportunities to explore relationships between the 
results of these measures and the results of Study 1, or other elements of Study 2 questionnaire 
items.  
 Trainee Current Practice Report (TCPR; Orlinsky et al., 2015). The TCPR is an 
instrument adapted from the Development of Psychotherapists Common Core Questionnaire 
(DPCCQ; Orlinsky et al., 1999). The DPCCQ is an instrument developed to measure various 
elements of therapists’ self-rated qualities and experiences in psychotherapy (Orlinsky et al., 
1999). In its complete form, it is a 392-item measure that includes items querying a wide-range 
of therapist characteristics and experiences including: professional identification, duration and 
varieties of clinical experiences, experiences in personal therapy, influences on development, and 
personal characteristics among others. The DPCCQ is established as having strong psychometric 
properties (Orlinksy & Ronnestad, 2005; Kumaria et al., 2018, etc.). The DPCCQ was adapted 
for use in the TCPR by Orlinsky and colleagues (2015) in order to target a training population 
rather than a professional one. For the current questionnaire package, five scales from the TCPR 
that target trainee role-identity and role-performance were included in the present study. These 
scales were collaboratively selected by lab members and the principal investigator based on 
feedback provided by stakeholders in light of their ability to (a) speak to the experiences of 
trainee therapists regarding the provision of psychotherapy, and (b) potentially provide insight 




 Schwartz Outcome Scale-10 (Blais et al., 1999). This 10-item measure was included to 
capture therapist accounts of their own subjective well-being. This construct is of interest as this 
variable has previously been associated with good client outcome (Beutler et al., 2004). Further, 
therapist stakeholders who responded to the initial inquiry expressed interest in including 
measures that would examine well-being, work stress, and burnout in the questionnaire package. 
This particular measure was selected in response to trainee stakeholder feedback that the original 
measure included to examine work stress and burnout (Questionnaire on Stress Reactions in 
Helping Professions) may be experienced as intrusive by some. This measure has been deemed 
internally consistent (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96), with item-scale correlations ranging from 0.74 to 
0.90 (Haggerty, Blake, Narraine, Siefert, & Blais, 2010). 
Preparing the Data for Analyses 
Organization of data 
 Data collected from participants was first downloaded from Qualtrics and saved in a 
database.  
De-identifying data 
 Participants whose therapist performance data appeared in Study 1 had their names 
removed and were provided with the same identifier used in that study. Therapists who were not 
in Study 1, because they had not taken two or more therapy courses, were provided with a unique 
identifier. A key of therapist identifiers corresponding to therapist identity has been kept in the 
custody of the Emotion Change Lab as backup. Once all data was organized, de-identified, and 
encrypted, it was sent to members of the same trusted, affiliated research lab assisting with 
deidentification in Study 1 who then provided new de-identifying labels to the data. As the 
collaborating researcher kept a key of deidentified codes for Study 1 therapists, he was able to 




this second phase of de-identification was the same as in Study 1, however, an additional 
purpose here is that it allowed for the possibility of examining data from Study 1 and Study 2 for 
relationships with each other (Study 3).  
Data protection and storage 
 Electronic data was encrypted using Veracrypt and stored on the principal investigator’s 
computer. Backup data storage in the form of USB flash drives has been kept in locked storage 
containers in the University of Windsor’s Emotion Change Lab. Likewise, survey data has been 
maintained on the protected Qualtrics servers, which is accessible only to the principal investigator 
by password.  
Results: Study 2 
Approach to Data Analysis 
 Data analysis for the present study involved the analysis of the 47 Likert quantitative 
items and four of the 10 qualitative items developed specifically for this study that queried 
therapists about PSRC-related training experiences. These items were chosen for analysis 
because they most explicitly addressed the relevant research questions about the discrete aspects 
of training experiences valued by training therapists, as well as therapist perceptions of the 
helpful and hindering aspects of their training.  
Quantitative responses 
 Analyses of the 47 PSRC-specific quantitative items were performed in IBM SPSS 
Statistics (version 22). As this portion of the study was exploratory in nature, items were 
examined on the basis of measures of central tendency, and not for explicit relationships between 
other items, or potential predictors. Items were examined to determine what the average response 
of each item was in order to identify the strength of endorsement current and past trainees 




identify which types of training experiences therapists reported were most seminal or integral to 
their development.  
 Missing values check of quantitative data. Of the 61 participants who completed the 
questionnaire package, only one participant left a single item incomplete in this portion of the 
package.  
Quantitative Results 
Ratings of most influential experiences across domains 
In the following sections, the aspects of their training that therapists deemed to be the 
most and least influential on their development as psychotherapists will be reviewed across the 
various domains in which they were queried. Results are presented without comment, as the 
implications of such will be reviewed in the Discussion section. Means represent the average 
rating given by participants for a particular item, on a scale ranging from “0” did not influence 
me at all, to “10” very much an influence on me; responses in between these anchors included 
“2” little influence on me, “4” some influence on me, “6” moderate influence on me, and “8” 
much influence on me. 
 Didactics. On questions related to the didactics of psychotherapy courses, therapists were 
queried about teaching components and events that typically occur before clinical contact with 
clients. Most psychotherapy courses at the PSRC are structured in a manner that sees the first 
several weeks of the course devoted to learning theoretical and clinical tenets of an orientation 
being taught, followed by advancement into clinical work. The items in this domain were 
intended to capture therapist responses to didactic tasks undertaken most frequently in this initial 




therapy courses, they are not exclusively contained there as theoretical and clinical teaching 
continue throughout psychotherapy courses. 
All findings can be found in Figure 4, however, a rank-ordered list of which didactic 
components therapists deemed most influential to their development as psychotherapists follows: 
viewing video examples of therapy sessions corresponded to exerting much influence, (M = 8.15, 
SD = 1.89), items corresponding to being moderately influential included: completing written 
case formulations (M = 7.68, SD = 1.71), completing extra readings for specific problems 
presented by clients (M = 7.16 , SD = 2.27), completing readings about the theory of the 
orientation you are learning (M = 7.02, SD = 2.03), attending didactic lectures in therapy courses 
(M = 6.83, SD = 1.97), having theory-based questions answered by a professor (M = 6.76, SD = 
2.08), giving and attending case presentations (M = 6.32, SD = 2.39), and completing readings 
about cases treated (M = 6.18, SD = 2.11). The final two items were deemed to have some 
influence: completing readings of transcripts of therapy sessions (M = 5.95, SD = 2.40), and 






Rank-Ordered Items for Most Influential Didactic Components of Training 
 
Note. Means (with SD) represent the average rating given by participants for particular items on 
a scale where: 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much an 
influence on me. 
 Practice/skills training. On items related to practice and skills training, therapists were 
queried about their experience with teaching activities typically undertaken before clinical work 
begins. Such activities are meant to allow therapists to gain experience with the techniques and 
therapeutic modes they will eventually be utilizing with clients. The intention of doing so is to 
allow therapists to gain practical experience with the therapeutic orientation they are learning 
prior to working with an actual client. Therapist responses indicated that the three items 
contained in this section were all of moderate influence: watching a professor role play, or do a 
live demonstration with other therapists as clients (M = 7.65, SD = 2.22), participating in role 
plays or live practice with other therapists (M = 7.07, SD = 2.11), applying skills and techniques 
learned in therapy courses to yourself (M = 6.71, SD = 2.23). All results can be found in table in 






Rank-Ordered Items for Most Influential Practice/Role Play Components of Training 
 
Note. Means (with SD) represent the average rating given by participants for particular items on 
a scale where: 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much an 
influence on me. 
 Supervision. Supervision-related items included activities related to receiving feedback 
on therapy provision. In PSRC therapy courses, as the term progresses, didactic lectures are 
replaced by group supervision sessions, in which therapists and professors provide feedback to 
recorded therapist therapy sessions (video supervision), or to verbal queries about sessions 
(consultation-based supervision). Clinical supervision is intended to offer constructive feedback 
and criticism on therapist performance in therapy sessions, in addition to aiding the therapist 
with a sense of direction moving into the next session. In addition to group-based supervision 
sessions, therapists sometimes also meet with professors, peers in the course, or senior peers 
individually to receive supervision.  
 The following results regarding therapist perceptions of therapy supervision are available 
in Figure 6. Respondents reported the following two items had much influence on them: 
receiving video-based supervision from a therapy professor (M = 8.88, SD = 1.47), receiving 
consultation-based supervision from a therapy professor (M = 8.20, SD = 1.63). The following 
had moderate influence: observing others in the class receive supervision from a professor (M = 
7.65, SD = 2.19), providing supervision to peers (M = 6.98, SD = 2.01), receiving supervision 





= 2.05), while completing practicum evaluations with supervisors had some influence (M = 5.37, 
SD = 2.64).  
Figure 6 
Rank-Ordered Items for Most Influential Supervision Components of Training 
 
Note. Means (with SD) represent the average rating given by participants for particular items on 
a scale where: 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much an 
influence on me. 
 
 Work with clients. Items related to work with clients sought to determine therapist 
perspectives on the clinical work itself in addition to the mechanisms PSRC therapy courses have 
in place to facilitate such work. Items were included to reflect common experiences presented by 
some clients in order to determine which variety of experiences are viewed as more or less 
valuable. Also included were items meant to elicit therapist perceptions on the use of clinical 
measures (i.e., the OQ-45) and clinical feedback (i.e., the WAI and HAT) that are standard for all 
clients to complete before or after sessions, and that therapists have access to which are meant to 
facilitate therapy.  
The following results regarding therapist perceptions of work with clients are available in 
Figure 7. Items reported to be of moderate influence included: working with clients who the 
trainee found challenging (M = 7.98, SD = 2.00), viewing client responses to the Helpful and 




do not seem to respond to the techniques relevant to the orientation you are learning/practicing 
(M = 6.71, SD = 2.44), working with clients with whom you find it difficult to form a 
therapeutic relationship (M = 6.68, SD = 2.12), viewing client responses to the Working 
Alliance Inventory (M = 6.31, SD = 2.49). The following items were reported to wield some 
influence: viewing client scores on the OQ-45 (M = 5.64, SD = 2.24), viewing client responses 
to the Session Evaluation Questionnaire (M = 4.95, SD = 2.95), working with clients who 
trainees found did not present any challenges (M = 4.63, SD = 2.40).     
Figure 7 
Rank-Ordered Items for Most Influential Work with Clients 
 
Note. Means (with SD) represent the average rating given by participants for particular items on 
a scale where: 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much an 
influence on me. 
 Overall training experiences. Items in the overall training experiences domain were 
included to elicit therapist perceptions about the broad training they received in various clinical 
activities across therapy courses at the PSRC. Including this domain was intended to elucidate 
what specific therapeutic activities therapists are trained in were deemed to be most and least 
influential in their overall development.  
 In order of most to least influential, therapist ratings of their overall training experiences 




to be of much influence (M = 8.00, SD = 1.37). The following five items had a moderate 
influence on development: case formulation and understanding client problems (M = 7.97, SD = 
1.70), perceiving client in-session process (e.g., noticing emotion, thoughts, behaviors, etc.; M = 
7.61, SD = 2.17), training in what to do or what to say in session (tasks; M = 7.35, SD = 1.52), 
training in being empathic and relating to the client in session (M = 7.35, SD = 2.32), training in 
setting goals with clients (M = 6.85, SD = 1.87). Overall training in being a certain kind of 
person when working in session had some influence (M = 5.41, SD = 2.61). Results are also 
presented in Figure 8.  
Figure 8 
Rank-Ordered Items for Most Influential Overall Components of Training 
 
Note. Means (with SD) represent the average rating given by participants for particular items on 
a scale where: 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much an 
influence on me. 
 Other influences on training. Items posed to participants in the “other influences on 
training” category reflected experiences, both formal and informal, that did not readily fit in the 
above domains. The items were included on a largely exploratory basis and reflect opinions from 
various stakeholders about experiences and activities that may be important to the development 
of psychotherapists. Results are listed below as well as in Figure 9. 
A single item was considered to have much influence on development: participating in 




related to a moderate influence on development: hearing about case examples or how therapists 
have dealt with specific issues, (either from your professors, from peers, or others) (M = 7.61, 
SD = 1.75), feeling mentored by a particular professor (M = 7.11, SD = 2.76), writing clinical 
notes or spending time thinking about how a certain session went (M = 7.05, SD = 1.82), 
Talking about psychotherapy theory or practice in either formal or informal settings (M = 6.97, 
SD = 2.25), applying psychotherapy theories to your everyday life (M = 6.68, SD = 2.31), 
reflecting on your emerging identity as a clinician and health care provider (M = 6.60, SD = 
2.60), learning findings from psychotherapy research (M = 6.35, SD = 2.32), visualizing or 
reflecting on how you anticipate a therapy session going (M = 6.05, SD = 2.35). The final three 
items had some influence: receiving personal psychotherapy (M = 5.97, SD = 2.83; of note is this 
item was only answered by 30 respondents, the remaining marked it as “NA”), the professional 
setting, support staff, or facility (M = 5.59, SD = 2.45), learning about career directions (M = 






Rank-Ordered Items for Most Influential Other Components of Training 
 
Note. Means (with SD) represent the average rating given by participants for particular items on 
a scale where: 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much an 
influence on me. 
Approach to Open-Ended Responses 
Constant comparative analysis. Responses to open-ended qualitative questions were 
approached using Rennie’s (2006; Rennie et al., 1988) adaptation of grounded theory method 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This method involves the generation of theory from subjective 
experience in an inductive process. In the original method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), a “constant 
comparative” process is undertaken whereby each line of data is compared with previously 
identified coded content, and either receives a previously identified code, or its own if unique. 
Subsequently, categories are developed based on themes emergent from the coded content. 
Categories are then grouped to produce higher-order categories based on their relation to one 
another. The resultant hierarchy of categories are eventually conceptualized to fall under a single 




In Rennie’s (2006) evolution of the procedure he describes a process whereby the data is 
analyzed for discrete “meaning units” and interpreted based off the unique meaning of each 
meaning unit. In contrast to Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) comparative analysis method, Rennie’s 
(2006) method sees researchers dispense with the distinction between codes and categories to 
categorize content immediately – from one meaning unit to the next – as opposed to the two-step 
process of developing codes and then categorizing them. (Step 1) After each meaning unit was 
identified, (Step 2) it was indexed, and either assigned to a category that was congruent with 
previous meaning units, or assigned its own category if original. Similar to Glaser and Strauss’ 
approach (1967), (Step 3) categories were arranged hierarchically so that the properties of lower-
order categories were subsumed by higher-order ones. (Step 4) A constant notetaking process 
was completed whereby interpretations of meaning unit relatedness were documented, so that 
decisions behind meaning clusters and higher-order categories can be accounted for, as is 
consistent with trustworthiness guidelines for qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This 
particular step of the process was carried out in Microsoft Word, wherein notes were kept 
regarding categorization decisions in margin comments and successive documents were created 
as categories become more refined. (Step 5) The process was iterative, as newly perceived 
meaning units were constantly compared with previously identified ones. (Step 6) Analyses were 
deemed to have concluded when saturation occurred, that is, when new data appeared to add 
little additional understanding to the categories. This process, as described by Rennie (2006), 
was carried out with the principal investigator serving as the primary qualitative analyst. In an 
additional Step 7), the principal investigator’s supervisor (who was mentored in grounded theory 




regarding how decisions were made to generate the categories described below, and by assessing 
the appropriateness of the inclusion of responses within these categories. 
Qualitative Results 
 After responding to the rating scale items (as reported above), participants were also 
given the opportunity to respond to open-field questions that queried broad aspects of their 
training. Responses to the following questions were analyzed and reported: (1) “What training 
experiences at the PSRC and in therapy courses have been most helpful in your development as a 
psychotherapist?,” (2) “What supervisory experiences were particularly hindering to your 
development as a psychotherapist?,” (3) “What memorable moments or events during your 
training at the PSRC and in therapy courses stand out as being especially important in your 
development as a psychotherapist? Why was this event or moment helpful?” and (4) “Outside of 
your role as a clinician, how has your psychotherapy training affected you personally? (e.g., 
perhaps it has altered your perceptions of yourself, others, or relationships).” These specific 
questions were chosen for thematic analysis after a preliminary examination of responses 
revealed that these four questions were most germane to the project of elucidating formative 
training experiences. What follows is a thematic analysis of responses in which themes have 
been identified for answers to each of the above four questions. Please note that for questions 1) 
and 4) the total number of subthemes endorsed sum to a greater number than the number of 
participants who responded to the open-ended question. This is due to the fact that participant 
responses often contained more than one theme, and therefore were included in more than one 
way to fully represent the qualitative data. Further, for questions 2) and 3) the totals of various 




nature of some idiosyncratic responses not fitting into clear categories, and that a “theme” was 
only adopted if it has a minimum endorsement by two participants.  
Most helpful aspects of training 
 A total of 60 responses were provided for the question “What training experiences at the 
PSRC and in therapy courses have been most helpful in your development as a psychotherapist?” 
Mean word count for responses to this question was 73 words (SD = 84). The median word 
count was 36.5, the range of word counts spanned from four to 491. A total of three 
superordinate themes were identified. The first, Supervision, contained three subthemes: 
qualities of video supervision, comfort with being vulnerable and feeling supported in 
supervision, and qualities of group supervision. The second theme, Working with challenging 
clients, was a standalone theme. The third, Didactics, contained three subthemes: learning 
multiple therapeutic modalities, learning specific skills, and qualities of courses.  Figure 10 
below offers a hierarchical overview of the thematic analysis. Each theme is described in detail 






Helpful Aspects of Training: Overview of Themes 
 
 
 Supervision. The first superordinate theme involved supervision of the therapists’ 
clinical work, and it was endorsed by 42 out of the 60 participants. There were three subthemes 
in this category. Themes within the supervision category included qualities of video supervision 
(n=34), comfort with vulnerability and feeling supported in supervision (n=12), and qualities of 
group supervision (n=9).  
Helpful Aspects of 
Training (N=60)
Supervision (n=42)
Qualities of video 
supervision (n=34)
Comfort with being 
vulnerable and feeling 
supported in 
supervision (n=12)









Learning specific skills 
(n=7)





 Qualities of video supervision. The single-most cited dimension of supervision that was 
deemed to be helpful to therapists involved the benefit of having one’s therapy session recorded 
and presented for feedback. A total of n = 34 therapists, the majority of respondents, cited video 
supervision in their answer. Therapists shared a mix of feelings when describing their 
experiences with video-based supervision. They were generally apprehensive at the prospect of 
having themselves recorded and then being required to view their performance in front of peers 
and faculty; however, it was widely-acknowledged that the benefits of receiving feedback on 
video-recorded therapy sessions would not be replicated using other means (e.g., consultation-
based supervision, or audio only). One therapist described the value and utility of viewing video-
recorded sessions despite experiencing some difficulty with having their work on display: “As 
uncomfortable as video-taping can be, watching my sessions in supervision on video have been 
incredibly valuable. Showing my sessions to my supervisor and colleagues has both improved my 
confidence and helped in my development because I did not need to describe a situation or 
scenario to my supervisor- I could show them.” Another therapist echoed this sentiment: “it's 
scary especially in the beginning but you learn so much more that way. It helps you see little 
things that you didn't notice before in the session.” 
Therapists did recurrently indicate that video-taped supervision was an anxiety-provoking 
experience, although they shared that the benefits outweighed the discomfort. Several therapists 
reported that they occasionally ended a session feeling as if it did not go well, were disappointed 
with such, and experienced a subsequent onset of worry about showing what they believed to 
believe an inadequate performance. However, these same therapists highlighted that, upon 
showing therapy sessions in supervision that they believed to be poor, they actually received 




supervision sometimes served as an anodyne to the performance anxiety experienced in-session 
by some therapists, as it represented the possibility of a reality check or second opinion outside 
of the therapist’s own self-criticism. For example, one therapist commented: “watching video has 
been incredibly beneficial. Feedback from colleagues and supervisors has not only allowed me 
to improve in particular areas, but also increased my confidence (e.g., a moment in the therapy 
hour that I thought was catastrophic and went terribly might not actually have been so terrible).” 
Another reported a similar experience as video supervision helped in seeing “that the session 
wasn't the disaster you thought it was, seeing the good too because often right after a session we 
just focus on went didn't go well and where we could do better.” 
 The benefits of video-based supervision were numerous, as reported by therapists: it 
provided therapists with the opportunity to make a more realistic appraisal of their performance, 
aside from solely self-critical evaluations, and it was considered critical by therapists for 
allowing the moment-by-moment, process-oriented feedback they cited as being so helpful. They 
reported that there was simply no substitute for being able to actually present a recording of what 
transpired in the therapy session, as attempting to verbally reproduce the goings on of a therapy 
session paled in comparison. 
 Comfort with being vulnerable and feeling supported in supervision. A second theme 
under the umbrella of supervision deemed to be helpful involved a supervision atmosphere 
described as supportive and open to therapist vulnerability. This theme emerged in the responses 
of n = 12 therapists. Therapists citing this theme highlighted experiencing anxiety and insecurity 
while attempting to develop clinical skills – which were seen as complex, nuanced, and 
challenging – while being evaluated. Therapists indicated that such feelings (i.e., anxiety and 




training. These therapists indicated that supervision was often an anxiety-provoking component 
of their weeks, as they felt as if their performance was on display and openly being evaluated by 
their peers and clinical supervisor. They noted that when their supervisors cultivated an 
atmosphere that welcomed this vulnerability and encouraged therapists to show the aspects of 
their work that they struggled with, it was of great assistance to their development.    
 One therapist noted “I also found it helpful to share my own self-doubts, self-criticism, 
and lack of confidence with supervisors, though it took a while for me to feel comfortable enough 
to share that more openly and honestly instead of trying to appear ‘professional and 
competent’.” Another wrote that “The best course I had was very process focused and everyone 
was able to be very vulnerable with their weaknesses.” Generally, these therapists indicated that, 
when in supervisory relationships in which they felt comfortable enough to share these parts of 
themselves “honestly and openly,” the consequent genuineness and authenticity that therapists 
put forth facilitated learning.  
 Therapists cited numerous ways in which such an atmosphere was cultivated by 
supervisors. One therapist reported that a supervisor modelled “her own healthy vulnerability 
(e.g., sharing things that were difficult for her),” while another therapist wrote of a supervisor “I 
loved that she focused so much on building confidence first because it's so scary to show videos 
to an entire class that you compare yourself to.” Another therapist indicated that “it is helpful 
when [feedback] is framed constructively and strengths are also highlighted” as means by which 
a supportive supervisory atmosphere was facilitated.  
 A second component built into supervision structure that therapists specifically identified 
as aiding in openness to sharing about the challenges and difficulties they experienced as 




supervisor.” Some therapists saw the peer supervisor as fulfilling a vital role by approaching 
therapist questions and matters of development as a colleague who recently occupied the same 
position. Whereas faculty supervisors were often cited as being helpful for their technical 
expertise, peer supervisors were seen as performing the vital function of being sympathetic to the 
learning of “new therapists who are still building confidence in themselves.” Separate therapists 
reported that the peers supervisors provided “wonderful support” and allowed therapists to seek 
feedback in a way that “didn’t feel threatening to me.” 
 Qualities of group supervision. A third component of supervision that was recurrently 
cited as being helpful with respect to therapist development involved qualities specific to group 
supervision. A total of n = 9 respondents endorsed this theme. One point made by numerous 
respondents included the fact that, in most therapy courses, therapists are restricted to seeing one 
or two clients over the practicum component of the course, thus, gaining exposure to other 
therapists’ clients served to broaden the range of clinical presentations therapists had access to. 
This benefit was evident in the account of a therapist who wrote: “being able to view other 
therapists' clients in order to learn from their videos; it was like I had 6 times as may clients to 
learn from and I got to see how other people do therapy in order to take pieces and find my own 
styles.” As such, they reported that gaining exposure to multiple clients with multiple clinical 
presentations via witnessing their peers’ videos and the subsequent feedback was invaluable. The 
benefit of this was reported as being twofold. First, therapists gained exposure to types of cases 
they would not otherwise treat directly until later in their training, thus preparing them for the 
challenges and successful treatment methods associated with such clients. Second, the feedback 
that their peers received was often reported to be generalizable and applicable to their own 




immediate clinical practice. This latter benefit was highlighted in the response of another 
therapist: “we have a very limited number of clients we can see during these courses, and thus a 
very limited scope into potential problems. Having our peers present their 
perceptions/interpretations of the issues at play was invaluable for developing a comprehensive 
conceptualization of my clients.” 
 Consistent with this report of vicarious learning, some therapists reported that group 
supervision was helpful in that it allowed them to avoid mistakes they witnessed their peers 
making. This was made evident by a therapist who wrote: “being able to see how others 
approach their clients gave me insight into what may or may not work with my own clients, 
preventing me from potential alliance ruptures.” Therapists noted that witnessing what does not 
work was often just as helpful as witnessing what was effective, as it allowed them to adjust 
planned approaches with clients and ultimately contributed to a more efficient course of therapy.  
 Therapists likewise reported that the opportunity to both provide and receive feedback, to 
and from peers, was helpful (i.e., other therapists in their supervision group, not necessarily 
individuals in the peer supervisor role). Therapists indicated that their learning was consolidated 
and fortified when they were provided the opportunity to voice their thoughts and verbally work 
through clinical challenges with their peers. Therapists also highlighted that receiving feedback 
from their peers was helpful. They indicated that the feedback provided by peers was valuable as 
it often highlighted areas faculty supervisors may not have touched on. Additionally, peers were 
said to have provided feedback consistent with areas therapists were most likely to be struggling 
in – as they have an appreciation having struggled with same recently – thus making the 




 Lastly, the supportive aspect of group supervision was deemed to have been a helpful 
component of training. Therapists reported that navigating many of the same challenges, inherent 
to the task of developing as a psychotherapist, with a group of peers in the same supervision 
space was important. The presence of peers did not just provide didactic value: “just having 
peers in the course was helpful because you could go to each other for advice, borrow strategies, 
and complain when you were upset about how a session went.” Evidently, having peers available 
in the supervisory setting often benefitted therapists’ morale as they provided each other with the 
opportunity to release some of the pressure alluded to above. 
 Working with challenging clients.  Therapists discussed specific clinical experiences 
that were in some way growth-promoting due to the challenges presented by a client. This theme 
was present in a total of n = 4 responses. Evidently, the therapists who cited challenging clinical 
situations as a helpful aspect of training felt that, when overcome, the experience added valuable 
learning and skill development.  
 The situations cited by therapists as growth-promoting, with respect to challenging 
clients, were varied in their nature, though they all took the form of having to negotiate difficult 
relationships or critical points in therapy. Examples included “working with clients that 
challenged me (either do [sic] to their complex presentation or the unique dyad of the client and 
myself together);” the navigation of a difficult countertransference which required the therapist to 
examine aspects of their personal identity; or clients who, for various reasons (e.g., avoidance, 
ambivalence), made it difficult and challenging for that therapist to treat.  
 While the specifics of each challenging clinical scenario were idiosyncratic, the reasons 
therapists reported that they were helpful had components in common. Therapists reported that 




sense of confidence in their clinical competence, allowing them to be more willing and confident 
to face further challenging situations, and b) allowed them to learn and carry forward with the 
specific skills that were necessary to successfully move through the challenge. For instance, one 
therapist shared that working with a particularly challenging client “presented a great learning 
opportunity to be more patient and accepting of slow therapy progress, and the need to take 
extra time to build alliance and be okay with that.” Other skills reportedly gained included: “my 
rapport building skills and working through process-oriented, moment-to-moment issues, which I 
believe are crucial for any therapy cases and with any therapeutic models,” providing therapy 
via an interpreter, and addressing client resistance/motivation to change.  
 Didactics. Beyond challenging clients and supervision, therapists cited didactic-related 
components of their training as being uniquely helpful, and it was endorsed by 20 out of the 60 
participants. Within this category, three themes emerged: the ability to learn multiple therapeutic 
modalities (n=10), and the acquisition of specific therapeutic skills (n=7), and the qualities of 
courses (n=7).  
 Learning multiple therapeutic modalities. Exposure to multiple therapeutic modalities 
was viewed as a critical component of therapist development. A total of n = 10 therapists 
reported this theme in their accounts of helpful experiences. The primary reason provided by 
therapists to explain why this component of their training was perceived as especially important 
involved the diversity of skills and conceptual understanding exposure to numerous orientations 
offered, or as one therapist wrote: “taking therapy courses that emphasized very different 
skills/models and helped me develop an appreciation for the fact that different things work for 
different clients.” As therapists progressed through their training and gained experience with a 




came to understand that different client presentations called for different approaches. Therapists 
reported that they gained an appreciation that different approaches and different skillsets are 
called for with diverse clientele. They outlined that having training in multiple orientations 
allowed them to be responsive to client need, to integrate across-orientation in order to tailor 
treatment to the idiosyncrasies of each client, and to have a well-developed skillset to adapt 
treatment should an initial approach prove unfruitful. One therapist summarized this advantage 
succinctly, reporting that exposure to multiple modalities allowed them to “work flexibly with the 
problems that a client brought rather than trying to apply techniques that might not be the most 
helpful for that particular client.” 
 Therapists cited the possibility for integration as crucial component of learning multiple 
therapeutic modalities. Therapists reported that exposure to multiple orientations allowed them to 
select and integrate skills and approaches from varying modalities into a cohesive whole. One 
therapists wrote that their first PSRC therapy course “provided a broad range of therapeutic 
theories and practice of basic therapeutic skills,” while their second “provided me with the 
ability to conduct a manualized treatment and learn the value of psychoeducation,” and the third 
“was great for making me more aware of the process of therapy.”  Another Therapist had a 
similar experience in that their first therapy course was “fundamental to my clinical and personal 
development and my ability to build alliances with clients,” their second was crucial in their 
development of understanding “group dynamics and integrative work,” while another therapy 
course offered the important experience of “working with a client through an interpreter.” 
Evidently, besides offering multi-dimensional understandings of human functioning, 




each therapy course they took that might not have been the case had they only trained in one 
approach. 
 Learning specific skills. A total of n = 7 therapists cited the acquisition of specific skills 
related to psychotherapy as the most helpful aspect of their training. Therapists did not always 
explain in detail why the specific skill cited was an especially important element of their 
experience, though it is apparent that by providing these skills as an answer to this question, their 
addition to the therapist’s clinical repertoire represents a substantial contribution to development. 
Therapists cited skills such as risk assessment, learning how to interpret the OQ-45 to assess 
weekly client progress, and learning how to identify automatic thoughts. Therapists also cited the 
acquisition of higher-order clinical skills as being an influential component of their development, 
including “how to create case conceptualizations that lead to treatment,” learning ways of 
“applying common factors to any therapy,” “writing out a thorough case formulation,” and the 
use of role play to rehearse and develop skills to later be initiated in therapy sessions. Regardless 
of the skill cited, therapists evidently felt that becoming effective in one of the aforementioned 
areas was a critical component of their development as psychotherapists.  
 Qualities of courses. In total, n = 7 therapists noted that the assignments, academic 
requirements, and structure of therapy courses themselves were crucial aspects of training. These 
therapists indicated that the didactic components of their therapy courses were of great benefit in 
that they laid the foundation necessary to commence work with clients and served to consolidate 
and expand clinical skill in a concerted manner. Various aspects of instruction were cited as 
important for development, including “watching expert psychologists provide therapy” via video 
examples, as well as the completion of “case presentations so we can discuss the client and the 




A handful of therapists highlighted that the very structure of therapy courses themselves – in 
which the first approximately six weeks of a course are typically devoted to didactics, followed 
by the remainder of the academic year being devoted to therapy provision – was a helpful 
component of their development. One therapist wrote that: “having course didactics and the 
practicum integrated allowed for immediate application of learned material.” Another, in the 
same vein, shared that “the composition of practicum-based courses were helpful because you 
had the opportunity to learn skills and immediately implement them with clients.”  
Most hindering aspects of training 
 The next open-ended question participants were asked was “What training experiences at 
the PSRC and in therapy courses have been most hindering in your development as a 
psychotherapist?” A total of 56 participants provided responses to this question. Average word 
count for these responses was M = 61 (SD = 56). The median word count for this question was 
46 while the range in word counts was 3 to 314. There were 3 over-arching themes, the first of 
which (Inadequate supervision) contained four subthemes (critical supervisory environment, 
supervisor rigidity, vague and unclear supervision, and overly positive supervision). The second 
and third subthemes were standalone themes (PSRC clientele concerns and Lack of training 





Figure 11  
Hindering Aspects of Training: Overview of Themes 
 
 Inadequate Supervision. A total of n = 31 out of 56 participants indicated inadequate 
supervision hindered their training. Four separate categories of inadequate supervision emerged 
in responses, including a critical supervisory environment (n=16), supervisor rigidity (n=10), 
vague and unclear supervision (n=5), and overly positive supervision (n=2). 
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 Critical supervisory environment. Of the various forms of inadequate supervision that 
therapists cited, one theme involved supervision that participants described as overly critical and 
lacking in recognition of therapist strengths. This theme emerged in the answers of n = 16 
respondents. This category may be considered the antithesis of the comfort with being vulnerable 
and feeling supported in supervision category, described in the previous section. In the current 
category, therapists described supervision that made them feel anxious, both in the immediate 
supervisory environment and when working in-session with their clients (i.e., they were 
concerned about performing well enough so as to avoid criticism later).  
 In a prime example of this theme, one therapist indicated that some supervision 
experiences, “felt as though the main focus was more on what I was doing ‘wrong’ and not 
acknowledging what I was doing well which undermined my confidence as a therapist.” Other 
therapists likewise experienced a diminished sense of confidence in their abilities following 
critical supervision as they “had a supervisor who habitually focused almost exclusively on areas 
for improvement with little validation of what went well. For a brief period, based on their 
feedback, I believed that I was significantly below the expected level given my level of training 
and felt that they believed I was incompetent.” As outlined in these accounts, the hindering 
components of these experiences appear to be twofold. The therapist endured the unpleasant 
experience of facing (what was received as) exclusively critical feedback, which then impacted 
their subjective sense of competence and belief in their own clinical ability.  
 Therapists elaborated two concrete negative consequences produced by an overly critical 
supervisory atmosphere. The first involved therapists experiencing elevated levels of anxiety in 
sessions with clients. Following critical feedback, therapists reported feeling that the quality of 




supervisor/s might later evaluate them. One therapist experienced, “being worried or afraid of 
the biases or judgements of my supervisor, which can lead to me doing something other than 
what I think might be best for the client. Additionally, in session, it's possible I am not always 
100% present in the session because I am concerned about my performance.”  
 A second consequence of this approach by supervisors was that, in an effort to avoid 
criticism in supervision, therapists became less willing to show aspects of their recorded sessions 
they found challenging or difficult. One therapist outlined that in light of overly critical 
supervision “therapists approached supervision with unease and were not comfortable asking for 
guidance in areas they needed it most.” Another therapist noted experiencing a supervisor 
“appearing judgmental or not fostering a safe space to share difficult challenges or 
countertransference issues during supervision.” Again, a therapist highlighted that “when profs 
are critical or impatient. It can be intimidating to show video or ask for assistance with difficult 
moments in therapy when very aware of the evaluation aspect of the course.” 
 A natural corollary to this area of hindering training experiences includes therapists who 
reported desiring more positive feedback. One therapist indicated that “some supervisors don't 
give a lot of positive feedback and when we're developing as therapists it's nice to have that 
reassurance on what we're doing well rather than just having negative things pointed out to us.” 
Evidently, numerous therapists felt that the exclusive implementation of critical feedback, at the 
expense of positive and encouraging supervisory support, was a hindering training experience. 
 Supervisor rigidity. A second theme related to supervision deemed detrimental to 
psychotherapist development was therapists’ perception of supervisors being rigid in their 
approaches. A total of n = 10 participant responses included this theme. In this context, 




how they thought therapy should be delivered. Therapists often felt that supervisors had highly 
particular ideas and expectations about how therapy should be conducted; these therapists 
perceived that there was little allowance for their stepping outside of these expectations to 
approach therapy provision in ways not directly consistent with their supervisor’s required 
method of doing so. Moreover, therapists cited that an additional aspect of this rigidity that was 
problematic was their perception that supervisors would not be open to discussing potentially 
fruitful alternatives to the prescribed approach.  
 Therapists wrote that they experienced “feeling as though I am expected to follow a 
certain protocol even when I am unsure that this would be the best approach…feeling as though 
the supervisor will not be open to discussion of alternative options.” Likewise, another saw it as 
hindering when supervisors were “not allowing enough space for the therapist to inject their 
personality and personal style” into the therapy. Another therapist felt as though “therapists had 
to stick to the therapeutic orientation that was most liked by their supervisor rather than 
integrate techniques from other approaches that may be helpful.”  
 Evidently, therapists saw this approach as being especially hindering as they deemed it 
was negatively impactful on their own learning objectives. Therapists reported that learning to 
approach therapy in general, or specific issues or concerns in therapy, from only one specific 
angle limited the opportunity to attempt and build new, potentially effective approaches. As one 
therapist wrote, maintaining an approach strictly consistent with the supervisor’s directives 
“seemed ineffective at times and did not allow full growth as a clinician.” Another therapist 
reported receiving polar opposite directives from separate supervisors regarding how best to 




able to take something good from this, which is that I am forced to see which method works 
better and when (because I'm sure they both work), and figure out my own style.” 
 In detailing their explanations of why this perceived experience was experienced as 
hindering, therapists reported that they felt as though supervisor rigidity manifested in how they 
were evaluated. Several therapists highlighted that they believed their performance was assessed 
for how closely they came to emulate their supervisors and utilizing their specific ideas of the 
ideal approach to therapy, and less so to their actual skill and effectiveness as clinicians. One 
therapist reported they felt that “we get evaluated on how similarly we behave or think to 
whichever professor might be teaching the course.” The same therapist detailed that this 
approach serves to restrict the therapist’s ability to develop their own therapist identity: “surely 
there is something to be said about therapists finding their own identities. Surely it is possible to 
see a good therapist and acknowledge good work being done, even if it is not exactly like your 
own.” 
 Vague and unclear supervision. A series of responses from therapists outlined other 
areas in which supervisory feedback was deemed inadequate/hindering. They are somewhat 
varied in the specific content of the nature of the problematic feedback, but do relate to each 
other in that they are jointly deemed to have fallen short in terms of what therapists felt was the 
necessary feedback for them to learn and promote growth. The responses of n = 5 therapists 
contained themes related to vague or unclear supervision. 
 One therapist reported that vague, unclear supervision was particularly hindering as they 
were frustrated by bringing concrete clinical questions to supervision and leaving without clear 
answers regarding direction. They noted that they experienced this as problematic because “it 




again, and so it is likely that one will repeat doing whatever it is one knows how to do without 
ever been shown a useful solution.” Another therapist cited a similar experience, reporting that 
their training was hindered when they were unclear about the nature of supervisory feedback and 
expectations, resulting in “spending what I think was too much effort trying to figure out what 
supervisors wanted, which pulled me away from focusing on the client.” 
 Other therapists who cited vague or unclear supervision as being particularly hindering 
referred to their experiences as receiving “hands off supervision,” meaning supervision that did 
little to add to the therapist’s learning and development or offer meaningful direction. One 
therapist indicated that this involved “just telling me what to do in the next session without 
working from a theoretical model/framework.” Another reported their experience with unhelpful 
supervision involved “some supervisors would revert to telling the group what they would have 
done in certain situations.” Still others cited “when a supervisor watched the whole session and 
provided little feedback to me. Felt like the feedback was generic,” and “supervisor not providing 
meaningful feedback at times.” The summative grievance reported by respondents included in 
the current section can be said to include a feeling of receiving perfunctory or pro forma 
supervision that did not serve to better define their understanding of clinical problems or enhance 
clinical skills.  
 Overly positive supervision. Interestingly, in addition to the above section regarding 
overly harsh and critical supervision, a contradictory theme did emerge, albeit with appreciably 
fewer therapists reporting it (n = 2): supervision deemed to be excessively positive and thus 
unhelpful. While a low number of respondents did write about this theme, it was seen as 
important to include to highlight a somewhat counterintuitive theme not present in the responses 




hindering to their training elaborated that it limited their development as only the praiseworthy 
aspects of their performance were highlighted, without mention of dimensions that could be 
improved upon.  
 Therapists reported experiencing frustration when viewing videos in group supervision, 
and feeling that an aspect of their performance was insufficient in someway, and desiring 
direction to address such, but receiving none “due to a greater focus on praise than constructive 
criticism.” It was likewise reported by another therapist that the “lack of critical analysis of 
session content, flow, or discussion” led to “unhelpful praise” that deprived developing 
psychotherapists of opportunities to learn from their recorded sessions. 
 PSRC clientele concerns. The first non supervision-related concern highlighted by 
therapists involved perceived limitations associated the PSRC clientele. A total of n = 12 
therapists mentioned such concerns in their responses to this question. Therapists reported that 
the fact that PSRC clients are nearly exclusively referred from the University of Windsor’s 
student counselling centre, and thus tend to have similar demographics, be in a similar stage of 
development, and present with similar mental health concerns. Besides having these variables in 
common, some therapists indicated that PSRC clients were “relatively well functioning” and this 
was seen as a hindrance to therapists who wanted to gain experience with individual suffering 
from more severe mental health concerns. Another concern reported that was associated with 
PSRC clients included difficulties with securing enough clients for courses. Several therapists 
highlighted experiences in which they were not able to provide service to a sufficient number of 
clients and thus felt that they missed out training opportunities. As one therapist reported: “Not 
getting clients in a therapy course was very detrimental. Not getting a lot of therapy experience 




a long period of time and this was frustrating as I wanted to take advantage of the training 
opportunity.” 
 Lack of opportunity for training in specific treatments. The second non-supervision 
related theme that emerged as hindering to therapists’ development involved respondents who 
felt that they did not have the opportunity to train in specific areas of psychotherapy. A total of n 
= 3 participants reported this problem as the most hindering part of their training. These 
therapists indicated that “it was the unavailability of courses that was hindering. Specific courses 
were not offered at a time when it would have been really helpful.” Therapists outlined that, due 
to the rotation of PSRC course offerings, there were times in their progression through the 
program in which a specific therapy orientation was not available to train in that they otherwise 
would have benefitted from. This was deemed hindering as the therapists felt that having 
experience in a specific orientation would have aided in their development and expanded their 
therapeutic repertoire.  
Most memorable aspects of training 
 The next open-ended question participants were asked was “What memorable moments 
or events during your training at the PSRC and in therapy courses stand out as being especially 
important in your development as a psychotherapist? Why was this event or moment helpful?” A 
total of 56 participants provided responses to this question. Average word count for these 
responses was M = 106 (SD = 86). The median word count for this question was 80 while the 
range in word counts was 7 to 413. There were 3 themes: Memorable clinical experiences (which 
contained two subthemes: experiences of competence, and important clinical moments), 
Supervision (which contained four subthemes: feeling supported through a difficulty, a generally 




feedback contributing to personal insight), and Moments of pivotal insight arrived at 
independently. Figure 12 offers a hierarchical overview of the themes. 
Figure 12 
Memorable Aspects of Training: Overview of Themes 
 
 Memorable clinical experiences. The first superordinate theme involves aspects of 
clinical interactions, or experiences with clients felt to be especially memorable or important. A 
total of 15 out of 56 participants cited memorable clinical experiences. Two themes emerged 
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within this category: experiences of competence (n=11) and important discrete clinical moments 
(n=4).  
 Experiences of competence. In the narratives wherein experiences of competence 
emerged as a clear theme, moments in which therapists enjoyed a felt sense of capability were 
highlighted. This theme was prominent in the responses of n = 11 therapists. The specific 
instances of these experiences varied; however, they were related in the common sentiment 
shared by therapists of a feeling of aptitude that emerged following a clinical event. Evidently, 
personal performance and individual skill were primary concerns of therapists throughout their 
training, and moments in which they felt as though they acted as especially effective therapists 
served to consolidate a sense of oneself as adept and provided reassurance that they were able to 
provide efficacious service. 
 One therapist reported this type of experience when seeing their first ever therapy client, 
the therapist writes: “A particular moment with my first client was when they were recounting 
their most distressing experiences, becoming emotional, and I felt myself be able to attend to 
them fully and witness that presence be registered…I believe it made me realize that I was 
actually able to contribute to alleviating a person's suffering who was experiencing real clinical 
distress.” As seen in this quote, this therapist appeared to experience a transformational 
confirmation of their ability to effectively serve as a psychotherapist. In deploying the word 
“real” to describe the distress of the client they served, it is as if they gained a felt knowledge 
that their personal notion of themselves as a therapist was grounded in reality and validated by 
successfully working with a person coming to them experiencing authentic suffering. Another 
therapist reported a similar experience after having completed work with a client as they 




to the PSRC about a year later to let us know she was still doing well and was thankful for the 
therapeutic experience. This helped intrinsically because it was great inside to know that I was 
able to work collaboratively with someone to improve their psychological functioning, and it 
also helped with my confidence.”  
 The accounts in which this theme emerged are noteworthy in that respondents recurrently 
use similar language to describe a feeling of themselves as effective therapists. One therapist 
wrote of their most memorable moment: “The moment when the client realises his/her problems 
are getting resolved is very rewarding. It allows me to feel more competent in my abilities and 
encourages me to do more therapy and help more people.” Another reported: “The most helpful 
moment was when my CBT client experienced a "aha" moment…She continued to improve after 
this event, as if the "flood gates" had been opened and she became much more insightful to her 
negative thoughts. This event was so helpful to me because it showed me that therapy can be 
effective in reducing a client's distress. It also boosted my confidence in my capability as a 
therapist.” Still another therapist described that “it was wonderful to watch client improvement 
over time. Being able to reflect on initial sessions and compare to later sessions helped build my 
confidence and helped me see how even while still learning I could help make a difference.” 
Finally, another therapist outlined two instances in which they successfully made adjustments to 
their approach which ultimately served to benefit the client, they reported that “both increased 
my sense of mastery.”  
 The constellation of clinical experiences described by therapists who endorsed this theme 
manifestly served to facilitate transition from a sense of oneself as student to experiencing 
oneself as therapist. The experience of witnessing change, observing that one’s intervention was 




that they were equipped with the requisite skills to work as therapists. Experiences that 
functioned to instill trainee therapists with a feeling of confidence in their own abilities were 
evidently memorable and important ones. 
 Important discrete clinical moments. Several participants (n = 4) cited memorable 
moments that took the form of discrete clinical interactions. The experiences cited were varied in 
nature, but common in that they formed an indelible impression on the therapists who reported 
them. For some, the nature of the experience served to consolidate clinical interest and clarify 
potential paths for future direction. One therapist wrote of developing a group therapy modality 
independently which “was an incredibly rewarding experience. I discovered that I was very 
interested in similar work in the future.” Another discussed two discrete moments when 
providing individual therapy that were particularly memorable: “the time a client snapped in 
anger during an empty chair task, the time another client began talking about the joy of her 
younger 7-year-old self.” Regardless of the specific nature of these interactions, they evidently 
left lasting impressions on the therapists who experienced them.    
 Supervision. A total of 33 out of 56 participants cited supervision as a memorable 
experience. This theme was comprised of four subthemes, including: supervisory feedback 
leading to personal insight (n=13), feeling supported through a difficulty (n=7), a generally 
supportive supervisory environment (n=8), and skill-enhancing supervisory feedback (n=7).  
 Supervisory feedback contributing to personal insight. A series of participant responses 
(n = 13) involved memories of instances in which a supervisory – including from faculty 
supervisors, peer supervisors, and input from therapists in the same supervision group – 
interaction provided the therapist with a new perspective of themselves as therapists or of 




category is that, following a supervisory exchange, the therapist experienced a shift in their 
perception of themselves in the therapist role or in how they viewed the broader therapeutic 
enterprise. As with the responses featured in other categories of answers to the current question, 
the specific insights that therapists reached were diverse.  
 A number of therapists who reported benefitting from supervision-facilitated insight 
wrote about feedback they received regarding their own in-session presentation. One therapist 
reported that it was pointed out to them that they were unintentionally taking part in an unhelpful 
dynamic with their client: “a peer-supervisor helped me recognize that the way I was functioning 
in the session (e.g. offering a lot of conjectures for the client) was actually contributing to a 
maladaptive process for us (in which the client would become very passive and I would get 
frustrated that they were failing to "pick up the thread"). Working through the way I was 
unconsciously contributing to this pattern helped me adjust my in-session approach quite 
dramatically, which resulted in a lot of progress for the client.” A second therapist wrote about 
substantive process-related feedback they received from a supervisor: “When my supervisor in 
my [course] provided honest feedback on my nonverbals in order to help improve my therapy 
skills. This stood out as being helpful as it was something that I did not realize, and although 
difficult to hear, ultimately made me aware and become more evocative during therapy.” A 
similar experience was reported by a third therapist: “My natural composure as a therapist is 
inquisitive and leaning toward the client. My supervisor told me to physically keep my back in 
contact with the chair to appear more relaxed in session and this simple feedback helped foster 
my ability to give more agency/space to my client and to speak less in sessions and made me 
learn the beginnings of a process-orientation.” By having a light shone on aspects of their own 




 Other therapists wrote of supervisors who were adept at identifying and explicating 
subconscious assumptions that therapists were bringing into therapy. A therapist reported that 
their in-session behaviour prompted a supervisor to initiate an important discussion regarding the 
therapist schema the therapist was operating under: “…with my very first client, the professor of 
that course wondered about whether I was perhaps overstepping, as in moving from a therapist 
role into a "friend"-type role. We talked at length about this, and I realized that my boundaries 
were a little fuzzy. I am quite sensitive and emotional, and I find that it is easy for me (less so 
now) to forget what my role is as a therapist. The most helpful thing that this professor did was 
help me figure out what it means to have those boundaries and how to manage some of my 
sensitivity and care without completely turning it off. I had a lot of concerns that if I were to be 
less than INCREDIBLY warm, that would mean that I am cold. That turned out to not be the 
case. This has been an ongoing journey for me, and I am so grateful to that one supervisor who 
really seemed to look at me and see potential, and gave me the chance and the tools to grow.” A 
second therapist wrote about a similar experience in which their underlying tacit beliefs about 
therapy were made explicit by a supervisor and jointly examined: “I had a terrible session with a 
client and then met for one-on-one supervision with my supervisor where we had to watch the 
video. Once watching approximately 10 minutes of the video, we stopped it and ended up talking 
about my therapist schemas (e.g., I'm not competent enough, I need to be liked by my client, etc.) 
for the rest of the hour. The client had picked at every single one of my vulnerabilities, which 
was leading me to not be an effective therapist. Once I spoke to my supervisor about it, however, 
and acknowledged this, I was able to go back into session and turn it all around. This discussion 
with my supervisor made me see that the difficulties I was having in session weren't due to a lack 




thinking is now something I am very aware of and generalize to all of my therapy experiences. It 
has led me to be a more confident therapist and more able to effectively help my clients, 
regardless of how I they make me feel.”  
 A third domain that was apparent in responses in which therapists indicated benefitting 
from substantial supervision-facilitated insight involved countertransference. Several therapists 
reported the importance of having issues of client transference and their own countertransference 
examined within supervision. One therapist received helpful guidance when working with an 
apparently dissatisfied client: “I was dealing with a client in [therapy orientation] who was 
becoming particularly unsatisfied with therapy. She was bringing her anger into sessions and 
was beginning to disparage me as a therapist. In supervision, our supervising psychologist 
recommended I address her dissatisfaction with therapy directly. [Supervisor] said that her lack 
of satisfaction was based on what she was bringing into therapy and not something I was doing 
wrong. [Supervisor] said my client would be acting like this whether it was him or me in session 
with her. The next session I took his advice and discussed the problems directly with my client. It 
helped that [supervisor] pointed out to me that client's often act certain ways in therapy that are 
not necessarily a reflection of inability on my part. Directing the problems we were having 
directly with the client worked well and seemed to be a turning point in therapy.” A second 
therapist reported a similar experience when navigating issues of transference and 
countertransference: “…supervisor told me that when I am feeling really annoyed or upset with a 
client, then to imagine how they are treated by their family, peers, etc. She said that since I am a 
compassionate and caring person, but I was becoming very frustrated with them, that they must 
experience a lot of social difficulties in their life and that was something to address and work on. 




they can help guide us in session (and they are very important to explore on our own or with a 
supervisor).” Finally, a third therapist discussed the fruitful conversations they had with peers 
about their feelings toward a client: “I realized after two sessions that I did not want to see him 
and for the first time, I was not able to like my therapy client and had quite a bit of negative 
feelings about him…I found it very helpful to talk to my peers as well as upper year therapists. 
The resulting discussion helped me to understand myself as a therapist more, in that I had a 
better understanding of how my own [ethnicity] can affect the therapy process. It was also an 
experience that allowed me to trust in and bond with my colleagues further.”  
 While the experiences alluded to in the current category were variable, they related to 
each other in that the therapist benefitted from having an aspect of themselves, their approach to 
therapy, or therapy more broadly highlighted to them. By having these exchanges – typically 
with supervisors, but also with peers – therapists came to appreciate a nuanced dimension of 
therapy provision not previously within their view. For these respondents, the experiences were 
memorable and important in that they served to imbue them with a more developed sense of 
themselves and therapy itself in a way that allowed them to grow and improve as therapists. 
 Feeling supported through a difficulty. As therapists progressed through their training 
and were exposed to the range of experiences inherent to the trials and tribulations of learning to 
master clinical skills while providing service, they inevitably encountered difficulties. For 
participants whose narratives included the current theme, these difficulties were met with support 
and guidance from supervisors who facilitated successful navigation through the harsh realities 
of clinical service provision. A total of n = 7 participants wrote about such experiences.  
 A therapist remembered, “the support and additional guidance that I received from 




supervisor encouraged me to stick with the client, and gave me additional support and 
encouragement when I was feeling discouraged. This supervisor made me feel confident in my 
ability to handle the case, and in the end I believe that I grew as a therapist, I learned a lot about 
myself, and my client also had a very positive outcome.” This therapist evidently felt the doubt 
common to many trainees when encountering difficult clinical circumstances in which progress 
is slow, or one is challenged in some way. They benefited from a supervisor who encouraged and 
supported them while doubting themselves, which ultimately translated into a good outcome for 
the client. Another therapist reported a similar experience related to difficulties they were feeling 
in-session with clients: “A moment that stands out as being the most impactful was when I 
opened up to my therapy supervisor about difficulty I was having managing my own anxiety in 
session with a client. I was hesitant to do so, for fear that displaying vulnerability might 
negatively impact my grade in the course and my perceived competence. My supervisor was 
incredibly understanding and not only helped me to problem-solve around that specific situation, 
but also helped to normalize the experience I was having and commend me on taking initiative to 
self-reflect. This has impacted all future supervisory relationships, in which I demonstrate 
vulnerability when necessary.” For this therapist too, risking the vulnerability to share about 
personal difficulties during service provision was met with understanding, support, and tangible 
problem-solving that served to ameliorate the concern and motivate the therapist to continue to 
be authentic in supervisory relationships.  
 Another therapist wrote about a difficult experience with a client, and their trepidation to 
share the video of it during group supervision: “I was very nervous to share this part of the video 
with the class because it was awkward and felt very embarrassed and ashamed of the 




and my supervisor's reaction was very non-judgemental and gentle and she praised me for 
sharing a vulnerable video. She helped me to process my own feelings about the event and about 
how it had occurred. I also got lots of warmth and encouragement from the other class members, 
and I felt a close bond with my supervisors and the group I think because of this event. It also 
taught me to be vulnerable and to share those more awkward moments in supervision.” This 
therapist provided another example of taking a risk in the form of being vulnerable with their 
supervisor and peers, and benefiting from the support and assistance with processing a 
challenging interaction. Another echoed a similar experience: “One moment that stands out for 
me was showing a clip in group supervision that I felt very vulnerable about, as I felt that I 
hadn't been very effective in the session. I felt very nervous to share it because I wasn't sure how 
the others would react, but I found them to be very supportive and help me understand what was 
going on for me in the session.” 
 Therapists who cited this theme not only viewed encouragement and non-judgment in the 
face of vulnerability and difficulties as crucial components of support, but articulated in depth 
the different forms the attention and devotion of committed supervisors took. One therapist, who 
reported receiving substantial attention and support from a supervisor while struggling in a 
therapy course, wrote that they felt especially helped, “because 1) I genuinely felt [supervisor] 
wanted to see me do better, 2) [supervisor’s] guidance came from a theoretical framework and 
3) I felt that we came to the "next step" together in supervision after all of the questions 
[supervisor] asked me (instead of her just telling me).” Another participant in whose narrative 
this theme emerged reported that the nuanced and deft supervision provided allowed them to 
process and learn from a challenging end-of-therapy event: “[supervisor] helped me process 




client... I came to reconsider the role of empathy in psychotherapy in addition to furthering my 
understanding of boundary behaviours and clinical hopelessness.” For this therapist, then, 
support took the form of re-shaping notions of clinical constructs foundational to the provision of 
psychotherapy.  
 As seen in the narratives of the therapists who cited this theme, support from supervisors 
in the face of a difficulty took many forms. Therapists were guided through clinical challenges 
by having anxiety normalized, disclosing difficult video content without judgment, receiving 
extra attention while struggling, and having important conversations about their developing 
approach to therapy, among others. Ultimately, these therapists felt they greatly benefited from 
crucial support when they were questioning their confidence in their abilities and that was 
responded to with compassion and guidance from clinical supervisors.  
 A generally supportive supervision environment. Therapists (n = 8) who endorsed this 
theme in their responses spoke of a generally supportive supervision environment. This theme is 
distinct from the preceding one in that responses that fell into the current theme did not involve 
the navigation of specific and discrete clinical difficulties but elaborated a broader experience of 
sustained and accumulated support over the course of supervision.  
 A therapist in whose response this theme was found wrote that “the whole classroom felt 
supportive and cohesive. This allowed me to be open to learn and to explore my own reactions 
with my peers.” Another therapist discussed a supervisor who “is just an incredible clinician and 
is very kind and constructive with his help. [Supervisor] never makes anyone feel incompetent or 
disadvantaged, which is a nice change from some other supervisors.” As demonstrated by these 
therapists, atmospheres in which a sense of comfort and safety was cultivated by supervisors 




 Another component of this theme that emerged in participants’ answers was the value of 
receiving balanced feedback that included an acknowledgment of strengths, in addition to 
constructively critical reviews. One therapist spoke of the fact that, “my peers and supervisors 
have always been very encouraging and make sure they speak to my strengths as well as 
weaknesses.” A second therapist wrote about a, “piece that was very important was all the 
positive feedback received during supervision for [therapy orientation] with [supervisor]. I think 
a lot of us are very unsure of our ability to be therapists at that very early point in our training 
and the confidence building that comes from focusing on the positive really allows us to be able 
to take the constructive feedback and use it.” A third therapist wrote of a supervision 
environment that, “helped me frame my strengths/weaknesses, which informed my goals for 
improvement. It also helped me feel comfortable with requesting/receiving feedback and 
properly tailor the treatment to address client needs.” For these therapists, the memorable and 
important moments of their training came when they enjoyed a balanced approach to supervision 
where positive reinforcement was provided alongside critical feedback. This approach served to 
equip these therapists with a realistic appraisal of their ability and allowed them to be open to 
seek the supervision they truly needed.  
 Skill-enhancing supervisory feedback. Therapists endorsing this theme wrote of 
receiving supervisory feedback that specifically enhanced their clinical skills. The therapists (n = 
7) provided varied responses regarding the nature of the specific skills that were developed as a 
product of the feedback but indicated that it was an important part of their training that advanced 
their therapeutic abilities. The different skills cited by therapists included empathic responding, 
processes related to alliance building, working with the parents of children being provided 




 A therapist discussed why developing a strong ability to form case conceptualizations of 
clients was critical for them: “One of the most memorable moments was when a supervisor told 
us to develop a strong case formulation and always keep it in the back of our minds, and it will 
guide our in-session interventions. It seems obvious, but by having this reinforced, I was able to 
remain fully present in session, rather than trying to remember every technique I knew and 
which might be useful at a particular time. Furthermore, basing my interventions on my 
understanding of the client made my interventions felt more natural and useful, compared to 
when I use in-session markers to determine which interventions I use.” In this example – as with 
others – having given attention to developing skill in a specific area subsequently facilitated the 
therapist’s ability to perform well in other domains of service delivery.  
 Moments of pivotal insight arrived at independently. A group of therapists (n = 7) 
wrote about experiences in which they arrived at moments of pivotal insight related to some 
facet of therapy provision or themselves as therapists. These responses are marked by 1) coming 
to an important realization or new understanding either while providing therapy or afterwards 
that represents a change in perspective, and 2) the insight was arrived at seemingly 
independently (i.e., not directly facilitated by supervision).  
 The experiences in which therapists reported arriving at a pivotal insight were varied in 
nature. One therapist outlined an experience in which they came to see the importance of open 
communication with clients about aspects of diverse identity: “The client identified as gay. I had 
not had much exposure to diverse clients, had not taken a Multicultural course, and had not 
discussed client background considerations in my CBT course. In thinking back about how open 
(i.e., not open) I was in discussing this at the time, I retrospectively learned a great deal about 




diverse identities.” Another therapist discussed the impact of working with a challenging client 
who presented with suicidal risk, writing “…working with this client taught me a lot about 
myself personally and professionally. This work was incredibly challenging and forced me to 
become comfortable admitting to myself and to my supervisor that I was having a hard time 
working with a client. Before then, I think that I thought I was supposed to be invincible and 
unaffected but this client also touched on personal nerves and it was very challenging for me to 
compartmentalize. Knowing that it was not shameful and it was, in fact, a normal reaction to a 
client like this one made it easier for me to acknowledge my own limitations. This then made it 
easier for me to work through those difficulties and I think made me a better clinician. I certainly 
am comfortable with risk assessments now. And I finally learned to take self-care seriously.” 
This experience, like others reported in this category, provided the therapist with the opportunity 
to evolve and assisted them with developing several aspects germane to psychotherapy: 
awareness of limitations, vulnerability in supervision, skill enhancement, and self-care. 
 Another therapist discussed an important retrospective realization they formed. The 
participant wrote about providing therapy to client who was not making progress and who 
displayed evidence of depressive symptoms that may have been driven by biological factors 
(e.g., psychomotor agitation). The therapist discussed how, “Looking back at it from where I am 
now, a very important lesson I learned is the importance of consulting/working with other 
professionals for helping clients. I would now refer the client to be assessed by a physician 
and/or consult for an antidepressant and continue therapy.” One therapist wrote of adjusting 
their approach to both therapy and supervision by intentionally deciding to share more of 
themselves: “I was afraid of being authentic and genuine in session (and in supervision). 




in strengthening our working alliance. I was also more open in group supervision, which helped 
me identify and manage my own internal barriers, anxieties, and defenses, rather than trying to 
push them down. I felt supported, both by my client's positive response, as well as from my 
supervisor and peers who encouraged me to continue being more open.” In this case, the insight 
was gleaned when the therapist independently decided to make a change in their presentation in 
session and supervision, which resulted in enhanced learning related to therapy provision as well 
as substantial self-knowledge. 
Personal Impact of Training 
 A fourth question posed to respondents that was analyzed for the current study was 
“Outside of your role as a clinician, how has your psychotherapy training affected you personally 
(e.g., perhaps it has altered your perceptions of yourself, others, or relationships)?” A total of n = 
59 participants provided responses to this question. Average word count for these responses was 
M = 49 (SD = 41). The median word count for this question was 38 while the range in word 
counts was 6 to 236. There were three superordinate themes, the first of which (Personal growth) 
contained four sub-themes (self-understanding and personal insight, greater emotional 
awareness, greater cognitive awareness, and reduction in self-criticism/greater self-
compassion). The second superordinate theme (Personal application of material) contained two 
subthemes: broad application of techniques, and emotion regulation. The third superordinate 
theme (Relationships) contained four subthemes (more empathy and validation toward others, 
greater understanding of others, insight into relationships, and better at building relationships 






Personal Impact of Training: Overview of Themes 
 
 
 Personal Growth. Participants within this theme provided answers focused on changes 
within the self. These participants highlighted internal shifts that they noticed as a product of 
their therapy training. Themes within this category included: self-understanding and personal 
insight (n=13), greater emotional awareness (n=11), greater cognitive awareness (n=6), and 
reduction in self-criticism/greater self-compassion (n=4). A total of n = 33 out of 59 therapists’ 
responses involved themes related to personal growth. 





































 Self-understanding and personal insight. The answers of n = 13 therapists included 
statements about the development of a better understanding of self. Therapists wrote that they 
obtained greater understandings of aspects of their personalities, as well as how they operate 
within relationships. The answer of one therapist provides an apt summation of the responses 
contained in this section: “It has changed the way I understand myself greatly. I honestly can't 
say enough about how the insights I received about myself were integral to my development as a 
person and hopefully to success in life.” Other therapists included in this category echoed that 
sentiment, as one stated “It has given me a more complex, layered understanding of myself.” In 
addition to having a more evolved understanding of self, therapists indicated that they also 
understand themselves better in their relational context: “I think I definitely have greater insight 
into my own personality and the way I function in relationships” reported one therapist, while 
another wrote “I think it has helped me grow as a person and it has helped me understand myself 
in relationship [sic] to others.”  
 Greater emotional awareness. A total of n = 11 therapists reported that they noticed an 
enhancement in their awareness of their emotions, or as one therapist succinctly put it, “I am 
much more in touch with my emotions.” Another therapist indicated that, due to their experiences 
in training in psychotherapy, they began to place a premium on their own feelings: “I also think I 
place a higher importance on paying attention to and understanding my inner experiences than I 
did before the training.” One therapist highlighted that enhanced emotional awareness took the 
form of a fundamental perspective shift toward their emotional experience: “Giving therapy to 
others, as well as therapy training in general, has changed me…I think about what my emotions 




training in a discipline in which great effort is applied to the understanding and exploration of 
emotions of others evidently resulted in this skill being applied to the self. 
 Greater cognitive awareness. As an interesting complement to the previous section, n = 6 
therapists wrote about experiencing greater insight into personal cognitions. Three separate 
therapists endorsed a similar sentiment, writing that their training has “allowed me to be more 
aware of my thoughts,” “I’m more aware of my automatic thoughts and cognitive distortions,” 
and “I think I have become a lot more aware of my thoughts.” Another elaborated on how the 
impact that this awareness has had on their life, as they wrote: “I have started to notice my own 
automatic beliefs and think about the core belief that fuel them. Noticing these thoughts and 
evaluating them have made me recognize how much of our realities are shaped by our own 
perception. Ultimately choosing to have a more positive perception or outlook on events 
translates to more positive ‘realities.’” Another therapist shared that they too had begun to 
leverage this awareness to change their thinking, “I have noticed that I have started to catch my 
own negative/unhelpful automatic thoughts and adapt them to more positive ways of thinking.” 
In the same way that investment into the study of emotion produced more emotionally aware 
therapists, a parallel process appears to have occurred for these therapists whose training likely 
included the recognition and exploration of cognitions.  
 Reduction in self-criticism, greater self-compassion. A subset of n = 4 therapists wrote 
that the increase in self-understanding that they developed throughout therapy training resulted in 
becoming either less hard on themselves or more self-compassionate. One therapist wrote “I 
think I have achieved a greater self-understanding that, at times, allows me to go easier on 
myself when I engage in behaviour that I find self-defeating or unhelpful.” Another therapist 




responses demonstrates that, for some therapists, a significant corollary of personal insight was 
the self-compassion that came of it.   
 Personal application of material. In total, n = 17 therapists wrote about using material 
that they learned in therapy courses (e.g., specific therapeutic strategies and techniques) for 
personal benefit. These therapists were further divided into two subgroups among those (n = 12) 
who wrote about using a broad application of techniques, and those (n = 5) who reported using 
what they learned specifically for emotion regulation. 
 Broad application of techniques. This group of therapists discussed applying various 
techniques and strategies that they learned throughout their training on themselves. As therapists 
move through their training they naturally accumulate skill in or knowledge of a host of 
techniques aimed at alleviated various forms of psychological distress, or enhancing personal 
well-being in some way. These therapists highlighted how they took advantage of the knowledge 
and skill they gained throughout their exposure to these practices in order to personally benefit 
from such. One therapist wrote that their implementation of techniques facilitated enhanced self-
care: “I am also able to engage in better self-care with some of the techniques I have learned 
(e.g., meditation, yoga, cognitive defusion, challenging my own thoughts, exploring the 
developmental origins of my relationship patterns).” Another therapist discussed their own 
experience with using the strategies as a part of self-care practice: “I think I also reached a point 
that I learned to practice what I preached and started applying self-care practices, such as 
mindfulness and respecting my limits and the fact that I cannot work endlessly and expect to 
never need to take a break.” Finally, another therapist spoke of the far-reaching benefits of 




and I am much more content in both my personal and professional life relative to before 
receiving psychotherapy training.” 
 Emotion regulation. A small but notable subgroup of those who described the personal 
application of therapeutic techniques as an important component of personal development 
reported the specific growth of their emotion regulation skills. One therapist plainly described 
this development: “My therapy training allowed me to work through and manage my own stress 
and emotional reactions in my personal life.” Another therapist noted a similar experience, 
reporting that: “I have learned coping mechanisms to manage my own uncomfortable emotions.” 
Finally, a third therapist discussed how using emotion regulation strategies provided them with 
credibility when teaching same to clients: “I have many techniques I use to regulate my own 
emotions, makes me a better therapist too because I am more stable and calm, AND I can speak 
from personal experience when clients are having difficulties with a technique.”  
 Relationships with others. Some therapists’ responses focused on changes in their 
relationships with others. These participants highlighted new ways of relating to others and new 
perspectives on their relationships. Themes within this category included: empathy and 
validation towards others (n=19), understand others better (n=11), insight into relationships 
(n=5) and better at building relationships and supporting others (n=4). A total of n = 39 out of 
59 therapists’ responses involved themes related to relationships with others. 
 Empathy and validation towards others. The most frequently discussed phenomenon 
related to changes in relationships with others as a result of psychotherapy training was an 
increase in the amount of empathy and validation therapists experienced towards others. A total 
of n = 19 therapists reported this change. One therapist’s response illustrated this experience 




nonjudgmental stances, which affects my interpersonal relationships.” Another wrote about this 
basic change: “I think it has made me more of an empathic listener outside of therapy as well,” 
which was also reflected in a third therapist’s response: “I'm also much more empathetic in my 
day-to-day life.” 
 Various therapists who endorsed experiencing greater empathy for others and validating 
others more as a significant change detailed how doing so had resulted in tangible differences in 
their relationships. One therapist reported an experience in which therapy training expanded their 
openness to others’ points of view: “I feel it has really helped me be more open to my partner's 
perspective and to validate their feelings.” Another therapist discussed a change in their 
relational approach: “It does affect the way I perceive and interact with others. For example, 
spending more time reflecting and validating vs. advice giving.” Another reported a similar 
experience, while highlighting how it changed their approach to relating to others: “I am better 
able to listen and empathize with others rather than giving advice.”  
 Other therapists whose responses fell within this category discussed noticing that their 
increased empathy towards others resulted in less criticism of others. A therapist wrote of the 
impact of their training on patience “I also think that psychotherapy training in general has 
developed my patience with other people. I am able to take the time to listen to them and hear 
where they come from rather than jump to annoyance.” A similar disclosure was found in 
another’s response: “I became more chill and more tolerant of other people's shortcomings.” 
Finally, empathy was found to be related to patience in another therapist’s response: “I also 
understand others better, which can help me remain empathic and reasonable when I am 
frustrated with someone, rather than getting "pissed off" because they did something I don't 




Some noticed simply being more empathic towards others in daily interactions, some found that 
doing so changed their approach to conversations, and others noticed reductions in judgment and 
criticism of others. 
 Understand others better. A host (n = 11) of therapists described developing a better 
understanding of the those in their life. Evidently, these therapists used skills developed to 
perform case conceptualizes, in which a variety of complex factors representing the experience 
of another person are integrated to form a cohesive understanding, and applied them to their 
nonclinical relationships. One therapist reported this effect in clear terms: “I am better able to 
conceptualize the issues in the lives of people I am close to, which helps me understand them 
better.” Others echoed this experience: “In terms of relationships, I have noticed patterns in the 
way people think so have hypothesized about their intermediate or core beliefs,” and “In my head 
now I find it really easy to do case conceptualizations on my friends,” and “I increasingly ‘case 
conceptualize’ people around me,” and “It has also helped me to understand/conceptualize 
challenges that others in my life are experiencing (e.g., parents, friends).” Case 
conceptualization skills appear to be one specific area of training that these therapists translated 
to their personal life. Interestingly, the therapists included in this section found this heuristic 
method a helpful way to better understand the people in their lives. 
 Insight into relationships. A group of n = 5 participants provided answers that discussed 
gaining new insight into their relationships. These therapists discussed meaningful perspective 
shifts they experienced regarding the nature of their relationships that were a product of 
psychotherapy training. As one participant stated in a straightforward manner, their training 
“increased my understanding of personal relationships.” Another indicated that, because of their 




to me.” Another therapist wrote that their training “has helped me perceive my relationships with 
others and myself in a positive light.” Regardless of the nature of the insight gained with respect 
to their relationships, these therapists reported experiencing important perspective shifts in this 
domain.   
 Better at building relationships and supporting others. In total, n = 4 respondents wrote 
about applying therapeutic skills learned in therapy courses to develop relationships and support 
others. As one therapist wrote, “I apply the same skills for building a strong working alliance 
across my relationships.” Others wrote of implementing therapeutic skills to provide support to 
those in their life, as one therapist stated “I am also able to respond more effectively to those 
around me who are in need,” while another echoed “It has helped me to be a better support to 
my friends and family.”   
Discussion: Study 2 
 The purpose of this study was to gain trainees’ perspectives regarding the nature of the 
formative experiences of their training. Therapists were asked to quantitatively rate the aspects of 
their training that had the largest impact and greatest influence on their development and growth 
in domains such as didactics, supervision, and client contact among others. They were likewise 
asked to recount experiences and moments throughout their training that were particularly 
helpful, hindering, or memorable – as well as to evaluate how they themselves had changed 
personally as a product of psychotherapy training. This inquiry was embedded within a single 
clinical psychology graduate program known for producing favourable professional outcomes 





Summary of Conclusions 
Therapist ratings reveal influential aspects of training 
 Quantitative findings in which therapists rated how influential various components of 
their training were will be discussed first. This aspect of the study was novel in that training 
experiences within the program of study were deconstructed into their component parts and then 
judged for their influence by therapists. These findings provide an interesting insight into what 
aspects of their training therapists recalled as most valued. Results were then aggregated across 
all participants and rank ordered. What emerged was a series of rankings across training domains 
in which the specific components of those domains are organized from most to least perceived 
influence. The following sections will focus on highlighting and discussing aspects of therapists’ 
training that received ratings of seven or higher out of ten (i.e., were rated as exerting 
“moderate,” “much,” or “very much” influence on the development as a therapist). Where 
indicated, quantitative findings will be further contextualized using qualitative results.  
 Didactics: video examples prove vital. Therapists clearly felt they greatly benefited 
from viewing video examples of the therapeutic orientation they were learning. This was the 
highest rated dimension of didactic components of training. As such, it stands to reason that 
witnessing an expert practitioner of the therapeutic orientation one is attempting to master serves 
as an important learning experience. Interesting, video review of examples was, on aggregate, 
ranked above completing readings about the theory of the orientation one is learning. Evidently, 
therapists felt their development was supported more by being shown (via video) what they were 
learning as opposed to being told (via writing). Therapists next rated the completion of written 
case formulations as an influential component of their development. This result suggests that the 




client serves to facilitate the development of an important clinical skill. This finding is consistent 
with literature that demonstrates that, while the specific evidence-based treatment approach that 
a therapist is practicing has not typically been associated with better or worse outcomes, having a 
high quality and refined case formulation of one’s client is related to greater client symptom 
improvement (Eells, Lombart, & Kendjelic et al., 2005; Kramer, Kolly, & Berthoud et al., 2014). 
As such, the fact that completing written case formulations of one’s clients was ranked so highly 
by trainees may be a by-product of this finding in that therapists may have felt that investing 
effort in conceptualizing clients facilitated better outcomes. This finding reiterates the 
importance of this practice.  
 Third-ranked in the didactic dimension was the completion of extra readings specific to 
client problems. Therapists apparently encountered clinical concerns that were not directly 
addressed by core readings or lectures. As such, the ranking of this component of training serves 
as an endorsement of the utility of completing extra readings specific to client concerns. By 
investing time in completing independent readings and research, therapists likely expanded their 
knowledge base and felt prepared for meeting the needs of their current client and subsequent 
clients who might present with similar concerns. Finally, therapists ranked completing readings 
about the theory of the orientation they were learning the fourth-most influential didactic 
component of training. Core readings were unsurprisingly deemed as influential to development 
as they provide the didactic bedrock from which therapists come to understand the therapy they 
offer.  
 Practice/skills training: role playing rated highly. Within the realm of direct skills 
training, therapists deemed observing a professor engaging in a role play/live demonstration as 




video examples of expert therapists was rated highest. The present finding may be viewed as an 
extension of such, as observing a professor teach therapy skills by engaging in them in front of 
the class again provided therapists with the opportunity to view expert utilization of the specific 
skills they were learning. Further, being able to observe this live likely contributed to the helpful 
and influential nature of this learning experience. Therapists then rated engaging in role plays 
themselves with classmates second highest. Doing so likely allowed therapists to practice skill 
development in a non-threatening manner with others they trust. Additionally, gaining the 
experience of being on the receiving end of the skills and interventions being developed likely 
served to a) allow therapists to understand what it might be like have the intervention initiated on 
oneself, and b) use that information to adjust their own approach and offer the intervention 
effectively. The findings in this section indicate that the observation of an expert, and personal 
practice of the skills one is working with others who are also developing their own skill set, are 
viewed as important components in acquiring the ability to successfully use these interventions 
in clinical work. 
 Supervision: near-unanimous endorsement of video supervision. Supervision is a pre-
established domain of psychotherapy training that is deemed as important of influential by 
therapists regarding their development (Orlinsky et al., 1999, 2001; Orlinsky & Ronnestad, 2005). 
Further, high quality supervision is associated with a variety of desirable outcomes, including 
enhancing supervisee’s clinical efficacy (Beutler & Kendall, 1995; Holloway & Neufeldt, 1995; 
Cashwell & Dooley, 2001), promoting a stronger working alliance between supervisees and their 
client (Lehrman-Waterman & Ladany, 2001), and assisting supervisees cope with difficult 
countertransference feelings (Raichelson, Herron, Primavera, & Ramirez, 1997), among others 
(Wheeler & Richards, 2007). Supervision items with high quantitative ratings and qualitative items 




benefits of clinical supervision. Within the realm of supervision in the current study, the highest 
ranked aspect was video supervision provided by a supervisor. This was in fact the single 
highest-rated item across all domains. This finding aligns with the high frequency of therapists (n 
= 34) who endorsed video supervision as a the most helpful component of their training when 
providing qualitative responses. This was likewise the most oft-reported theme across all 
examined qualitative questions. The reasons why therapists-in-training view video supervision as 
crucial to development are well-documented in that section, and so will not be repeated here, but 
suffice it to say, therapists seem to benefit greatly from having examples of their work closely 
reviewed by an expert. The second highest-rated supervision item was receiving consultation-
based supervision from one’s supervisor. Evidently, this may be characterised as the “next best 
thing” after being able to show video to one’s supervisor. Therapists preferred being able to 
receive feedback by providing tangible examples of their work but appeared willing settle for the 
ability to verbally share their account of what transpired in a therapy session. As demonstrated in 
previous sections, therapists once again valued showing over telling. The finding that observing 
others receiving supervision ranked third highest aligns with qualitative reports from therapists 
who cited that viewing others’ work was a fundamentally helpful quality of group supervision. 
As evidenced in that section – and reinforced here – therapists enjoy substantial vicarious 
learning by witnessing their peers receive supervision from a psychologist. As detailed, 
therapists valued the fact that feedback their peers received was often relevant to their own cases, 
and they were able to benefit appreciably from supervision not necessarily explicitly directed 
towards them.       
 Client contact: challenging clients and client feedback deemed influential. The fact 




accounted for among international samples of psychotherapists (Carlsson & Schubert, 2009; 
Orlinsky, Botermans, & Ronnestad, 2001; Rachelson & Clance, 1980; Schofield & Roedel, 
2012; Kumaria, Bhola, & Orlinsky, 2018). Findings in the present section offer interesting 
insights into why such was the case for those who participated in this study. Working with 
challenging clients emerged as the highest-ranked aspect of client contact. This finding may 
initially appear counterintuitive, but context is provided by a category that appeared in 
qualitative responses (Working with challenging clients). Further, the finding that training 
therapists find working with challenging clients important to development has already been 
suggested by prior research (Kottler & Hunter, 2010). When discussing their most helpful 
aspects of training – a small group of therapists wrote about the experiences with their clients 
they found difficult. These therapists reported that such experiences, while difficult, were fertile 
ground for growth and development as a therapist as they were required to successfully navigate 
novel and trying clinical presentations and interactions. This sentiment was clearly echoed in the 
quantitative ratings of therapists who viewed their time with challenging clients as influential. It 
is apparent then when therapists feel pushed or challenged by clients in some way, it is often 
viewed and experienced as an opportunity for the refinement of important clinical skills.  
 It is interesting to contrast the rating of working with challenging clients with its 
opposite: working with clients who present no challenges. This latter aspect of client contact was 
rated the lowest in the client contact domain and second lowest across all domains. Clearly then, 
training therapists value more demanding and intricate clinical experiences, as opposed to 
working with those who do not present complications or nuance in some way. Crucially, 
therapists appear to value the challenge of a demanding client because successfully working with 




when therapists were asked to describe the most memorable or important moments of their 
training. It seems that therapists rate more highly the experience of working through difficulties, 
tribulations, and obstacles successfully than they do when a client presents with few challenges 
or complexities. Perhaps then, therapists view it as an endorsement of their own competence, and 
of evidence of their burgeoning ability when steeped in the former as opposed to the latter in 
which they may derive little satisfaction if they view the course of therapy with the client as 
“easy” or relatively routine. This notion is endorsed by a review conducted by Kottler and 
Hunter (2010) who cite the fact that challenging clients compel therapists to move beyond what 
they already know to develop or learn new interventions or ways of relating as a primary reason 
that therapists deem these experiences important and helpful. Further, the experiences of those 
whose responses and ratings fall into the relevant categories (i.e., experiences of competence and 
work with challenging clients) may be akin to the phenomena of healing involvement reported by 
Orlinsky & Ronnestad (2005), which highlights an experience in the therapist role marked by 
feeling clinically skilled, an accepting manner of relating with clients, and feelings of deep 
interest or “flow” during therapy sessions.  
 Second-ranked in this domain was viewing feedback provided by clients at the conclusion 
of each session; specifically, feedback in which clients report what was most helpful and most 
hindering about the session. Therapists evidently valued the input immensely as the client was 
viewed as a crucial source of feedback. Learning what worked and what did not work in a 
session directly from the end user in a structured format presents an important opportunity to 
integrate client input into service delivery. Being able to have concrete feedback regarding what 
was valued and what was disliked about the therapy one is providing evidently removes much of 




 Overall training: training across foundational skills deemed important. Responses to 
a broad range of foundational transtheoretical therapeutic skills indicated that therapists valued 
their training in these areas. This is consistent with the theme skill-enhancing supervisory 
feedback that emerged among responses to helpful aspects of training. Therapists whose 
responses fell into that category wrote of the extent to which they benefitted from the 
improvement and development of their therapeutic intervention skills; this finding converges 
with existing research that established skill development as a common and essential outcome of 
supervision (Borders, 1990; Ogren & Jonsson, 2003; Ogren, Jonsson, & Sundin, 2005; Patton & 
Kivlighan, 1997; Worthen & McNeill, 1996).The five specific items that were rated at seven or 
higher are therapeutic skills inherent to varying degrees across all therapeutic modalities: using 
specific interventions, case formulation and understanding client problems, perceiving client in-
session processes, what to do or say in-session, and being empathic and relating to the client. 
That therapists viewed their training experiences across these areas as important to their 
development is an endorsement of the quality of their training.  
 Outside training and didactic supports. This domain included areas of training not 
captured by the above categories. The highest-ranked item in this domain was that of practica 
experiences outside of the PSRC. This finding aligns with some categories of qualitative 
responses. Specifically, two categories emerged in the hindering aspects of training section that 
provide context for the strength of this item’s score: PSRC clientele concerns, and lack of 
opportunity for training in specific areas. The former category included responses regarding the 
perceived limitations of PSRC therapy clientele, who were seen as demographically and 
clinically homogenous at times, or there was simply a shortage of clients. The latter category 




orientations were not available to them. External practica naturally present as a solution to these 
problems, as the community agencies, hospitals, private practices, and schools where therapists 
are able to complete clinical experiences inherently represent diverse training experiences. 
Clientele at these sites differ in important ways from typical PSRC clientele in that they vary in 
age as well as severity of presenting concern. Additionally, supervisors at practica sites are 
frequently versed in areas of practice that are not explicitly addressed in PSRC course 
curriculum. As such, external practica offer unique opportunities to receive supplementary 
training in competency areas that therapists may not benefit from in their therapy courses.  
 Second-highest ranked in this category was hearing case examples from professors and 
peers. This finding is consistent with the value training therapists have repeatedly placed on 
exposure to examples throughout the quantitative rating scales. In yet another instance of 
respondents endorsing the utility of seeing examples, hearing about cases that professors and 
peers with ranked highly. Case examples function in a practical way to provide therapists with 
exposure to clinical presentations that a) may become relevant in their own work, and b) they 
may not see otherwise. Case examples are potent training devices in that they provide a template 
of how to work effectively – or perhaps even what to avoid doing to prevent ineffective work – 
within the framework the therapist is learning. Case examples illustrate in succinct and clear 
terms how one is to go about applying the therapeutic orientation one is learning to a tangible 
client. 
 Ranked third highest was feeling mentored by a particular professor; the importance of 
this feeling has been highlighted in previous research on psychotherapy supervision (Skovholt & 
Ronnestad, 2003). This finding is perhaps best contextualized within the bounty of evidence 




support from their supervisors. Within both the helpful aspects of training and memorable 
moments categories supervisory support was a prominent theme. Seeing that therapists valued 
feeling mentored – guided, educated, counseled – is not an unexpected finding given that these 
themes were recurrent across qualitative responses. This finding lends more support to the notion 
that therapists experience support and conscientious advisement as influential aspects of their 
training.  
 Finally, writing clinical notes/thinking about how a session went was ranked fourth-
highest. This is an interesting finding, as post-session reflection and note writing are inherently 
solitary tasks in which a therapist is alone with their thoughts and experiences following a 
session. Perhaps during these moments, therapists gain insight about the session they had, or the 
act of note-writing serves to consolidate their experience of the session. Further, thinking about 
how a session went and note writing may infuse therapists with ideas for future direction with the 
client they just served, and instill them with a measure of confidence about the direction of 
therapy, or at least what they need to consult with their supervisor regarding. This is an 
interesting and unique finding that warrants further elaboration and research. 
Qualitative responses reveal important perceptions of psychotherapy training  
 Open-field responses across the four questions examined in the current study revealed 
compelling and insightful perceptions that therapists hold regarding their training experiences. In 
addition to the above goal of understanding what discrete aspects of training therapists valued, or 
deemed most influential to their development, this component of the study was focused on 
developing a greater understanding of the experiential aspects of training. This goal was soundly 
achieved as a host of revealing themes emerged that provided a complex picture of how 




accounts of how this training changed their lives personally. In the following sections, the 
categories established in the results section will be interpreted and discussed. 
 Trainees benefit from supervisory support and suffer from its absence. A recurring 
theme throughout the qualitative accounts of training experiences was that trainees a) find the 
development and acquisition of psychotherapy skills challenging, and b) experience a level of 
anxiety when being evaluated doing so. What emerged upon reviewing the answers to the 
examined questions was the definition of an ideal supervisory environment wherein the above 
process can safely transpire, similar to that outlined in previous research (Skovholt & Ronnestad, 
2003). This was evident among response themes such as comfort with being vulnerable and 
feeling supported in supervision, critical supervisory environment, feeling supported through a 
difficulty, and a generally supportive supervision environment. As such, environments in which 
training therapists felt supported, strengths were acknowledged, and feedback was provided 
constructively and without the perception of harshness or in an overly critical manner, are 
apparently highly valued among training psychotherapists. These qualities of the supervisory 
relationship are consistent with those that characterise a strong supervisory alliance (Watkins, 
2011, 2016, 2018). This is an important finding (i.e., that the qualities that characterise a strong 
supervisory alliance were found in the current trainee reports of supervision) because the 
supervisory alliance is an empirically-established and robust common factor of supervision 
(Ladany, Friedlander, & Nelson, 2016; Watkins & Callahan, 2019). Further, supervision 
effectiveness has been positively correlated with supervisee’s perceptions of support (Hilton, 
Russel, & Salmi, 1995; Kivlighan, Angelone, & Swafford, 1991), and negatively correlated with 




 Conversely were therapists who felt that harsh and critical supervision negatively 
impacted their clinical performance; these therapists described an experience that appears to 
border on Orlinsky and Ronnestad’s (2005) notion of “double traumatization” wherein trainees 
simultaneously have negative relationships with clients and supervisors. Many of the accounts 
shared within the critical supervisory environment category (as well as other Inadequate 
Supervision categories) are consistent with qualities found in supervisory relationships with poor 
alliances (i.e., discouraging, authoritarian or hands-off, non-supportive; Watkins, 2011, 2016, 
2018). The findings in the outlined categories are consistent with the helpful and hindering 
aspects of supportive and critical supervision detailed by Messina and colleagues (2017). 
 The core component of why this environment (i.e., a supportive, safe one, consistent with 
qualities of a strong supervisory alliance) was most associated with enhanced training 
experiences is that therapists found that they were comfortable with sharing parts of their work 
that were actually worthy of criticism. If a therapist felt that his or her work would be examined 
by a clinical supervisor in a manner that was balanced with what the therapist did well and what 
could be improved upon, was delivered in a manner that emphasized learning, and carried an air 
of guidance, they were more likely disclose aspects of their performance that they perceived 
required adjustment. In contrast, in supervision that therapists felt was delivered in a harsh or 
punitive tone, focused predominantly on critical feedback, and was unilateral as opposed to 
collaborative, therapists were less likely to take the risk of showing lower-quality work. 
Therapists indicated that they responded to this latter environment by censoring the aspects of 
their work in which genuine learning experiences could have arisen from in order to avoid the 
unpleasant experience of harsh criticism. The critical experiential difference between these two 




experienced as challenging, or instances of their work where they potentially erred and required 
corrective feedback. In the former environment, therapists were more likely to disclose these 
challenges or perceived mistakes and felt safe with the vulnerability inherent in displaying what 
they may perceive as a subpar clinical performance in front of peers and their supervisor. In the 
latter environment, therapists were less likely to do so as they erred on the side of caution by 
sharing only material that they strategically calculated would allow them to avoid the stringent 
feedback they perceived could be elicited, and which they feared would result in a negative 
performance evaluation. Constructive criticism is naturally a central and unavoidable part of 
supervisory feedback, however the findings in the present study converge with those of previous 
authors who caution against harsh criticism and judgmental attitudes in supervision due to their 
well-established negative consequences on training therapists’ experience and development 
(Ramos-Sanchez et al., 2002). 
 Therapists benefit when their individual styles and personalities are embraced. A 
series of response themes emerged to indicate that therapists feel they benefit from a tailored 
training experience in which their own therapist style, personality, and lived experiences are 
incorporated into supervisory feedback and attended to in training. Most notably, this was 
evident in the theme supervisor rigidity within the hindering aspects of training categories of 
responses. Here, therapists reported that it was counterproductive when they felt as though their 
supervisor attempted to mould them into an image of themselves. Therapists whose responses 
fell into this category rejected a one-size-fits-all approach and wrote that it was detrimental to 
feel that a supervisor offered little flexibility regarding how the therapy could be delivered. 




unwillingness to openly discuss alternative approaches or potentially consider therapist input in 
tailoring the therapy.  
 Interestingly, a theme emerged that can be conceptualized as residing on the opposite end 
of the spectrum from rigidity: supervisory feedback contributing to personal insight. In this 
theme, therapists wrote of supervisors whose feedback moved beyond critiques of technique and 
intervention delivery to focus on how variables specific to the therapist themselves impacted 
therapy. This finding converges with established research indicating that supervision can 
increase therapist self-awareness (Borders, 1990; Raichelson et al., 1997). Through meaningful 
dialogue, supervisors addressed issues relevant to a particular therapist’s perceptions of the 
therapeutic process, their anxieties about the therapist role, and how their in-session presentation 
may contribute to therapy-interfering therapist-client dynamics. This variety of feedback requires 
an understanding of the therapist that moves beyond the surface level to take a fuller account of 
the therapist as a person. It was clear that when supervisors conceptualized their supervisees in a 
wholistic fashion and provided feedback that took into account variables specific to individual 
therapists, therapists profited. 
 A third theme that lends credence to the notion of the value of customized training 
involves the degree to which therapists valued exposure to multiple modalities (and disliked the 
absence of such). Therapists embraced the diversity of training experiences available to them and 
described being able to find what aspects of which modalities best fit their own therapeutic style. 
This process was crucial for therapists as they were provided with the opportunity to negotiate 
the inherent differences of various modalities to learn which was most aligned with their 
personality and preferences. Offering multiple orientations that provide differing underlying 




interventions and means of working with clients allowed therapists to discover what the best 
match was for them. As such, therapists were able to extract diverse elements from the various 
modalities they learned to integrate them into their own therapeutic orientation in what was a 
personally customizable and tailored process. It is clear that from the level of individual 
supervision up to the level of course offerings, therapists valued experiences that addressed their 
personal needs and provided opportunities to explore how one’s professional identity could align 
with one’s individual preferences and personality.    
 The professional is personal. When one undergoes psychotherapy training, development 
in the professional and personal spheres are inextricably linked. Findings in the current section 
were consistent with those reported in a prior study investigating personal development among 
students early in their therapy training (Pascual-Leone et al., 2013) with several novel additions.  
The changes that therapists noted in their private spheres were myriad. One interesting finding 
was that trainees indirectly benefited from course material by using techniques and methods 
introduced with the intention of alleviating the psychological suffering of future clients on 
themselves. This was apparent among those therapists who endorsed the broad application of a 
diverse set of therapeutic techniques and strategies on themselves, as well as the subset of 
trainees who highlighted their specific use of emotion regulation strategies. Additionally, the 
inherent emphasis on thoughts and feelings in all core psychotherapy courses naturally led to 
therapists endorsing enhancements in both cognitive and emotional awareness. The personal 
application of psychological theory and therapeutic technique was one way in which therapists 
changed and were impacted by their training.  
 A second notable outcome of psychotherapy training was the extent to which therapists 




recurrent theme – as it not only appeared as an answer to the “personal impact” question, but also 
the “memorable moments” one. Personal insight appeared to be a notable and common 
consequence of psychotherapy training. Throughout psychotherapy training, therapists are taught 
to systematically conceptualize their clients using whichever orientation they happen to be 
learning at the time. As such, it can only be expected that one would turn the same process 
inward in an introspective process. In fact, this is required in various courses that use self-
conceptualization as a formal assignment.  
 The notion of increased self-understanding was likewise evident in the moments of 
pivotal insight arrived and independently, and supervisory feedback contributing to personal 
insight themes in the “memorable moment” response categories. Thus, not only is increased self-
understanding arrived at through formal assignments and the application of course content to 
oneself, but it is also structured into supervisory contact as well as in spontaneous moments that 
were the product of being steeped in the therapeutic process. The former category is especially 
significant because these moments were not planned or intentional in any way, and not facilitated 
by a supervisor, but rather were a consequence of fertile conditions inherent to therapy training 
that made such insight more likely to occur. Therapists reporting this experience were confronted 
with some aspect of their training experience – an uncomfortable moment with a client, being 
confronted with their limitations as a healthcare provider – that served as a catalyst for self-
reflection and introspection. Regarding the latter category, the natural process of the therapeutic 
exchange being an inherently interpersonal one led to supervisors highlighting insights about the 
interpersonal functioning of therapists that underscored areas of insight previously beyond 




unknown aspects of themselves while they were operating within the therapist role, the 
professional was truly personal. 
 Therapists also noted marked changes in their relationships with others, another broad 
category of personal change highlighted in previous research (Pascual-Leone et al., 2013). They 
reported improvement in their ability to establish and maintain relationships with others by 
explicitly using skills that they were trained to use for the development of rapport and 
establishment of a strong therapeutic alliance. They also were more effective in their 
relationships, as several wrote of being better able to respond to the emotional needs of those in 
their lives. In the same way that therapists improved intrapersonal understanding, so too did they 
achieve greater interpersonal understanding. Therapists described the generalization of case 
conceptualization skills to account for the behaviour of others in their lives. They likewise 
noticed that they experienced greater empathy towards others and were more likely to engage in 
validating others’ experiences. Therapists found that the nature of interactions with people in 
their shifted from advice giving to empathy and validation. Some noted that an increase in 
empathy resulted in a reduction of criticism towards others. Therapists generally reported that 
these changes represented improvement in their interpersonal relationships. Relationship 
satisfaction appears to be yet another important area in which psychotherapy training generalized 
to impact the personal life of training therapists.     
Training Implications 
 In light of the wealth of perceptions on training gleaned from therapist responses to both 
qualitative questions and quantitative ratings, it bears outlining specific and concrete means 
through which some of these findings might be implemented in training programs. In the 




more generally, followed by recommendations specific to the training clinic from which the data 
were collected. It bears noting that the recommendations discussed herein are limited in that they 
come from one source: training therapists (i.e., as opposed to gathered from multiple sources 
such as clinical supervisors or directors of clinical training, etc.). As such, the recommendations 
are not to be considered comprehensive reflections of how a training program should be 
operated, but rather representations of worthwhile and important components of training from 
trainees’ perspectives.  
General training recommendations  
 Promote supervisor competency. Therapists reported various concerns regarding 
receiving inadequate supervision. These concerns spanned the range from supervision that was 
unhelpful (e.g., vague and unclear supervision) to supervision that had the potential to be 
harmful (e.g., critical supervisory environment). The fact that there were enough responses to 
merit a superordinate Inadequate Supervision theme with various subthemes is cause for 
concern. As such, it is recommended that those who are tasked in clinical training programs with 
supervising psychotherapy courses include training in clinical supervision as part of their 
continued professional development. While the results of this study necessarily focused on 
documenting how inadequate supervision impacts therapists, it is important to note that 
inadequate supervision not only has negative ramifications for training therapists (and their 
clients). Poor supervision also has implications for the supervisor, who is ultimately responsible 
for the client’s care. It is worth considering that therapists in training are ultimately gatekeeping 
what their supervisors know with respect to the well-being and progress of the client in care. It is 
reasonable to imagine this sets up the conditions for a negative spiral in which poor supervision 




forthright about what they may be struggling with, and in turn the supervisor’s feedback 
becomes decreasingly relevant to the case as it is unfolding 
 It is well documented that supervision training has largely been marginalized as a formal 
training area within psychology, as assessment and intervention training have been given far 
more weight (Larkin & Morris, 2015; Mann & Merced, 2018). However, effective and 
competent supervision is a domain of psychology service provision that requires a unique set of 
skills developed through intentional training (Bernard & Goodyear, 2004). As a result of this, 
widespread deficiencies in supervision provision have been reported (Iwanicki & Peterson, 
2017). This is of concern because suboptimal supervision has been associated with a number of 
problematic supervision practices, including those deemed as “unhelpful” (supervisor not 
knowing what to do, behaving unethically, and not using a supervision contract) and “harmful” 
(inappropriately aggressive comments/behaviours, exploitative dual relationships, and behaving 
in a humiliating/shaming way; Ellis et al., 2014; Ellis, Creaner, Hutman, & Timulak, 2015; Gray, 
Ladany, Walker, & Ancis, 2001). Further, effective supervision can have a tangible impact on 
client outcome (Callahan et al., 2009; Wrape et al., 2015), as well as supervisees’ perception of 
their own growth and skill acquisition (Beutler & Kendall, 1995; Goodyear & Guzzardo, 2000; 
Holloway & Neufeldt, 1995; Inman & Ladany, 2008, etc.) As a result of this body of evidence, 
and the finding that the current program of study is not itself immune from perceived suboptimal 
supervision, it is recommended that those supervising therapy courses add to their goals for 
continued professional development the study empirically-informed guidelines for supervision 
(e.g., Bernard, 1997; Fallender & Shafranske, 2004; Callahan, Love, & Watkins, 2019). This 
recommendation is not intended as an indictment against any supervisors included in the current 




therapists queried in this study was well beyond its scope. However, since inadequate 
supervision did emerge as a theme among open-ended responses, and it is well documented in 
the literature that supervision is typically under-trained as skill set, it is recommended that 
clinical training programs in general place an emphasis on ensuring that supervisors are using 
best practices to undertake the difficult and complex task of providing psychotherapy 
supervision.  
 Train therapists to receive supervision. While it is essential that clinical supervisors are 
competent and trained in the provision of supervision, it is likewise crucial that therapists are 
prepared to receive and make the most use of supervision being provided, something that is also 
an under-trained component of psychotherapy (Falender & Shafranske, 2012). While clinical 
supervisors were necessarily the focus of the responses contained within the Inadequate 
Supervision theme, it is possible and even likely that therapists made their own contributions to 
these negative interactions. There are various ways in which a supervisee may contribute to an 
unhelpful supervision dynamic, or not get as much out of supervision as they could. As such, it is 
recommended that productive and efficient means of receiving the most out of supervision be an 
explicit component of psychotherapy training. This may include formal conversations at the 
outset of therapy courses in which supervisors facilitate discussion regarding how to best use 
supervision time. Additionally, therapists could be provided with readings on the nature of the 
supervision process and how one can go about maximizing and taking full advantage of the 
supervisory exchange (e.g., Falender & Shafranske, 2012). In the end, concerns about inadequate 
psychotherapy supervision are ultimately nested within the context of a working relationship 
between therapist and supervisor, one which entails moments of vulnerability while conveying 




 Expose therapists to theories of psychotherapist development and supervision 
models. It is evident that it is common for psychotherapy trainees to experience anxiety 
throughout their training. “Role anxiety” is a normal part of transitioning from the position of 
student to one of health care provider (Stoltenberg & McNeill, 2010). Further, it is apparent that 
therapists experience varying difficulties as they move through their training and develop as 
psychotherapists. These experiences are normal and expected. As such, it is recommended that 
therapists gain exposure to – at the earliest stages of training – theories of psychotherapist 
development (e.g., Ronnestad & Skovholt, 2003; Stoltenberg & McNeill, 2010, etc.). Learning 
about psychotherapist development theories early in their training provides therapists with the 
opportunity to learn about developmental tasks of psychotherapists, what emotions and 
challenges can be expected at different levels of training, and where psychotherapists experience 
challenges as they progress. Learning about this may benefit therapists in several ways. 
Predominantly, it can normalize the challenges and experiences of a trainee psychotherapist. 
Particularly, it may allow therapists to see their experience typified and reflected in a formal 
theory which serves to increase understanding and limit isolation. It may provide relief for 
therapists to learn that what they experience is not uncommon or concerning, but in fact expected 
and a natural developmental process. Further, it may aid therapists in learning how 
developmental challenges are typically navigated, thus allowing them to take the appropriate 
steps and seek the appropriate consultation and supervision where these issues are concerned.  
 Maintain and expand use of video supervision. Previous research indicates that video 
supervision is an underutilized component of training in some training venues (e.g., 52% of 
trainees in one sample indicated that it was ‘never used,’ and 29% reported same in another 




the majority of researchers who have investigated the efficacy and necessity of the practice 
report that video supervision is a crucial and essential component of psychotherapy training 
(Haggerty & Hilsenroth, 2011; Huhra, Yamokoski-Maynhart, & Prieto, 2008; Binder, 1993, 
1999; Hilsenroth, DeFife, Blagys, & Ackerman, 2006; Levenson & Strupp, 1999). Video 
supervision is seen as an advantageous tool used to: a) bring about changes in supervisees’ self-
perception, b) enhance self-analysis by supervisees, and c) help supervisors more accurately 
appraise supervisees’ abilities, and d) as a means to re-experience the session (Huhra et al., 
2008). Video supervision has likewise been established as an effective way to increase 
supervisees’ self-awareness of their in-session behaviour as well as an effective way to improve 
skills-acquisition (Chodoff, 1972; Star, 1977; Walz & Johnston, 1963; Hilsenroth et al., 2006). 
Video supervision has been directly associated with positive outcomes for clients in short-term 
therapy (Diener, Hilsenroth, & Weinberger, 2007). The findings in the current study add an 
important complement to this extant body of evidence: that of student perspectives. Video 
supervision was endorsed by the majority of respondents as a helpful aspect of training and was 
likewise rated highly in quantitative measures. It seems an important and central aspect of 
psychotherapy training that should continued to be used and expanded where possible.  
 Facilitate therapists’ exposure to challenging clients. The treatment of challenging 
clients emerged as an important training experience in both quantitative ratings and qualitative 
responses. Further, literature was reviewed (e.g., Kottler & Hunter, 2010) that illustrates why 
working with challenging clients represents growth-promoting experiences in that they compel 
therapists to evolve their practices and offer the opportunity to successfully navigate novel 
clinical problems. As such, it seems a worthy endeavour to consider how to facilitate training 




fashion). Although challenging cases are inherently daunting to both therapists and supervisors, 
they would probably do best to speak openly about that apprehension early in the placement 
training. Assigning “easy cases” may be intended benevolently at the outset, but these findings 
suggest that when that happens it may ultimately be a disservice to therapists, who miss out on 
critical experiences that they could not anticipate in advance. 
Training recommendations specific to the PSRC 
 Maintain and extend extant training components that are strongly endorsed. Several 
aspects of didactic training that are already in place in PSRC courses were widely endorsed. 
These components of training should be maintained and expanded where possible as therapists 
clearly perceive them as important parts of their learning. Specifically, these areas include: video 
supervision from a supervisor (widely endorsed in both quantitative ratings and narrative 
responses; underscored in the section above), consultation-based supervision, group supervision, 
providing supervision to peers, viewing video examples of master therapists practicing the 
orientation being taught, completing written case formulations, completing readings about the 
theory of the orientation one is learning, role play led by the faculty supervisor, role play practice 
between trainees, and viewing client HAT responses.    
 Other components that were endorsed as influential to development may merit intentional 
expansion or attention as they are not necessarily structured into therapy course offerings. One 
such component – that emerged in both qualitative and quantitative findings – was that therapists 
valued working with clients they found challenging. As outlined above, this is an area worth of 
more general implementation as well. Among those endorsing this experience in the open-ended 
responses, this appeared to encompass those clients who generally presented with some 




straightforward/manualized deployment of the therapy they were learning. Naturally, this is a 
difficult variable to control within a training environment. However, it may be worthwhile 
considering how faculty supervisors can consult with referral sources to facilitate an influx of 
clients to provide therapists with intentionally scaled opportunities to grow and confront training 
difficulty related to the complexity of clinical case presentation. The finding that working with 
challenging clients is helpful and influential, may be related to another finding reported by 
therapists indicating that they benefited from completing extra readings about their clients. This 
is an aspect of training that is not structured into course curricula at the PSRC, but naturally, if 
one finds a client difficult it would follow that one would be required to complete more research 
to ascertain the nature of the difficulty and how to proceed with intervention. As such, it may be 
indicated that supervisors facilitate this reportedly helpful process by encouraging trainees to 
seek out material related to the specific nature of their clients’ difficulties beyond required course 
readings, and also to provide recommendations and references for particular readings and 
resources when able to.    
 Expand the referral pool. It is worthwhile to consider how changes might be made in 
the areas that therapists identified as hindering aspects of training. Client concerns emerged as a 
hindering aspect for a number of therapists who reported two issues on this front: the perceived 
homogeneous nature of PSRC clientele, and the occasional lack of clients at all. A potential 
solution that may serve to address both of these problems is to expand the pool of referral 
sources for therapy practica from one (the University of Windsor Student Counselling Centre) to 
multiple (e.g., various community agencies in Windsor-Essex, individuals from the community 
who cannot afford private practice therapy, etc.). For one, it would address concerns related to 




cultural backgrounds, clinical concerns, and lived experience could possible present as clients. 
Further, it would allow adults in the Windsor-Essex region who might otherwise be unable to 
afford psychotherapy to access it at a rate less than what would typically be charged from private 
practices. Additionally, this would seemingly solve the problem that some therapists reported of 
having a dearth of clients. Naturally, relying on a single referral source makes one vulnerable to 
any interruptions or shortcomings of that source; by expanding to multiple sources the PSRC 
would be insured against any such disruptions or vagaries.    
 Introduce opportunities for increased access to various modalities. Therapists 
reported that training in multiple therapeutic modalities was an influential and important part of 
their training. Others lamented that they missed opportunities to train in certain modalities. 
While it is not possible to guarantee that all therapists will be afforded the opportunity to train in 
every modality that they are interested in, making attempts to increase access to existing 
orientations – and expanding where possible – may be warranted. As such, accommodations that 
might allow therapists to train in, or be exposed to, as many modalities as is possible may be 
beneficial. This could be accomplished through a variety of practices. First, if attaining enough 
clients for a full class is a concern, trainees may be allowed to audit didactic portions of the 
course with the option of attending regularly held group supervision sessions afterward. Such 
would allow therapists to benefit from lectures highlighting the theory of the orientation without 
the concern of limiting the number available of clients to those enrolled in the course. This is a 
practice that is already in place informally.  
 Second, opportunities might be explored that would allow exposure to various modalities 
without placing an unsustainable demand increase on faculty and department resources. Perhaps 




existing offerings are both unrealistic options, then finding other, more practical ways to increase 
exposure may be indicated. Options that may be considered in this realm include any of the 
following: having faculty supervisors, clinical psychologists in the community, or psychologists 
outside of the community hold intensive multi-day or weekend workshops; or, offer the didactics 
of an orientation with video examples, supervisor and trainee, and trainee-trainee role plays 
without a practicum component. The logistics of this are beyond the scope of these 
recommendations, although given that part of the issue here is the reported perception of 
therapists who participated in this study, the regularity of an available option such as monthly 
seminars may help. These options might provide an opportunity for increased training but should 
avoid straining existing departmental resources in the same way that offering an entirely new 
therapy course might.     
Limitations of the Study 
Principal investigator also a therapist  
 It is important to note that the principal investigator of the current study was also trained 
in the program in question and that he likely even had peers who participated in the study.3 As 
such, his perceptions are naturally more inclined to be grounded in that of the training 
psychotherapist. The lens through which the principal investigator interpreted the findings in the 
present study – notably the qualitative ones – is necessarily coloured by his experiences in the 
training program and likewise his current status as a psychotherapist towards the end of training. 
His status as such informed his interpretations, and likely led to an interpretation of the data that 
 
3 The reader is reminded that given the process of double de-identification, the author would be unable to know who 
participated. Still, he may find the sentiment of participants to be familiar with his experiences and conversation 




would be separate from interpretations formed by a more junior student, a faculty supervisor, or 
an investigator unaffiliated with the institution.  
Only therapists studied  
 Only therapists were invited to respond in the current study. As such, the perspective on 
important issues of training is naturally biased. Introducing other stakeholders, particularly 
supervisors, may offer more balanced, rounded accounts of training experiences. Moreover, of 
the therapists who did participate in the current study the possibility for bias exists. It is unknown 
to what extent the experiences of those who chose to participate in the present study differ from 
those who decided not to respond. The possibility for meaningful divergences in training 
experiences exists between these two groups that justifies qualifying the findings in this study.  
External validity  
 This study was completed within the context of a single training program. As such, the 
extent to which results are generalizable is worth considering. It is important to acknowledge that 
the results are drawn from a single training program in a single cultural context, and as such, the 
same findings may – and training recommendations – may not be apparent or applicable to other 
training programs or in other cultures in which psychotherapy training occurs.  
Heterogeneity of training experiences  
 Although participants in the current study were all trained in the same program within the 
same department, significant variation did exist in aspects of their training that were not 
disentangled. Those whose responses were examined studied under different clinical supervisors, 
took different course sequences in different years, and took differing numbers of therapy courses. 
As such, the study represents more of an amalgamation of experiences under the umbrella of a 




experience a therapist can expect to have in that program. The diversity of perspectives may 
alternatively be viewed as a strength of the study, but one must be cautious when drawing 
conclusions about the results and refrain from assuming they represent the experience of any one 
trainee from this program.  
Self-selection of respondents  
 Not all therapists who have trained or are currently training in the program of interest 
responded to invitations to participate in this study. As such, the possibility exists that there is a 
meaningful difference in the reported experiences between those who participated in this study 
and those who did not. One example of a difference that may exist includes the possibility that 
those who participated in this study had more to say about their negative training experiences. It 
is possible that those who experienced a level of dissatisfaction with their training seized the 
opportunity to share that, whereas those who had positive or even neutral training experiences 
may have felt less motivated to provide reports. If this were the case, it may have resulted in an 
over representation of negative training experiences and could mean a less balanced impression 
of the typical experience of students training in this program.  
Future directions  
Solicit feedback from participants 
 Although it could not be accomplished within the scope of this dissertation, a useful 
future direction would be to share these findings with the participants themselves. This is often 
part of recommendations for increasing the trustworthiness of qualitative data (Williams & 
Morrow, 2009). Soliciting feedback from participants about whether they feel their views have 
been well represented in the findings would strengthen confidence in the current findings, and 




collection. This future direction will likely be completed prior to preparing the current research 
for publication. 
Query supervisors  
 The present line of research presented unique perspectives on training from 
psychotherapy trainees. What may prove to be an important addition to this research is to gather 
perspectives from other stakeholders in the training process, namely clinical supervisors. Clinical 
supervisors recurrently appeared throughout numerous themes in this study. Some of these 
themes involve various forms of criticism of the nature of the supervision received. In order to 
fully elucidate these matters, it may be important to offer supervisors the opportunity to reveal 
what they feel is the context or intention for some of these interactions. By including clinical 
supervisors, a complementary perspective may be added to in which the perceived helpful and 
hindering components of psychotherapy training are underscored by those delivering that 
training.  
Elaborate on quantitative ratings  
 Additionally, elaborating some of the findings in the current study may be worthwhile. 
Most notably, an interesting finding emerged in which working with “challenging clients” was 
seen as a highly influential aspect of training. Another included therapists rating highly the 
experience of completing clinical notes/reflecting on a session after the fact. Probing these 
findings at a deeper level – even beyond what was reported in the qualitative section of this study 
– would be useful to truly comprehend what about these experiences is so important to training. 
The same goes for other quantitative rating items that emerged as influential. Some of these 
highly rated items were naturally elaborated in the qualitative sections (e.g., video supervision, 




others are not as clear (e.g., professor role play/live demonstration, extra readings for specific 
problems, etc.) Gaining insight into precisely why these aspects of training are helpful and 
influential may be of benefit in order to be able to offer these specific components. 
Comparative studies  
 The present study focused on a single training program. Other training programs – both 
within Canada and throughout the world – have different approaches to training 
psychotherapists. Similar studies to the current one, in which training therapist are queried about 
influential, helpful, and hindering aspects of their training, initiated in different training 
programs would be valuable. These studies could ultimately be compiled and compared to 
identify where therapist experiences converge and depart. Further, it may become apparent that 
there are universally helpful and hindering aspects of training. Additionally, this line of research 
would give exposure to a diverse set of international training programs, which may result in 
understudied methods of training emerging as important. The utility of such is apparent in that a 
wealth of information would be available that various training directors would be able to draw 






Does training experience relate to therapists’ performance? 
Method 
 While Study 1 was based on archival data and examined therapist effects on client 
outcome, Study 2 examined the same therapists’ perceptions of their training experiences. This 
effectively produced two data sets, one on performance and the other on perceptions of training. 
Study 3 aimed to combine these data sets to examine possible relationships between them. 
Approach to Data Analysis 
To examine how training experiences are related to therapist performance, therapists who 
were in the top- and bottom-ten composite rankings in Study 1 were selected to have their 
responses from Study 2 further analyzed. Top- and bottom-ten composite ranked therapists were 
chosen for further analyses as these groups represent opposite ends of the performance rankings 
and were thus thought to provide comparative groups worth investigating for potential 
differences in reported training experiences. The intention of this approach was to identify 
relationships between therapist performance and therapist-reported training experiences. First, a 
chi-square analysis was performed to determine if top- and bottom-ten ranked therapists varied 
significantly in the number of clients who achieved clinically significant change. Second, 
therapists who were ranked in the top- and bottom-ten from Study 1 and who also participated in 
Study 2 were identified. Third, differences in those therapists to open-ended questions and Likert 
item endorsements were examined for discrepancies in therapist-reported training experiences.  
Differences in outcome of clients treated by top- and bottom-ten ranked therapists 
 To determine if clients treated by top- and bottom-ranked therapists achieved 




differences in reported training experiences between these two groups, differences in the 
outcomes of their clients were examined. Outcomes of clients seen by most- and least-effective 
therapists were examined according to how the clinical significance of their change was 
classified by OQ-45 final session scores (“recovered,” “improved,” “no change” 
or “deteriorated”; with proportions from Table 5). As a group, top-10 therapists had 46.2% of 
clients “recover,” 30.2% “improve,” 23.6% “no change,” and 0% “deteriorate.” Conversely, 
bottom-ten ranked therapists had an average of 15.9% of their clients “recover,” 17.5% 
“improve,” 53.6% achieved “no change,” and 13% “deteriorated.” See Figure 14 for a display of 
the discrepancies in client outcome among most- and least-effective therapists.  
Figure 14 
Differences in Client Outcomes Between Top- and Bottom-10 Ranked Therapists 
 A chi-square test of independence was computed on the frequencies of these clinical 
significance indices. Results of this procedure indicated that the assumption of <20% of cells 
containing an expected count of less than 5 was violated. As such, Fisher’s Exact Test was 




that top-ranked therapists had significantly more clients who were classified as “recovered” and 
“improved” at termination whereas bottom-ranked therapists had significantly more clients 
classified as having achieved “no change” or “deteriorated” at termination. Cramer’s V = 0.48 for 
this test, indicating a medium-large effect.  
Identifying top- and bottom-ten ranked therapists’ responses in the data set 
Therapists whose data appeared in Study 1 and who also participated in Study 2 were 
deidentified using the same deidentification coding system which facilitated the matching of 
their composite rank (Study 1) and responses to training experiences queries (Study 2). As a 
reminder, a total of 35 therapists had their data analyzed in Study 1 to produce rankings in 
performance, from 1 (the top rank) to 35 (the bottom rank). Of those therapists, 25 also 
participated in Study 2. As such, a total of 10 therapists in Study 1 did not have data available for 
use in Study 3. Figure 15 displays a flow diagram of cases included in the current study.  
A consideration of missing data showed that of the 10 respondents whom did not have 
data available for both Studies 1 and 2, eight were evenly distributed across the top- and bottom-
ten composite ranked therapists. While there may be different explanations for why these top or 
bottom ranking therapists chose not to participate in Study 2 there appeared to be no systematic 
pattern in missing data. Thus, six top-ranked therapists and six bottom-ranked therapists with 
data were included in the current study. The six top-ranked therapists whose data were available 
for analysis in the current study were therapists ranked: a therapist tied for first rank, five, six, 
two therapists tied for seventh rank, and nine. The six bottom-ranked therapists whose data was 
available for analysis in the current study were therapists ranked: 26, two therapists tied for 27th 
rank, 29, 31, and one therapist tied for 34th rank (see bottom of Figure 15). To rule out the 




attributable to level of academic training or exposure to working with clients, the groups were 
also considered on variables such as the number of therapy training courses taken, number of 
clients seen, and the average number of sessions a therapist offered to clients. Table 6 shows 
descriptive statistics for these variables and suggests no reason to believe that experience or level 
of academic training or hours of therapy experience accrued might differentiate the top- and 
bottom-ranked therapists. The analyses that follow explore the possibility that rankings might be 
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Study 2: Current and former 
graduate trainees contacted to 
participate (n = 97) 
Current and former 
therapists who participated 
(n = 60) 
Study 1 therapists who 
also completed Study 2 
(n = 25) 
Study 3: Top- and 
bottom-ranked therapists 
included 
(n = 12) 
Top-ten ranked 
1. Included 
1. Not included 
3. Not included 













30. Not included 
31. Not included 
31. Included 
33. Not included 
34. Not included 
34. Included 
 
Note: Here in study 3 the 
rank numbers are preserved 
from study 1, to indicate 
each therapist's rank based 






Descriptive Statistics of Therapists’ Level of Experience in Study 3 by Top- vs. Bottom-6 Rank 
Therapist ranking 
in performance  
   Number of training 
courses taken 
Number of clients treated 
by therapist 
Average number of sessions in 
caseload  
Top-6 Bottom-6 Top-6 Bottom-6 Top-6 Bottom-6 Top-6 Bottom-6 
1 26 3 3 5 5 18 16 
5 27 3 2 9 4 12 15 
6 27 3 3 8 11 13 10 
7 29 3 3 7 9 17 12 
7 31 2 3 3 6 12 15 
9 34 3 2 9 4 11 14 
Note. Therapist rankings and associated descriptives correspond to Table 4 in Study 1. The findings in this table suggest that level of 






Results: Study 3 
Qualitative frequency analyses 
 In order to identify potential between-group differences regarding training themes 
reported by top- and bottom-ranked therapists, those therapists’ responses to Study 2 open-ended 
questions were identified to determine which category they belonged to. In doing so, researchers 
established frequency counts regarding how many top- or bottom-ranked therapists provided 
answers belonging to any given theme among Study 2 responses. This was done to determine if 
there were any differences in self-reported training experiences among therapists who had better 
and worse performances across objective rating metrics. Results of these analyses are reported 
separately for each question below, while figures are used to illustrate the contrasts in thematic 
endorsements between the two groups. As a reminder, because responses often contained more 
than one theme, the number of categories endorsed may exceed the number of total participants 
responding to the four questions.  
Helpful aspects of training  
 The six top-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate 
Supervision (n = 3), Working with challenging clients (n = 1), and Didactics (n = 4) categories. 
Within the Supervision category, the following subthemes were reported by top-ranked 
therapists: qualities of video supervision (n = 3) and comfort with being vulnerable and feeling 
supported in supervision (n = 1). Within the Didactics category, the following subthemes were 
reported: learning multiple therapeutic modalities (n = 2) and completing clinical coursework (n 
= 3).  
The six bottom-ranked therapists also provided responses that fell into the superordinate 




Within the Supervision category, the following subthemes were reported by bottom-ranked 
therapists: qualities of video supervision (n = 5), qualities of group supervision (n = 1), and 
comfort with being vulnerable and feeling supported in supervision (n = 2). Within the Didactics 
category, the following subtheme was reported: learning multiple therapeutic modalities (n = 2). 





Figure 16  
Helpful Aspects of Training Responses as Reported by Top- and Bottom-Ranked Therapists 
 
T = top-ranked therapist 
B = bottom-ranked therapist 
Categories colour-coded by: 
       = both samples 
       = top-ranked therapists only 
       = bottom-ranked therapists only  
       = neither sample
Helpful Aspects of 
Training (n=6T + 
n=6B)
Supervision (n=3T + 
n=5B)
Qualities of video 
supervision (n=3T + 
n=5B)
Comfort with being 
vulnerable and 
feeling supported in 
supervision (n=1T + 
n=2B)
Qualities of group 
supervision (n=1B)
(e.g., attending 
supervion of other’s 
work, group 











modalities (n=2T + 
n=2B)
Learning specific 
skills (n=0T + n=0B)
Qualities of courses 
(n=3T)
(e.g., viewing video 
examples of experts, 
didactic and clinical 






Hindering aspects of training  
The six top-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate 
Inadequate supervision (n = 4), and PSRC clientele concerns (n = 2) categories. Within the 
Inadequate supervision category, the following subthemes were endorsed: critical supervisory 
environment (n = 1), supervisor rigidity (n = 1), and vague and unclear supervision (n = 3).  
The six bottom-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate 
Inadequate supervision (n = 6) and Lack of opportunity for training in specific areas (n = 1) 
categories. Within the Inadequate supervision category, the following subthemes were endorsed: 
critical supervisory environment (n = 4), supervisor rigidity (n = 2), and vague and unclear 




Figure 17  




T = top-ranked therapists 
B = bottom-ranked therapists 
Categories colour-coded by: 
       = both samples 
       = top-ranked therapists only 
       = bottom-ranked therapists only  
       = neither sample
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Memorable aspects of training  
The six top-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate 
Memorable clinical experiences (n = 4), Supervision (n = 2), and moments of pivotal insight 
arrived at independently (n = 2) categories. Within the Memorable clinical experiences category, 
the following subthemes were endorsed: experiences of competence (n = 4) and 
important/memorable clinical moments (n = 1). Within the Supervision category, the following 
subthemes were endorsed: feeling supported through a difficulty (n = 1) and skill-enhancing 
supervisory feedback (n = 1). 
The six bottom-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate 
Memorable clinical experiences (n = 1), Supervision (n = 4), and moments of pivotal insight 
arrived at independently (n = 1) categories. Within the Memorable clinical experiences category, 
only the important/memorable clinical moments (n = 1) theme was endorsed. Within the 
Supervision category, the following subthemes were endorsed: feedback contributing to a 
personal insight (n =2), feeling supported through a difficulty (n = 2), and a generally supportive 





Memorable Aspects of Training Responses as Reported by Top- and Bottom-Ranked Therapists
 
T = top-ranked therapists 
B = bottom-ranked therapists 
Categories colour-coded by: 
       = both samples 
       = top-ranked therapists only 
       = bottom-ranked therapists only  
       = neither sample
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Personal impacts of training  
The six top-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate Personal 
growth (n = 4) and Relationships with others (n = 4) categories. Within the Personal growth 
category, endorsed subthemes included: self-understanding and personal insight (n = 3) and 
reduction in self-criticism (n = 2). Within the Relationships with others category, endorsed 
subthemes included: more empathy and validation toward others (n = 2), understand others 
better (n = 1), and insight into relationships (n = 2). 
The six bottom-ranked therapists provided responses that fell into the superordinate 
Personal growth (n = 4), Personal application of material (n = 3) and Relationships with others 
(n = 4) categories. Within the Personal growth category, endorsed subthemes included: self-
understanding and personal insight (n = 2) and greater emotional awareness (n = 3). Within the 
Personal application of material category, subthemes endorsed included broad application of 
techniques (n = 2) and emotion regulation (n = 1). Within the Relationships with others 
category, endorsed subthemes included: more empathy and validation toward others (n = 3) and 






Personal Impacts of Training Responses as Reported by Top- and Bottom-Ranked Therapists 
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Following the exploration of differences among qualitative category endorsements, high- 
and low-ranked therapists’ responses to quantitative items regarding PSRC training experiences 
were then examined for between-group differences. The 47 items included in the current 
analyses were those that explicitly queried aspects of PSRC training as part of the measure in 
Study 2 (i.e., “Throughout your psychotherapy training at the PSRC, how much influence have 
the following had on your development as a therapist? 0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 
6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much”). The data analytic procedures employed for this 
portion of the study were informed by an exploratory approach that emphasizes the examination 
of effect sizes and confidence intervals to compare groups. This strategy was used rather than 
null hypothesis significance testing, which is considered a flawed and inconsistent approach 
(Cumming, 2014). Further, this estimation approach, a straightforward and intuitive one, is most 
appropriate for the small group sizes present in the current study. To analyze group differences 
among these questions, means and their 95% confidence intervals, as well as effect sizes, for top- 
and bottom-six ranked therapists were calculated for all 47 items. Comparisons of all items can 
be found below in Table 7. Between group differences were then plotted with error bars at the 
95% confidence interval for items that showed a between-group difference of >0.8. This 
threshold was chosen as items with a smaller between-group difference tended to have near-
complete overlap between their 95% confidence intervals. Plotting between-group differences of 
items with >0.8 mean separation allowed for a visual examination of group differences (which 
can be found in Appendices F – K). Please note that each group of top- and bottom-ranked 
therapists contains n = 6 therapists unless otherwise indicated. Table 7 contains complete 






Mean Differences Between Top- and Bottom-Six Ranked Therapists Across PSRC Training Items 
Item Mean(sd) 95%CI for Mean Cohen’s d 
Didactics Top-6 Bottom-6 Top-6 Bottom-6  
Completing readings about the 
theory of the orientation you’re 
learning 
7.83(2.40) 7.33(1.21) 5.91 – 9.75 6.36 – 8.3 0.26 
Completing readings about cases 
treated 
5.00(2.52) 6.33(1.03) 2.99 – 7.01 5.51 – 7.15 0.69 
Completing readings of 
transcripts of therapy sessions 
4.2(2.77)a 6.5(1.22) 1.78 – 6.62 5.53 – 7.47 1.08 
Attending didactic lectures in 
therapy courses 
7.16(1.60) 7.33(2.06) 5.88 – 8.44 5.68 – 8.98 0.09 
Having theory-based questions 
answered by your professor 
7.5(2.42) 7.5(1.64) 5.56 – 9.44 6.19 – 8.81 - 
Viewing video examples of 
therapists working with clients 
8.33(1.96) 8.83(1.60) 6.76 – 9.90 7.55-10.00 0.27 
Completing assignments in 
therapy courses 
5.50(2.25) 6.33(1.50) 3.70 – 7.30 5.10 – 7.50 0.43 
Completing extra readings 
relevant to specific problems 
presented by specific clients you 
have seen 
7.50(2.34) 8.00(1.41) 5.63 – 9.37 6.87-9.13 0.25 
Giving or attending case 
presentations 
5.00(3.28) 6.16(1.72) 2.38 – 7.62 4.79 – 5.73 0.44 
Completing written case 
formulations of clients 
7.50(2.58) 7.83(1.32) 5.44 – 9.56 6.77 – 8.89 0.16 
Practice/skills training 
     
Participating in role plays or live 
practice with other students 
7.66(2.5) 5.66(1.63) 5.66 – 9.66 4.36 – 6.96 0.95 
Watching your professor do role 
plays or live demonstrations 
with students as clients 
8.33(2.73) 7.4(1.51)a  6.15 – 10.00 6.08 – 8.72 0.42 
Applying skills and techniques 
learned in therapy courses to 
yourself 
5.66(2.73) 6.5(1.51) 3.48 – 7.84 5.3 – 7.7 0.38 
Supervision 
     
Receiving video-based 
individual supervision from your 
professors 
9.33(1.03) 8.33(2.73) 8.51 – 10.00 6.15 – 10.00 0.49 
Receiving consultation-based 
individual supervision from your 
professors 




Observing others receive 




7.83(1.72) 4.61 – 7.71 6.46 – 9.21 0.91 
Table 7 Continued 
Item Mean(sd) 95%CI for Mean Cohen’s d 
 
Top-6 Bottom-6 Top-6 Bottom-6  
Receiving supervision from 
peers 
6.16(1.94) 7.83(1.72) 4.61 – 7.71 6.45 – 9.21 0.91 
Providing supervision to peers 6.00(1.67) 6.83(1.72) 4.66 – 7.34 5.45 – 8.21 0.49 
Reviewing your therapy videos 
on your own time 
6.67(1.96) 6.67(2.33) 5.10 – 8.24 4.81 – 8.53 - 
Completing practicum 
evaluations with supervisors at 
the end of each semester 
5.00(2.60) 4.83(2.92) 2.92 – 7.08 2.49 – 7.17 0.06 
Work with clients 
     
Working with clients who you 
find challenging 
8.66(1.21) 9.16(0.98) 7.69 – 9.63 8.38 – 9.94 0.45 
Working with clients who do not 
seem to respond to the 
techniques relevant to the 
orientation you are 
learning/practicing 
5.4(1.81)a  8.16(1.46) 3.83 – 7.23 7 – 9.32 1.68 
Working with clients with whom 
you find it difficult to form a 
therapeutic relationship 
6.33(1.63) 8.5(1.04) 5.03 – 7.63 7.67 – 9.33 1.69 
Working with clients who you 
find do not present any 
challenges 
4.00(1.22)a 5.55(2.88)b  2.94 – 5.06 2.73 – 8.28 0.70 
Viewing client’s scores on the 
OQ-45 prior to sessions 
4.00(3.22) 6.00(1.67) 1.43 – 6.57 4.67 – 7.33 0.78 
Viewing clients’ HAT responses 
following a session 
7.5(2.73) 8.16(1.16) 5.32 – 9.68 7.24 – 9.08 0.32 
Viewing the client’s responses 
to the WAI  
6.33(3.72) 6.66(1.63) 3.35 – 9.31 5.36 – 7.96 0.11 
Viewing the client’s responses 
to the SEQ 
3.33(4.80) 4.33(3.44) 0.00 – 7.17 1.58 – 7.08 0.23 
The overall training I received in 
setting goals with clients in 
therapy 
6.33(2.58) 6.33(1.36) 4.27 – 8.39 5.24 – 7.42 - 
The overall training I received in 
what to do or what to say in 
session (tasks) 
7.16(1.83) 7.50(1.22) 5.70 – 8.62 6.52 – 8.48 0.21 
The overall training I received in 
being empathic and relating to 
the client in session 




The overall training I received in 
using specific therapeutic 
interventions 
7.66(2.25) 8.00(1.09) 5.86 – 9.46 7.13 – 8.87 0.19 
Table 7 Continued 
Item Mean(sd) 95%CI for Mean Cohen’s d 
 
Top-6 Bottom-6 Top-6 Bottom-6  
The overall training I received in 
perceiving client in-session 
process  
9.16(1.16) 8.33(1.75) 8.24 – 10.00 6.93 – 9.73 0.56 
The overall training I received in 
case formulation and how to 
understand client problems 
9.16(1.32) 7.83(1.47) 8.11 – 10.00 6.66 – 9.00 0.95 
The overall training I received in 
being a certain kind of person 
when working in session 
6.80(2.77)a 6.20(1.64)a 4.58 – 9.02 4.89 – 7.51 0.26 
Other 
     
Feeling mentored by a particular 
professor or supervisor 
8.6(1.94)a 7.16(3.94) 6.90 – 10.00 4.33 – 9.99 0.51 
Talking about psychotherapy 
theory or practice in either 
formal or informal settings 
7.16(3.06) 6.66(2.16) 4.71 – 9.61 4.13 – 8.69 0.18 
The experience of therapy 
practica outside the PSRC 
5.66(2.8) 8.2(2.48)a 3.42 – 7.90 6.03 – 10.00 0.96 
Receiving personal 
psychotherapy 
6.50(0.71)d 6.33(2.08)c 5.93 – 7.07 4.67 – 7.99 0.11 
Learning about career directions 4.00(3.16)b 3.60(0.54)a 1.47 – 6.53 3.17 – 4.03 0.17 
Hearing about case examples or 
how therapists have dealt with 
specific issues 
6.66(2.73) 7.83(1.47) 4.48 – 8.84 6.66 – 9.00 0.53 
Applying psychotherapy 
theories to your everyday life 
6.66(1.96) 6.00(2.00) 5.09 – 8.23 4.40 – 7.60 0.33 
The professional setting, support 
staff, or the facility where you 
practiced 
4.50(2.94) 5.33(3.32) 2.15 – 6.85 2.67 – 7.99 0.26 
Reflecting on your emerging 
identity as a clinician and health 
care provider 
6.5(3.56) 7.33(1.75) 3.65 – 9.35 5.93 – 8.73 0.30 
Spending time visualizing or 
reflecting on how you anticipate 
a therapy session going 
5.66(3.55) 5.16(2.63) 2.82 – 8.50 3.06 – 7.26 0.16 
Writing clinical notes or 
thinking about how a recent 
session went 
5.83(3.92) 7.16(1.32) 3.50 – 8.16 6.11 – 8.21 0.59 
Learning findings from 
psychotherapy research 
5.66(3.07) 7.00(2) 3.21 – 8.11 5.40 – 8.60 0.51 
Note. Both groups contain n = 6 therapists each unless otherwise specified. a = based on a reduced sample  





Five didactic items revealed between-group mean differences > 0.8. First was the item 
“Completing readings about cases treated” which top-ranked therapists endorsed to a lesser 
degree than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect size of d = 0.69. The next 
discriminating item was “Completing readings of transcripts of therapy sessions” which top-
ranked therapists (n = 5) again endorsed to a lesser extent than bottom-ranked therapists, 
resulting in a large effect size of d = 1.08. The item “Giving or attending case presentations” was 
endorsed by top-ranked therapists to a lesser extent than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a 
medium effect size of d = 0.44. The item “Completing assignments in therapy courses” was 
endorsed stronger by low-ranked therapists resulting in an effect of d = 0.43. Lastly the item 
“Giving or attending case presentations” was also endorsed stronger by low-ranked therapists 
with an effect of d = 0.44. See Appendix F for plots of these items. 
Practice/skills training  
 All three items in this section discriminated between top- and bottom-ranked therapists. 
First, “Participating in role plays or live practice with other students” received greater endorsement 
from top-ranked therapists than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a large effect size of d = 
0.95. The next item yielded similar results as “Watching your professor do role plays or live 
demonstrations with students as clients” was endorsed by top-ranked therapists stronger than 
bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect size of d = 0.42. Lastly, the item 
“Applying skills and techniques learned in therapy courses to yourself” was endorsed to a lesser 
degree by top-ranked therapists than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a small effect size of 





 Five items in the supervision domain discriminated between groups. The first item was 
“Receiving video-based individual supervision from your professors” which top-ranked 
therapists endorsed more strongly than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect 
size of d = 0.49. The item “Receiving consultation-based individual supervision from your 
professors” revealed the opposite dynamic as top-ranked therapists endorsed the item to a lesser 
extent than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a large effect size of d = 1.11. The third 
discriminating item in the supervision category was “Observing others receive supervision 
during group supervision” which top-ranked therapists endorsed weaker than bottom-ranked 
therapists, resulting in a large effect size of d = 0.91. Two items relating to peer supervision were 
also endorsed to a greater extent by bottom-ranked therapists: “Receiving supervision from 
peers,” (d = 0.91), and “Providing supervision to peers” (d = 0.49). See Appendix H for a visual 
representation of these differences.  
Work with clients  
 The next category examined was clinical work with clients which revealed a total of five 
discriminating items. First was the item “Working with clients who do not seem to respond to the 
techniques relevant to the orientation you are learning/practicing” which top-ranked therapists 
endorsed to a lesser extent than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a large effect size of d = 
1.68. The next item revealed a similar gap between groups, as “Working with clients with whom 
you find it difficult to form a therapeutic relationship” was endorsed weaker by top-ranked 
therapists than bottom-ranked ones, resulting in a large effect size of d = 1.59. Thirdly, the item 
“Working with clients who you find do not present any challenges” was again endorsed weaker 




0.70. Two discriminating items in this domain involved measures used before and after every 
therapy session at the PSRC. First, “Viewing client’s scores on the OQ-45 prior to sessions” was 
endorsed by top-ranked therapists to a lesser degree than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a 
medium effect size of d = 0.78. Secondly, the item “Viewing clients’ HAT responses following a 
session” was again endorsed weaker by top-ranked therapists than bottom-ranked therapists, 
resulting in a small effect size of d = 0.32. See Appendix I for plots of these items. 
Overall experiences  
 Three items in the overall training category discriminated between groups. The first item 
was “The overall training I received in being empathic and relating to the client in session” was 
endorsed stronger by top-ranked therapists than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium 
effect size of d = 0.77. Next, “The overall training I received in perceiving client in-session 
process (e.g., noticing emotion, thoughts, behaviors, etc.)” was also endorsed by top-ranked 
therapists to a greater extent than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect size of d 
= 0.56. Lastly was the item “The overall training I received in case formulation and how to 
understand client problems” was again endorsed by top-ranked therapists to a greater degree than 
bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a large effect size of d = 0.95. Appendix J contains plots of 
these between-group differences. 
Other  
 A total of six items in the other category discriminated between groups. First, “Feeling 
mentored by a particular professor or supervisor” was endorsed by top-ranked therapists stronger 
than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect size of d = 0.51. Second, the item 
“The experience of therapy practica outside the PSRC” was endorsed by top-ranked therapists 




“Hearing about case examples or how therapists have dealt with specific issues, (either from 
your professors, from peers, or others)” was endorsed weaker by top-ranked therapists than by 
bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect size of d = 0.53. This was followed by the 
item “Reflecting on your emerging identity as a clinician and health care provider” which was 
endorsed by top-ranked therapists to a lesser degree than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a 
small effect size of d = 0.30. The next item, “Writing clinical notes or thinking about how a 
recent session went” was endorsed by top-ranked therapists to a lesser extent than bottom-ranked 
therapists, yielding a medium effect size of d = 0.59. The final discriminating item was 
“Learning findings from psychotherapy research” which was endorsed by top-ranked therapists 
weaker than bottom-ranked therapists, resulting in a medium effect size of d = 0.51. See 
Appendix K for between-group plots.  
Discussion: Study 3 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate relationships between therapist performance 
and self-reported training experiences. This study was undertaken to determine if therapists who 
tended to perform better and those whose performance was less impressive report meaningfully 
different training experiences. Two separate avenues were pursued to investigate the existence of 
such differences. Both matched high- and low-ranked therapists from Study 1 with their 
responses to Study 2 inquiries. First, therapist responses to open-ended questions that resulted in 
the establishment of qualitative themes were examined to determine if high- and low-ranked 
therapists tended to report different varieties of experience for the four questions examined in 
Study 2. Second, mean differences in response to items that asked therapists to rate the extent to 




examined to determine if high- and low-ranked therapists place different levels of value on 
different aspects of training.   
 Given the relatively small sample size (based on the intersection of Study 1 and Study 2), 
the current findings should be regarded as exploratory. A pilot of this kind that examines both 
therapist rankings and their reported training experience is novel, and the need for exploratory 
data in the field gives licence at this time to offer tentative findings based on the small and cross-
sectional sample. In light of this, findings are offered tentatively. The meaning ascribed to them 
herein should be considered initial directions of interest and less as pronouncements of definitive 
differences between high- and low-ranked therapists.    
Interpretation of Exploratory Findings 
Top-ranked therapists seem to take an experiential approach, while bottom-ranked therapists 
appear to rely on conventional learning methods  
 A set of between-group differences emerged that seem to suggest that top- and bottom-
ranked therapists are learning psychotherapy in different ways. Specifically, top-ranked 
therapists appear to value experiential learning methods (role plays with other students and their 
professors/supervisors) and direct supervision of their work (video supervision), in other words, 
the doing and being of psychotherapy training. These same therapists appear to place higher 
value on a nebulous set of skills acquired throughout their training as they more strongly 
endorsed “The overall training I received in being empathic and relating to the client in session” 
and “…perceiving client in-session process (e.g., noticing emotion, thoughts, behaviors, etc.).” 
These two items suggest a relative comfort with ambiguity and creativity in the process of 
learning psychotherapy as these skills are not concrete or rote in nature. Further, they are 




 In contrast, lower-ranked therapists appear to place a higher value on more conventional, 
rote modes of learning like reading (case examples and session transcripts) and observing 
(attending case presentations and group supervision). While low-ranked therapists do endorse the 
value of video-based supervision (in quantitative and qualitative results), they also appear to feel 
stronger than those ranked highly about consultation-based supervision. This may reflect a 
greater desire from bottom-ranked therapists to receive hard and fast answers about clinical work 
whereas top-ranked therapists prioritize feedback on their recorded performance. In addition to 
low-ranked therapists’ endorsement of conventional forms of learning, they rate higher the use of 
the OQ-45 and HAT measures. This may be an indication of low-ranked therapists’ reliance on 
and desire for objective knowing. Perhaps, in lieu of having a sense themselves of how the 
therapy is progressing, these therapists place an emphasis on external measures of therapy 
progress in order to gain clarity regarding the trajectory of the work. This reliance is likely 
related to the aforementioned emphasis low-ranked therapists place on factual knowledge. These 
findings suggest a relative discomfort with the ambiguity, open-endedness, and subjectivity of 
the therapeutic endeavour in favour of attempts to accumulate factual knowledge, know 
objectively, and obtain a sense of security in concrete answers. This is contrasted with the being 
and doing of high-ranked therapists who appear comfortable with the ambiguity and subjectivity 
of psychotherapy and more focused on the development of their therapeutic skills through 
experiential learning and by exhibiting samples of their work. The discrepancy between these 
groups might be best characterised as one of approaching psychotherapy as an art (top-ranked 




Top-ranked therapists have different supervision preferences  
 In extrapolating further from the aforementioned differences between top- and bottom-
ranked therapists’ endorsement of video- versus consultation-based supervision, a discrepancy 
appears to exist in which top-ranked therapists approach therapy supervision with a clearer idea 
of what their needs are. Greater clarity with respect to supervisory needs is reflected in their 
stronger endorsement of video over consultation-based supervision. Prioritizing video 
supervision suggests that top-ranked therapists appear to have conviction regarding the areas of 
their work in which they require feedback and so elicit such by presenting recordings of their 
sessions. Low-ranked therapists’ higher endorsement of receiving consultation-based supervision 
may indicate that they are less clear about the specific aspects of their sessions that require 
feedback and so seek to have questions about case formulation and therapy trajectory answered 
(two areas that lend themselves to consultation-based supervision). Further, low-ranked 
therapists endorsed “Observing others receive supervision in group supervision” higher, 
suggesting that they are more content than top-ranked therapists to sit back and observe their 
peers’ supervision. This finding is likewise reflected in the fact that zero top-ranked therapists 
mentioned group supervision as a helpful aspect of training in qualitative findings.     
 The notion that top-ranked therapists experience greater conviction and clarity when it 
comes to what they want to get out of supervision is again reflected in qualitative findings 
regarding hindering aspects of training. In the superordinate category Inadequate supervision 
top-ranked therapists’ answers tended to fall into the vague and unclear supervision (n=3T, 
n=1B) subtheme whereas low-ranked therapists’ responses tended to fall into the critical 
supervisory environment (n=1T, n=4B) theme. This may be an indication that when high-ranking 




specific concerns they entered it with sufficiently addressed. However, it appears that when low-
ranking therapists are dissatisfied with supervision, it is because they felt as though they were 
being criticized. Cumulatively, these results indicate that high-ranked therapists prefer 
supervision when it is directed at them individually, with their recorded work on display, and 
with sufficient attention paid to the specific concerns they raise.   
 Lastly, top- and bottom-ranked therapists had different preferences when it came to peer 
supervision. Lower-ranked therapists rated both receiving and providing peer supervision higher 
than did high-ranked therapists. This finding might again reflect the tendency of top-ranked 
therapists to prefer supervision that is provided directly to them by their clinical supervisor, as 
they generally appear to value faculty members’ expertise as the most important supervision 
resource. Lower-ranked therapists, however, tended to place a stronger emphasis on group 
supervision. Their tendency to more strongly endorse the provision and receipt of peer 
supervision may be an extension of that preference in that a peer supervisor generally represents 
a less critical, less evaluative source of supervision. Further, the camaraderie, connection, and 
common understanding that is often comforting component of peer-to-peer supervision may be 
reflected in these ratings.  
Top-ranked therapists appear to generally endorse their PSRC training more strongly  
 One telling item that discriminated between the two groups was “The experience of 
therapy practica outside the PSRC,” which low-ranked therapists endorsed more strongly. This 
indicates that low-ranking therapists seem more likely to argue that external practica were of 
higher value. Perhaps their strong endorsement of this item suggests that these therapists view 
their performance struggles (assuming they were aware of them) in PSRC therapy courses as a 




better somewhere else”). This is consistent with the stronger endorsement of the item “Feeling 
mentored by a particular professor or supervisor” by high-ranking therapists which suggests that 
these therapists felt, to a greater extent, that a professor or supervisor was invested in their 
training. Another possibility, though, is that bottom ranking therapists simply did not get the 
training and mentorship that worked for them at the PSRC. In fact, perhaps they received more 
of the kind of mentorship they needed at other therapy practica.  
 Another finding that bears consideration in this context is the frequency discrepancy in 
the experiences of competence theme in the memorable aspects of training question. A total of n 
= 4 high-ranking therapists reported this theme as one of the most memorable aspects of their 
training at the PSRC, while zero low-ranking therapists’ answers fell into this theme. This 
finding supports the notion that real differences exist between these groups and that bottom-
ranked therapists may not have valued their training at the PSRC as highly because they did not 
get the experience of feeling like an effective therapist. Taken together, these findings indicate 
that the top-ranked therapists valued their training at the PSRC more, possibly in part due to 
feeling that they were effective therapists who enjoyed mentorship from certain professors.        
Accounting for counterintuitive findings  
 The results of three items stand out as somewhat counterintuitive: low-ranked therapists’ 
higher endorsement of “Working with clients who you find challenging,” “Working with clients 
who do not respond to the orientation you are learning” and “Clients with whom you find it 
difficult to form a relationship.” One potential explanation for these results lies in how the two 
groups might be interpreting these questions. It is quite likely that bottom-ranked therapists are 
learning from working with cases, but what is different is what they consider a “challenging 




that what top ranking therapists and bottom ranking therapists consider and are referring to as a 
“challenging case” are categorically different in nature, and that the lower the ranking of the 
therapist the more likely that any case is considered a challenging case (i.e., the appraisal of what 
is a “challenging client” is relative to one’s own skill set).   
Limitations and Cautions 
First, as outlined in the limitations of Study 1, therapist performance was evaluated based 
on relatively small caseloads. The matter of small sample size is carried forward to the present 
study, as comparison groups were also small (n = 6 in each). Second is the fact that the cross-
sectional design of this study means the data offer a snapshot of psychotherapists early in their 
training. The study is not longitudinal in nature and thus the findings do not necessarily capture 
developmental trajectories of the therapists included. As such, it may be the case that those 
classified as “low-ranked” therapists in the present study are not categorically different from 
those classified as “high-ranked” therapists but are simply behind in development relative to that 
group. That being said, the descriptive statistics outlined in Table 6 do seem to suggest that both 
groups have similar levels training and experience, which helps rule out the confound, at least 
from a simplistic perspective (i.e., number of courses taken) but not from a more complex 
viewpoint (i.e., personal maturity or emotional development). 
Third, a study on training and learning lends itself to causal interpretations although these 
need to be suspended in the current study. Assuming the associations based on small sample 
sizes are meaningful, one cannot assume that high ranking therapists became high ranking 
through the training methods that they most valued, endorsed, or sought out. There are other 
factors that might lead a therapist to be among the top performers. More critically, top-ranking 




certain training experiences that best matched them or their abilities; and likewise for bottom-
ranking therapists. In short, while top ranking therapists might be describing their preferred 
training experiences, therapists of different ranks likely have different training needs. So, if 
bottom-ranking therapists had been given more training experiences endorsed by top-ranking 
therapists, it may not actually have been a good match for their training needs. In short, the issue 
of causal direction interacts with the question of developmental trajectory, in that different causal 
factors (i.e., training experiences) may be needed at different stages in development. However, a 




The present dissertation involved the investigation of associations between therapist 
effects in an outpatient psychotherapy clinic with aspects of training deemed important or 
influential by graduate students in clinical psychology. In the initial Study 1, the clinical 
outcomes of clients who were treated by therapists who practiced two or more therapeutic 
orientations were examined. Meaningful therapist effects were found regarding both magnitude 
of change (i.e., raw pre-post symptomatology differences) and efficiency of change (i.e., 
modeled symptom reduction per therapy session). In Study 2, a sample of the same graduate 
students responded to a questionnaire inquiring about their perspectives on training experiences. 
A mixed-methods approach was taken to address questions regarding what trainees deemed was 
helpful, influential, or hindering, among others, to their development. Multiple structures of 
themes were identified when therapists reflected on their helpful training experiences, including 
the importance of feeling supported by supervisors while being encouraged to develop a unique 
therapist identity, and the perceived value of group and video supervision. Alternately, therapists 
cited perceived experiences of critical supervisory environments as well as supervisor rigidity as 
especially hindering. Finally, in Study 3, the preceding two investigations were combined to 
identify relationships between training experiences, as reported by trainees, and psychotherapy 
performance. Therapists who had the largest positive associations with client improvement 
placed high value on didactic training experiences related to doing and being, including engaging 
in role plays and receiving video supervision. Therapists who were associated with less client 
improvement compared to their peers placed higher value on didactic experiences that generally 
provided opportunities for the accumulation of concrete knowledge, including reading about case 




experiences that involved ambiguity and nuance. This third study is the first to relate therapist 
rankings to training experiences and has implications for the optimal training of psychotherapists 
explore below. 
Implications for training 
How can these findings be implemented to facilitate development? 
 To consider how the findings of the present study might be effectively put to use in a 
practical manner, pathways are offered to suggest how training therapists may tangibly benefit 
from what was revealed in this study. However, with the previously outlined limitations in mind, 
one cannot assume that therapists at all levels of training and development have the same needs 
and would equally benefit from what is reported as valuable to top-ranking therapists.  
 Emphasize experiential aspects of learning. A divide emerged in which higher ranked 
therapists appeared to place greater value on the experiential components of learning (e.g., role 
playing) whereas lower-raked therapists seemed to emphasize reading and observing. This is an 
intuitive finding. Psychotherapy is an active, living exchange that requires engagement with 
one’s entire being when practicing it. As such, it stands to reason that effective preparation for 
such an activity would be action-based and require personal engagement. For therapists who are 
ready for it, role playing with other students (in both the role of client and therapist) as well as 
with one’s professor would necessarily prepare one more sufficiently for the live practice of 
psychotherapy than would studying case examples and transcripts of sessions. The fact that the 
high-ranked therapists placed a premium, relative to low-ranked ones, on activities that are 
effective approximations of the practice of psychotherapy indicates that they gained more from 
these methods. As such, the deliberate emphasis on these methods for all therapists in 




no place for reading about case examples or therapy transcripts within a training context, but 
ensuring that students spend time practicing using (and being recipients of) the skills that they 
will eventually require in real therapeutic exchanges appears to be a worthy training task.  
 Emphasize viewing video over case consultation in supervision. Just as consideration 
ought to be given to what types of learning methods are the most impactful when it comes to 
improving clinical skill in training therapists, so too should attention be paid to the modes of 
supervision that are most helpful. In this regard, top-ranked therapists placed a higher emphasis 
on video supervision than did low-ranked therapists. Low-performing therapists did value video 
supervision, but they also placed a higher value on consultation-based supervision than did top-
ranked therapists. This may suggest that video supervision may prove a higher-yield activity than 
consultation-based supervision – but again, it may also reflect fundamentally discrepant needs 
between therapists at varying developmental stages. Again, this line of thought is intuitively 
sound, as it stands to reason that receiving feedback on a recording of one’s actual work 
represents the possibility to receive more precise feedback in which one’s supervisor can 
accurately assess the goings on of a session and respond accordingly. Consultation-based 
supervision does not offer an equivalent opportunity. However, what it might offer is an 
opportunity for lesser-developed therapists to have concrete questions asked an answered. Such 
may reflect the needs of those therapists who possibly are not yet prepared to benefit from the 
nature of feedback provided during video supervision. This mode of supervision is restricted to 
whatever account the therapist chooses to present which may or may not be completely accurate, 
may contain biases and unfounded assumptions, and may omit – unintentionally or not – critical 
details that would inform the variety of feedback they would otherwise receive. As such, it may 




consultation-based supervision. Video supervision is necessarily a more time-consuming task 
which poses logistical concerns with respect to its more frequent use in group supervision 
settings. One option for students to benefit from it more frequently without overburdening group 
supervision is to use one-on-one appointments with senior peer supervisors. Such would allow 
for the more regular use of video supervision without demanding more time in group supervision 
sessions. Finding ways to increase use of video supervision may prove fruitful in enhancing the 
skill of those therapists who tend to be associated with suboptimal clinical outcomes.     
Future Directions 
 The current study is a foray into examining how therapist training experiences and 
performance may be related. It is an important step for research regarding consideration of how 
evidence-based training decisions might best be made. The inclusion of larger samples, more 
training sites, and more training programs would greatly benefit subsequent investigations of this 
topic. Research designs that support greater confidence in the causality of conclusions would be 
ideal (e.g., longitudinal designs). As with Studies 1 and 2, other perspectives and sources of input 
(e.g., supervisor and client feedback) would provide more well-rounded accounts of relationships 
between therapist performance and development. The author hopes that the findings herein 
stimulate more research in the crucial area of understanding how best to train psychotherapists to 
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Appendix A: Outcome Questionnaire (OQ-45.2) 
Instructions: Looking back over the last week, including today, help us understand how you 
have been feeling. Read each item carefully and fill the circle completely which best describes 
your current situation. For this questionnaire, work is defined as employment, school, 
housework, volunteer work, and so forth.  
1. I get along well with others. 
2. I tire quickly. 
3. I feel no interest in things. 
4. I feel stressed at work/school. 
5. I blame myself for things. 
6. I feel irritated. 
7. I feel unhappy in my marriage/significant relationship. 
8. I have thoughts of ending my life. 
9. I feel weak. 
10. I feel fearful. 
11. After heavy drinking, I need a drink the next morning to get going. (If you do not drink, 
mark “never”). 
12. I find my work/school satisfying. 
13. I am a happy person. 
14. I work/study too much. 
15. I feel worthless. 
16. I am concerned about family troubles. 
17. I have an unfulfilling sex life. 
18. I feel lonely. 
19. I have frequent arguments. 
20. I feel loves and wanted. 
21. I enjoy my spare time. 
22. I have difficulty concentrating.  
23. I feel hopeless about the future.  
24. I like myself. 
25. Disturbing thoughts come into my mind that I cannot get rid of. 
26. I feel annoyed by people who criticize my drinking (or drug use). (If not applicable, mark 
“never”).  
27. I have an upset stomach. 
28. I am not working/studying as well as I used to. 
29. My heart pounds too much.  
30. I have trouble getting along with friends and close acquaintances. 
31. I am satisfied with my life.  
32. I have trouble at work/school because of drinking or drug use. (If not applicable, mark 
“never”). 
33. I feel that something bad is going to happen.  
34. I have sore muscles. 




36. I feel nervous.  
37. I feel my love relationships are full and complete. 
38. I feel that I am not doing well at work/school. 
39. I have too many disagreements at work/school. 
40. I feel something is wrong with my mind.  
41. I have trouble falling asleep or staying asleep.  
42. I feel blue. 
43. I am satisfied with my relationships with others. 
44. I feel angry enough at work/school to do something I might regret. 
45. I have headaches.  
 
Individuals select one of the following 5 options for each question above: 
 






Appendix B: Working Alliance Inventory – Short Revised Sample 
Instructions:  Below is a list of statements and questions about experiences people might have 
with their therapy or therapist. Some items refer directly to your therapist with an underlined 
space -- as you read the sentences, mentally insert the name of your therapist in place of ______ 
in the text. Think about your experience in therapy, and decide which category best describes 
your own experience. 
 
Please take your time to consider each question carefully. 
 
1. As a result of these sessions I am clearer as to how I might be able to change. 
     
Seldom Sometimes Fairly Often Very Often Always 
2. What I am doing in therapy gives me new ways of looking at my problem. 
     
Always Very Often Fairly Often Sometimes Seldom 
3.  I believe___likes me. 
     
Seldom Sometimes Fairly Often Very Often Always 
4. ___and I collaborate on setting goals for my therapy. 
     
Seldom Sometimes Fairly Often Very Often Always 
5. ___and I respect each other. 
     
Always Very Often Fairly Often Sometimes Seldom 
6. ___and I are working towards mutually agreed upon goals. 
     
Always Very Often Fairly Often Sometimes Seldom 
7.  I feel that___appreciates me. 
     




8.  _____ and I agree on what is important for me to work on. 
     
Always Very Often Fairly Often Sometimes Seldom 
9. I feel _____ cares about me even when I do things that he/she does not approve of. 
     
Seldom Sometimes Fairly Often Very Often Always 
10.  I feel that the things I do in therapy will help me to accomplish the changes that I want. 
     
Always Very Often Fairly Often Sometimes Seldom 
11. _____ and I have established a good understanding of the kind of changes that would be 
good for me. 
     
Always Very Often Fairly Often Sometimes Seldom 
 
12. I believe the way we are working with my problem is correct. 
     
Seldom Sometimes Fairly Often Very Often Always 
Note: Items copyright © Adam Horvath.  






Email Invitation to Participate in Research 
Initial Invitation to Participate Email 
Hello [potential participant name], 
You are being contacted as you have previously undergone or are currently undergoing 
psychotherapy training at the University of Windsor’s Psychological Services and Research 
Centre.  
As part of my doctoral dissertation, I am contacting former and current graduate students from 
the clinical psychology program at the University of Windsor who have received training 
through the PSRC in order to better understand the unique experiences of trainee 
psychotherapists in this program. We are interested in gaining insight into perspectives of current 
and former students at various stages of training and various professional statuses to better 
understand the types of training experiences that are cited as valuable, influential, hindering, and 
difficult within the context of psychotherapy training.  
As you are aware, the University of Windsor’s clinical psychology program has long held a 
reputation as a clinically-strong program as internship match rates and EPPP performance by 
graduates are, on average, quite high. Developing insight into the types of training experiences 
that facilitate such noteworthy performance is of great interest to program stakeholders in our 
own program as well as those of other clinical psychology programs across Canada.  
By following the link below, you will be directed to an online self-report questionnaire that will 
take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. Your contribution is invaluable as there are a 
limited number of potential participants, and you are one of them. As there are a limited number 
of participants, we will be sending up to 3 reminder emails to participate in this study. As a 
modest token of appreciation you will be given a $10 gift card to amazon.ca, as gesture of 
appreciation of time.  
Should you have any questions, please contact myself via email, or my faculty supervisor, Dr. 
Antonio Pascual-Leone at apl@uwindsor.ca or 519-253-3000 x. 4702 
Thank you, 






Consent to Participate in Training Experiences Study 
 
Letter of Information for Consent to Participate in Research 
Title of Study 
Therapist Training Experiences 
  
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Chris Edmondstone, M.A. and 
supervised by Dr. Antonio Pascual-Leone from the Psychology Department at the University of 
Windsor. Results from the current study will contribute to a doctoral dissertation.  
  
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact the principal 
investigator at edmonst@uwindsor.ca or the faculty supervisor at apl@uwdinsor.ca or by phone 
at 519-253-3000 x. 4702. 
  
Purpose of Study 
We are interested in hearing from current and former University of Windsor clinical psychology 
graduate students who have received psychotherapy training at the Psychological Services and 
Research Centre. The purpose of the study is to better understand the experiences of 
psychotherapy trainees at the PSRC. We are interested in identifying, from trainees’ 
perspectives, what types of experiences were valued and cited as facilitating growth as 
psychotherapists, and what experiences are cited as hindering such growth. Both current and 
former trainees are being asked to participate to better understand what types of experiences are 
cited while one is in the process of training, and when one has completed training. 
  
Description of the Study Procedures 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a self-report questionnaire 
that queries, in closed- and open-ended formats, your perspective on training experiences. The 
survey will include questions about what specific aspects of training were influential in your 
ongoing development as a psychotherapist. Likewise, questions will be included that query your 
experience of providing psychotherapy to clients as a trainee therapist, the difficulties you 
encountered doing so, and how you navigated those difficulties. It is estimated that the 
questionnaire will take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. 
  
Risks/Discomforts of Being in this Study 
Reviewing training experiences and answering questions related to difficult or hindering 
experiences may result in minor discomfort or distress. Answering questions about helpful and 
hindering training experiences will naturally involve critical and potentially negative comments 
about such experiences, including therapy supervisors. We understand that some participants 
may be hesitant to share such perceptions of their experience, but we would like to ensure all 
participants that data will be kept entirely confidential and no information will be included in any 
research reports or presentations that will make it possible to identify you. Further, we would 
like to add that responses will be de-identified prior to analysis, and as such, the principal 





Benefits of Being in the Study 
The benefits of participation are that you will be given the opportunity to provide feedback on 
what aspects of your training you found helpful or hindering. Doing so may allow you to 
consolidate your training experiences and review what aspects of it were influential in 
contributing to your development as a therapist. Additionally, your feedback is of interest to 
stakeholders at the PSRC, including supervisors, the director, and current and former students, 




The records of this study will be kept strictly confidential. Your responses to the present study 
will be de-identified prior to analysis. While a key with participant identity will be kept, 
researchers will not be able to use it to identify participants due to a double-de-identification 
process implemented with collaboration from researchers at an affiliated university. In short, 
there will be two keys and they will be kept separately (by different researchers at physically 
different universities), ensuring an active firewall to protect confidentiality. We will not include 
any information in any report we may publish that would make it possible to identify you. 
  
Compensation 
You will receive the following payment: a $10 amazon.ca gift card. Please check the box at the 
end of the survey to indicate that you would like to receive the compensation and provide the 
email you would like it sent to. 
  
Right to Refuse or Withdraw 
The decision to participate in this study is entirely up to you. You may refuse to take part in the 
study at any time without affecting your relationship with the investigators of this study or the 
University of Windsor. Your decision will not result in any loss or benefits to which you are 
otherwise entitled. You have the right not to answer any single question, as well as to withdraw 
completely from the study at any point during the process; additionally, you have the right to 
request that the researcher not use any of your responses. 
  
Feedback of the Results of this Study to the Participants 
A summary of research findings will be available to participants at the conclusion of this study. 
  
Web address: https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/research-result-summaries/ 
Estimated date when results will be available: August 31, 2020 
  
Subsequent Use of Data 
These data may be used in subsequent studies, in publications, and in presentations. This may 
include combining it with other existing data sets from the PSRC in order to answer specific 
research questions, although maintaining your confidentiality would remain a primary 
requirement. 
  




If you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, contact:  Research Ethcs 
Coordinator, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4; Telephone: 519-253-3000, ext. 
3948; e-mail:  ethics@uwindsor.ca 
  
Consent 
By providing your consent, you indicate that you have decided to volunteer as a research 
participant for this study, and that you have read and understood the information provided 
above.  
 





Training Experiences Measure 





5. Please indicate your current status: 
a. Graduate student in MA program 
b. Graduate with MA, not pursuing PhD  
c. Graduate student in PhD program 
d. Graduated and currently undergoing professional licensing 
e. Graduated and not currently undergoing professional licensing  
f. Licensed Psychologist, Supervised Practice 
g. Licensed Psychologist 
6. If currently a graduate student, please indicate your year in the program (e.g., MA1, 
MA2, etc. PhD1, PhD2, etc.) 
7. How many therapy courses have you completed at the PSRC? 
8. Which therapy courses did you take at the PSRC, and in what order (CBT, EFT, 
Psychodynamic, Integrative)? 
9. Please indicate your current therapy involvement (e.g., none, taking course at PSRC, 
therapy practicum, therapy rotation on internship, providing therapy to clients in practice, 
etc.) 
10. Please indicate which track you are/were registered in (Child, Adult, or Neuro). 
 
Currently (or most recently), providing therapy/counseling ... 
0=Not at all, 2=Slightly, 4=Somewhat, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much 
 How effective are you at engaging clients in a working 
alliance?  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How ‘natural’ (authentically personal) do you feel?  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How much mastery do you have of the techniques and 
strategies involved in practicing therapy?  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How well do you understand the moment-by-moment 
process in sessions?  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How effectively do you communicate your understanding 
and concern to clients?  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How well are you able to detect and deal with the emotional 
reactions that your clients have towards you? 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How good are you at making constructive use of your own 
personal reactions to clients? 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 How much precision, subtlety and finesse have you attained 
in your therapeutic work?  




 How effective are you in helping your clients? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Do you find yourself thinking of clients at times between 
sessions?  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
Currently (or most recently) when providing psychotherapy, how often do you feel ...? 
0=Never, 2=Rarely, 4=Occasionally, 6= Fairly often, 8=Often, 10=Very often 
 Lacking in confidence that you can have a 
beneficial effect on a client.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Unsure how best to deal effectively with a 
client.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 In danger of losing control of the therapeutic 
situation to a client.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Unable to have much real empathy for a 
client’s experiences 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Uneasy that your personal values make it 
difficult to maintain an appropriate attitude 
towards a client.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Unable to generate sufficient momentum to 
move therapy with a client in a constructive 
direction.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Demoralized by your inability to find ways to 
help a client.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Guilty about having mishandled a critical 
situation with a client.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Unable to comprehend the essence of a client’s 
problems.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Unable to withstand a client’s emotional 
neediness.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Unable to find something to like or respect in a 
patient.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Bogged down with a client in a relationship that 
seems to go nowhere.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
When in difficulty during therapy, how often do you...? 
0=Never, 2=Rarely, 4=Occasionally, 6= Fairly often, 8=Often, 10=Very often 
 Try to see the problem from a different 
perspective 
0 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Become more directive in session 0 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Become more passive in session 0 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Become more intellectual in session 0 
       




 Become detached in session 0 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Discuss the problem with a peer or colleague.  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Simply hope that things will improve 
eventually.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Criticize a client for causing you trouble.  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Seriously consider terminating therapy with 
a client 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Review privately with yourself how the 
problem has arisen.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Give yourself permission to experience 
difficult or disturbing feelings.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 See whether you and your client can together 
deal with the difficulty.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Avoid dealing with the problem for the 
present. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Consult about the case with a supervisor or 
more experienced therapist.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Show your frustration to the client.  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
Please respond to the following open-ended questions in the fields provided. 
1) What training experiences at the PSRC and in therapy courses were most helpful in your 
development as a psychotherapist? 
2) What training experiences at the PSRC and in therapy courses were most hindering in your 
development as a psychotherapist? 
3) What memorable moments or events during your training at the PSRC and in therapy courses 
stand out as being especially important in your development as a psychotherapist? 
 
Since beginning psychotherapy training, how much do you feel…? 
0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much 
 
You have changed overall as a therapist  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
This change feels like progress or improvement  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
This change feels like decline or impairment  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
You are overcoming past limitations as a therapist  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
You are becoming more skillful in practicing therapy  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
You are deepening your understanding of therapy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A growing sense of enthusiasm about doing therapy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
You are becoming disillusioned about therapy  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
You are losing your capacity to respond empathically  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Your performance is becoming mainly routine  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




You are satisfied with your development as a therapist thus far 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
Throughout your psychotherapy training at the PSRC, how much influence have the 
following had on your development as a therapist?  
0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much 
Didactic work  
Completing readings about the theory 
of the orientation you are learning  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Completing readings about cases 
treated  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Completing readings of transcripts of 
therapy sessions  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Attending didactic lectures in therapy 
courses 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Having theory-based questions 
answered by your professor 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Viewing video examples of therapists 
working with clients  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Completing assignments in therapy 
courses 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Completing extra readings relevant to 
specific problems presented by 
specific clients you have seen 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Giving or attending case presentations 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Completing written case formulations 
of clients 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Practice/skills training  
Participating in role plays or live 
practice with other students 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Watching your professor role play or 
do live demonstrations with other 
students as clients 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Applying skills and techniques learned 
in therapy course to yourself (e.g., 
completing your own thought record) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Supervision  
Receiving video-based individual 
supervision from your professor(s) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Receiving consultation-based 
individual supervision from your 
professor(s) (i.e., supervision without 
video) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Observing others receive supervision 
during group supervision 




Receiving supervision from peers  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Providing supervision to peers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Reviewing your therapy videos on 
your own time 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Completing practicum evaluations 
with supervisors at the end of each 
semester 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Work with clients  
Working with clients who you find 
challenging 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Working with clients who do not seem 
to respond to the techniques relevant 
to the orientation you are 
learning/practicing 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Working with clients with whom you 
find it difficult to form a therapeutic 
relationship 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Working with clients who you find do 
not present any challenges 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Viewing the client’s scores on the OQ-
45 prior to sessions 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Viewing the client’s responses to the 
Working Alliance Inventory after 
sessions (e.g., “I believe the way we 
are working with my problems is 
correct.”) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Viewing the client’s responses to the 
Session Evaluation Questionnaire 
after sessions (e.g., word pairs 
describing client’s current feelings – 
“Right now I feel extremely happy vs. 
extremely unhappy”) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Viewing the client’s responses to the 
Helpful and Hindering Aspects of 
Therapy after sessions  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Overall Experiences  
The overall training I received in 
setting goals in therapy 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The overall training I received in what 
to do or what to say in session (tasks) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The overall training I received in 
being empathic and relating to the 
client in session 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The overall training I received in using 
specific therapeutic interventions 






Please respond to the following open-ended questions in the fields provided. 
4) What supervisory experiences at the PSRC and in training courses were particularly helpful to 
your development as a psychotherapist? 
5) What supervisory experiences at the PSRC and in training courses were particularly hindering 
to your development as a psychotherapist 
The overall training I received in 
perceiving client in-session process 
(e.g., noticing emotion, thoughts, 
behaviors, etc.) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The overall training I received in case 
formulation and how to understand 
client problems 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The overall training I received in 
being a certain kind of person when 
working in session 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Other  
Feeling mentored by a particular 
professor or supervisor 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Talking about psychotherapy theory or 
practice in either formal or informal 
settings 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The experience of other therapy 
practica outside the PSRC 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Receiving personal psychotherapy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Learning about career directions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Hearing about case examples or how 
therapists have dealt with specific 
issues, (either from your professors, 
from peers, or others) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Practicing therapy skills or applying 
psychotherapy theories to your 
everyday life 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The professional setting, supporting 
staff, or the facility where you 
practiced 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Reflecting on your emerging identity 
as a clinician and health care provider 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Spending time visualizing or reflecting 
on how you anticipate a therapy 
session going. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Writing clinical notes or thinking 
about how a recent session went. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Learning findings from psychotherapy 
research 
 




6) How good do you think you are as a therapist right now? 
 0=Very poor, 2 = Poor, 4 = Fair, 6 = Adequate, 8 = Very Good, 10 = Excellent 
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
6b) How much of that do you attribute to your training and supervision in therapy courses 
at the PSRC? 
7) How do you approach establishing a strong working alliance? 
 
Sources of stress: How strongly have you felt stressed or negatively affected by the 
following things? 
0=Not at all, 2=Little, 4=Some, 6=Moderately, 8=Much, 10=Very much 
 
Behaviour of patients/clients 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Conflicts with other students  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Conflicts with supervisors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Workload 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Insufficient supervision 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Too little training 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unclear expectations 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
During psychotherapy training at the PSRC, how often do/did you… 
0=Never, 2=Rarely, 4=Occasionally, 6= Fairly often, 8=Often, 10=Very often 
 
Feel you are part of a cohort with other trainees 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Feel a sense of support or camaraderie in the 
group 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Feel a sense of competition or divisiveness in the 
group 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Feel supported by your clinical supervisor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Feel criticized by your clinical supervisor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Please respond to each statement by circling the number that best fits how you have 
generally felt over the last 7 days. There are no right or wrong responses. Often the first 
answer that comes to mind is best. 
0=Never, 2=Rarely, 4=Occasionally, 6= Fairly often, 8=Often, 10=Very often 
Given my current physical condition I am 
satisfied with what I can do. 




I have confidence in my ability to sustain 
important relationships. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I feel hopeful about my future. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I am often interested and excited about things 
in my life. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I am able to have fun. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I am generally satisfied with my 
psychological health. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I am able to forgive myself for my failures 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
My life is progressing according to my 
expectations. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I am able to handle conflicts with others. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I have peace of mind. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
Please respond to the following open-ended questions in the fields provided. 
 
8) What do you think are your strengths as a therapist and why or how did you develop them? 
9) What do you think are your shortcomings as a therapist, and why or how do you think that is 
the case for you? 
 9b) Was there something in your training that you think could have helped? 
10) Outside your role as a clinician, how has your psychotherapy training affected you 





Between-group mean differences for top-6 and bottom-6 ranked therapists for Didactic items with error bars 
at the 95% confidence interval 
  
              Completing readings about cases treated           Completing readings of transcripts of therapy sessions 
 
 





















T O P B O T T O M





Between-group mean differences for top-6 and bottom-6 ranked therapists for Practice/skills training items 
with error bars at the 95% confidence interval 
 

























T O P B O T T O M
Participating in role plays or live practice 
with other students 
Watching your professor do role plays or 
live demonstrations with students as 
clients 
Applying skills and techniques learned in 





Between-group mean differences for top-6 and bottom-6 ranked therapists for Supervision items with error 



























T O P B O T T O M
Receiving video-based individual supervision 
from your professors 
Receiving consultation-based individual 
supervision from your professors 
Observing others receive supervision during 
group supervision 
Receiving supervision from peers 





Between-group mean differences for top-6 and bottom-6 ranked therapists for Work with clients items with 









































T O P B O T T O M
Working with clients who do not seem to 
respond to the techniques relevant to the 
orientation you are learning/practicing 
Working with clients with whom you find it 
difficult to form a therapeutic relationship 
Working with clients who you find do not 
present any challenges 
Viewing client’s scores on the OQ-45 prior to 
sessions 
Viewing clients’ HAT responses following a 
session 






Between-group mean differences for top-6 and bottom-6 ranked therapists for Overall experiences items with 




























T O P B O T T O M
The overall training I received in being 
empathic and relating to the client in session 
The overall training I received in perceiving 
client in-session process (e.g., noticing 
emotion, thoughts, behaviors, etc.) 
The overall training I received in case formulation 






Between-group mean differences for top-6 and bottom-6 ranked therapists for Other items with error bars at 















































T O P B O T T O M
Feeling mentored by a particular professor or 
supervisor 
 
The experience of other therapy practica 
outside the PSRC 
Hearing about case examples or how 
therapists have dealt with specific issues 
Reflecting on your emerging identity as a 
clinician and health care provider 
Writing clinical notes or thinking about how a 
recent session went 
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